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GENERAL

CORPORATIONS

GASIFICATION INDUSTRY FORMS NEW

COUNCIL

Twelve leading companies in the energy industry
have announced the formation of a new trade

group, the Gasification Technologies Council.

The mission of the Council is to promote the

widespread use of gasification to utilize coal,

petroleum coke and heavy oils in an environmen

tally superior manner for the production of

power, clean fuels and chemicals worldwide.

"It is our
members'

intent that the Council be

recognized as the representative of, and advo

cate for, an established and expanding gasifica

tion
industry,"

said J. Childress, spokesman for

the new organization. "With the growing use of

gasification technologies in the power, chemical,

and refining industries, we feel strongly that a

new organization is needed to focus adequately

on the issues affecting our interests in the United

States and
abroad."

The organization will concentrate initially on two

primary activities-communicating the benefits of

gasification to persons in industry and govern

ment and keeping members apprised of develop
ments and trends in the public and private sec

tors affecting gasification technologies.

The new Council will focus on technologies that

produce or use synthesis gas made through the

partial oxidation of coal, petroleum coke and

heavy oils. When used in power generation, the

gas is combusted in an Integrated Gasification

Combined Cycle (IGCC), recognized as the

cleanest, most efficient means of producing

electricity from coal. In refineries, the gasification

of petroleum coke or residual oil, as well as

refinery waste streams, provides an
environmen

tally sound means of converting these low value

hydrocarbons into higher value power, chemicals

and fuels.

IGCC is being incorporated into powerplants un

der construction and being planned in North

America, Europe, and Asia. Gasification is also

being used in scores of refineries and chemical

plants worldwide to produce power, chemicals

and fuels. The use of gasification technologies in

the refining industry is expected to grow as the

quality of crude oil declines in the future.

"We are actively seeking companies to join the

Council that are involved in any aspect of the

gasification industry-gasification technology sup

pliers, project developers, air separation com

panies, engineering and construction firms,

power generation and other equipment manufac

turers, gas cleanup technology suppliers, and

companies from the power generation, refining

and petrochemical
industries,"

said Childress.

Charter members of the Gasification Tech

nologies Council are Air Liquide America, Air

Products and Chemicals, Inc., Bechtel Power Cor

poration, BOC Gases, Destec Energy, Inc.,

Dresser-lngersoll Rand Joint Ventures, Fluor

Daniel, Inc., Foster Wheeler Energy International

Inc., General Electric Company, Praxair, Inc.,

Shell Synthetic Fuels Inc., and Texaco Inc. Plans

call for the Council to begin operations

January 1, 1996.

####

GOVERNMENT

NPC OFFERS GUIDELINES FOR ENERGY

RESEARCH AT DOE'S NATIONAL

LABORATORIES

In August the National Petroleum Council (NPC)
presented to United States Secretary of Energy
H. O'Leary a report entitled Research, Develop
ment, and Demonstration Needs of the Oil and

Gas Industry. The study was conducted in

response to a request from the Secretary for an
analysis of the needs of the industry.

A companion report entitled Future Issues,
reviewed in a separate article.

is
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The oil and gas industry's technology needs

were determined by the combination of a survey
sent to a large cross-section of the industry
(primary data) and an analysis of other pertinent

studies completed in the last several years

(secondary data).

The survey was developed to determine the

desired technology advances, their impact, and
their likelihood of commercial availability both in

the short term (by 1999) and the long term

(between 1999 and 2010). The survey was sent

to 130 members of the National Petroleum Coun

cil.

An analysis of the survey responses identified

36 technologies that are highest priority based

on their impact on business and their likelihood

of not being met under a business-as-usual

scenario. The following examples illustrate some
of the highest priority technology needs from the

survey:

In the upstream:

- High-resolution depth imaging

- Improved well productivity

- Hydrate control and prevention

- Horizontal well technology

- Paraffin

In the downstream:

- Catalysts with improved selectivities,

yields, and lifetimes

- New approaches to refining heavy feeds

- Improved energy efficiency of processes

and equipment

- Improved plant and process reliability

In the environmental area, a high priority industry

need was a scientific basis for risk-based environ

mental regulation.

Capabilities of The Labs

The development of technology for the oil and

gas industry is accomplished through a variety of

sources including in-house oil and gas company

Research, Development and Demonstration

(RD&D) programs, universities, research in

stitutes, and service companies. Recently the

government laboratories have become increas

ingly involved in RD&D; however, the capabilities

of these labs are less well known to the industry.

In order to completely respond to the request of

the Secretary, specific information was compiled

on the RD&D projects and capabilities in The

Labs directed at the needs of the oil and gas com

pany. Argonne, Brookhaven, Idaho National En

gineering Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley,
Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, Oak Ridge,

Pacific Northwest, Sandia, and NIPER are collec

tively referred to as The Labs in this report.

The data show that The Labs have impressive

research and development capabilities in many

energy related technologies. However, in order

for the RD&D to be effective, these capabilities

should be aligned with the
users'

needs, says

NPC. The NPC survey indicated considerable in

terest within the industry to collaborate on RD&D

projects to develop oil and gas technology.

The Labs have strong capabilities in fundamental

science and engineering, which could be effec

tive in the conduct of basic research needed by
the oil and gas industry.

Recommendations

Many Council members believe there is a place

for industry-government collaboration in the

development of oil and gas technology.

However, there is a wide range of opinions

among NPC members concerning both the value
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and the desirability of a government role. At one

end of the spectrum is the belief that government

should leave the significant components and ex

penditures for energy RD&D to the private sector,

and that RD&D tax incentives for industry are

preferred over government funding of oppor

tunities for collaboration. Those at the opposite

end of the spectrum hold that energy RD&D is so

important to our national and economic security
that it should not be entirely the responsibility of

the private sector.

The following recommendations were presented:

The United States Department of Energy (DOE)
should focus its sponsorship of research on

areas of technology needs that cannot be effec

tively conducted in the private sector.

Expenditures should be analyzed in order to

match the high impact needs identified by the

NPC report with the unique capabilities of The

Labs. The focus should be on the highest priority

needs which benefit all industry participants

without competing with private sector developers

of technology.

Continuity should be provided for logical (cost-

effective) completions of all short-term projects,

no matter how the industry-Lab RD&D collabora

tions change over the next few years.

The DOE should place greater emphasis on

prioritizing RD&D programs based on the

industry's needs and participation.

DOE and the government laboratories should

remove barriers to collaboration. To implement

this recommendation, DOE should initiate

simplified administrative procedures that mini

mize paperwork and the turn-around time for

bringing technology to practical application.

The government laboratories should not become

a technical services organization competing with

industry resources. The NPC concurs with the

Galvin Task Force recommendation that the ac

tivities at the national laboratories should be

privatized as appropriate.

####

ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS

IEA RELEASES OIL, GAS AND COAL SUPPLY

OUTLOOK

The International Energy Agency (IEA) released

in May a major study of prospects for the supply
of fossil fuels to 2010: Oil, Gas and Coal Supply
Outlook. This study examines how the increased

demand for fossil fuels between now and 2010,

as projected in the lEA's 1995 edition of the

World Energy Outlook, could be met. The World

Energy Outlook projects primary energy demand

to increase, under two scenarios-the Capacity
Constraints case and the Energy Savings case-

by between 34 and 45 percent between 1992 and

2010. Fossil fuels will continue to account for

about 90 percent of total energy consumption

in 2010.

Global primary energy demand is projected to

increase at an average annual rate of between

1.7 to 2.1 percent and to reach between 10,500

and 1 1 ,500 million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe)
in 2010.

World demand for oil is projected to increase

significantly in both cases from current produc

tion of around 68 million barrels per day. In the

Energy Savings case, it rises to around 92 million

barrels per day in 2010. Under the Capacity Con

straints assumptions, oil demand increases to

around 95 million barrels per day by 2010.

World natural gas consumption will rise from

1,745 Mtoe in 1992 to between 2,263 and

2,708 Mtoe by 2010. A large proportion of this

increase takes place in the power generation sec

tor. Currently, around 16 percent of global gas

production is internationally traded, and less than
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4 percent of the trade is accounted for by Li

quefied Natural Gas (LNG). In spite of high costs

of transportation for gas and the fact that some

future supply regions will be further away from

potential markets, it is projected that the trade in

gas will increase significantly throughout the out

look period.

World consumption of solid fuels in the period

to 2010 is expected to increase at an annual

average rate of 2.0 percent over the outlook

period in the Capacity Constraints case, and at

1.6 percent per annum in the Energy Savings

case. Power generation will remain the main

market for solid fuels.

Given these demand projections, the question

arises: Where will the supply come from to meet

this projected demand growth in fossil fuels?

Key conclusions of the Oil, Gas and Coal Supply
Outlook are as follows.

Non-OPEC oil supply is projected to increase

from its 1994 level of 41.2 million barrels per day
to 42.6 million barrels per day in 2010 even under

a regime of flat real oil prices in the range of

$18 per barrel. If oil prices were to rise to $28 per

barrel, non-OPEC production could reach nearly

49 million barrels per day by 2010 (Table 1).

In spite of this increase in non-OPEC supply, the

call upon OPEC to provide oil to the world could

rise to between 46 and 50 million barrels per day
compared with about 27 million barrels per day
at present. There are ample reserves to meet this

demand in OPEC countries, but these reserves

need to be developed. OPEC currently has

about 6.5 million barrels per day of spare

capacity, most of which is in the Middle East.

There will, therefore, be a need to increase OPEC

production capacity significantly. On the basis of

reserves and current production levels, it is the

five major producers of the Middle East and

Venezuela which have the potential to expand

production capacity in the long term (see

Figure 1). However, there are several important

factors in addition to reserves which will deter

mine the ability of these countries to expand

production and exports.

Global natural gas reserves are abundant and,

if prices rise, the projected increase in gas

demand can be met in all regions of the world. In

the absence of gas price increases, however, the

economic supply of gas from producers that are

located far from consuming countries is less cer

tain.

North America is currently self sufficient in natural

gas and is expected to remain so. Potential for

further increases in production can be seen in

both Canada and in the United States. It seems

unlikely that imports from outside the region will

make a substantial contribution to meeting gas

demand in North America.

Europe also has large gas reserves and has in

the past been able to satisfy a relatively high

share of consumption from indigenous produc

tion. However, Europe will become more de

pendent on external supplies with imports from

other regions rising from 35 percent of total con

sumption in 1992 to close to 50 percent by 2010.

The traditional suppliers-The Netherlands, Nor

way, Algeria and Russia-will continue to play an

important role but more distant suppliers, such

as countries in the Middle East or central Asia

might have to enter the European gas market in

order to secure sufficient volumes (Figure 2).

The volumes of gas traded in the form of LNG

could increase.

Gas in the Asian market is mainly traded in the

form of LNG, and that is not expected to change

throughout the outlook period. With gas demand

expected to more than double between now and

2010, however, there will be a need for significant

new volumes in the beginning of the next cen

tury. These volumes could partly be supplied

from the traditional suppliers to the region, such

as Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and Australia.

However, new supplies might come from more

distant sources in the Middle East, implying
higher transportation distances and costs

(Figure 3).

Hard coal production is projected to fall in

Europe and the countries of the former Soviet

Union. In OECD North America and OECD
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TABLE 1

NON-OPEC OIL SUPPY

(Million Barrels per Day)
Price Case: Rising to $28

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 2000 2005 2010

North America 14.3 14.2 14.1 14.1 14.1 13.1 13.7 14.3

U.S. 9.2 9.0 8.8 8.6 8.5 7.3 7.5 7.8

Canada 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.6

Mexico 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.9

Europe 4.5 4.8 5.2 6.0 6.2 6.7 6.5 6.0

U.K. 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.6 2.9 2.8 2.5

Norway 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.0 2.8

Other 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7

Pacific 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

Australia 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Other 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Total OECD 19.5 19.7 19.9 20.8 21.0 20.5 20.9 21.0

FSU 10.4 8.9 7.9 7.2 6.8 7.4 9.0 10.4

Russia 9.3 7.9 6.9 6.3 5.8 5.9 7.3 8.6

Other 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.8

Eastern Europe 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

S & C America 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.5 3.9 4.1

Brazil 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4

Colombia 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.1 1.1 1.2

Ecuador 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3

Others 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2

Asia 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.7 5.1 5.2 5.5 6.8

China 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.3 4.5

East Asia 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.6 1.6

South Asia 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6

Middle East 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.4

Africa 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.1 1.7

Total Non-OECD 21.0 19.9 19.1 18.9 19.3 20.9 23.1 25.7

Processing Gains 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.9

Total Non-OPEC 41.9 41.0 40.5 41.2 41.9 43.1 45.8 48.6
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FIGURE 1

OIL RESERVES AND RESERVE/PRODUCTION RATIOS
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Pacific, however, it is set to rise by an average

annual rate of 1 .5 and 2.7 percent respectively.

Elsewhere in the world hard coal production is

set to increase substantially by 2010. In South

Asia it is projected to double from its 1992 level,

while in East Asia and South and Central America

coal production is projected to approximately

triple. Coal production in Africa and China is

projected to rise by 80 percent.

International coal trade will increase sig

nificantly in importance ("Table 2). In 1973, only

8 percent of coal production was internationally

traded, while in 1992 international trade repre

sented 11 percent of production. Between 1992

and 2010, international coal trade will more than

double in volume terms to represent some

16 percent of coal production.

TABLE 2

WORLD COAL EXPORTS

i(Million Tonnes)

1973- 1992-

1992 2010

1973 1980 1992 2000 2010 (%p.a.) (% P-a.)

OECD 107 161 253 356 532 4.6 4.2

N. America 59 99 121 183 278 3.9 4.7

Europe 20 19 6 5 4 -6.1 -2.2

Pacific 28 43 127 168 250 8.2 3.9

CEE 39 35 22 27 30 -3.0 1.8

FSU 29 29 22 20 20 -1.4 -0.5

Middle East 0 0 0 0 0 - -

Africa 2 30 50 60 96 18.5 3.7

South Asia 0 0 0 0 0 - -

East Asia 1 1 17 35 45 16.1 5.6

China 3 6 20 30 60 10.5 6.3

SCA 0 0 18 33 70 - 7.8

Total 181 262 403 561 853 4.3 4.3

####

BP STATISTICAL REVIEW CHARTS

INCREASE IN WORLD ENERGY DEMAND IN

1994

The BP Statistical Review of World Energy,

released in June, presents detailed statistics on

world energy consumption, production and

reserves, broken down by geographical region.

After 3 years of static energy consumption,

global demand edged upward by almost

1 percent in 1994, restoring the pattern of steady

growth seen for much of the 1980s. In the world

outside the Former Soviet Union (FSU), demand

grew at an above average rate of 2.8 percent

whereas in the FSU itself consumption again fell

steeply (by 10.4 percent).
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The other main features of the world's energy
markets in 1 994 were:

- Demand in Western Europe held steady.

Cold weather in the United States and a

hot summer in Japan led to higher con

sumption in those countries.

- The decline in demand in Eastern

Europe slowed markedly, except in the

FSU, reflecting successful restructuring
and the green shoots of economic

development.

- Growth in the Emerging Market

Economies (EMEs), excluding Eastern

Europe, was a robust 5.1 percent.

Indeed, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia,

South Korea, Taiwan and much of the

rest of Southeast Asia experienced an

nual growth rates in the range of 5 to

10 percent.

- China overtook Russia to become, after

the United States, the second largest

energy market in the world.

- The pattern of energy consumption con

tinues to shift very slowly. In Western

Europe, gas has now overtaken coal as

the second most important fuel after oil.

- Oil remains the world's most important

commercial fuel, accounting for

40 percent of the energy market. Its pre

eminence is largely due to the increasing

demand for transportation fuels.

Oil

Depletion of the world's oil reserves was

balanced in 1994 by additions from new dis

coveries and higher recovery rates from existing

fields (Figure 1). Notable additions to reserves

took place in Angola, Argentina and Colombia.

At 1994's production rate, the world's proved
oil

reserves would be sufficient to
meet demand for

the next 43 years.

FIGURE 1
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OPEC countries raised oil production (including
natural gas liquids) by 0.7 percent. Output from

non-OPEC countries outside the FSU continued

to rise at a much faster pace (4.2 percent) and

was at an all-time high in 1994. This was a result

of strong increases in the United Kingdom and

Norway, and in countries as diverse as Argentina,

Australia, Canada, India and Yemen.

Global oil demand in 1994 grew by 1.7 percent

and, if the FSU is excluded, It was up by
3.2 percent. Growth continued strongly in Asia,
at 6 percent, despite having slowed to

2.6 percent in China as a result of import restric

tions. South Korea overtook the United Kingdom

as theworld's eighth largest oil consumer.
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In Western Europe, oil demand was static for the

second year in succession, with consumption fall

ing in France, Germany and the United Kingdom.

Diesel fuel gained in popularity as a transport

fuel.

Oil consumption in Eastern Europe turned the

corner in 1994 and started growing significantly.

But in the FSU, demand slumped by almost

15 percent. Indeed, since the peak of 1987, FSU

oil consumption has fallen by almost the same

amount as OECD consumption has risen.

Oil prices fell to their lowest level in real terms in

20 years.

Natural Gas

World consumption of gas declined by
0.2 percent in 1994, but this was caused by a

7.6 percent drop in demand in the FSU. If the

FSU is excluded, the demand for gas in the rest

of the world continued to grow at a healthy rate

of 2.9 percent.

Gas prices fell in all the major markets because

of increased competition, new delivery facilities

and gas's indexation to the oil price. Trade in

gas, whether shipped as liquefied natural gas or

piped across borders, grew by more than

5 percent.

The FSU and the Middle East together hold more

than 70 percent of the world's natural gas

reserves.

After many years of steady increases in global

gas reserves, the total fell slightly in 1994-mainly

the result of small depletions in the Americas and

Eastern Europe (Figure 2).

Gas Reserve/Production (R/P) ratios are higher

than those for oil in all regions, except North

America. World production has almost tripled

FIGURE 2

WORLD PROVED RESERVES OF NATURAL GAS

140

69 71

SOURCE: BP
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since 1966, while proved reserves have tended to

increase even faster.

Coal

Coal, after 4 years of falling consumption, made

a modest comeback in 1994. Global consump

tion grew by 0.5 percent and outside the FSU it

rose by 2 percent. The world's largest consumer

was China, followed by the United States.

Together they produce and consume half the

world's coal. Other major consumers were Ger

many, India, Japan and South Africa.

World coal reserves, unlike those for oil and gas,

are spread relatively evenly throughout the world.

Most coal is consumed in the region where it is

produced. North America is the main net export

ing region, Western Europe the main net im

porter. The largest growth in both production

and consumption in the past decade has been in

Asia and Australasia.

At current levels of production, global coal

reserves will last much longer than those for oil

and natural gas (Figure 3).

Other Energy Sources

Nuclear energy consumption was at a record

level, accounting for 7.2 percent of all primary

energy, while hydroelectricity generation was

steady at 2.5 percent.

FIGURE 3

FOSSIL FUEL R/P RATIOS AT END 1994

? Oil EB Natural Gas j Coal

OECD Eastern Europe EMEs exd. E. Europe

SOURCE: BP
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NPC EXAMINES OILAND GAS INDUSTRY

ISSUES FOR NEXT 25 YEARS

The National Petroleum Council (NPC) has made
specific recommendations to United States

Secretary of Energy H. O'Leary on policy and

regulatory actions as well as industry and govern
ment leadership steps to address future issues.

The Council analyzed the oil and gas industry's

role in the nation's economy, identified the issues

and policies that will most likely shape the in

dustry over the next 25 years, and provided ad

vice on the resolution of these issues. The NPC

is a federally chartered, privately funded advisory
committee to the Secretary of Energy. The

Council's purpose is solely to advise, inform, and

make recommendations at the request of the

Secretary with respect to any matter relating to

oil and natural gas or to the oil and gas in

dustries.

At its meeting in August, the NPC approved and

presented to Secretary O'Leary its report, entitled

Future Issues-A View of U.S. Oil & Gas to 2020.

The study, which was conducted in response to

a request from the Secretary, emphasizes improv

ing the processes through which future issues

will be resolved. In the report, the Council states

its hope that the study "results in a process of

cooperation to deal with the challenges that arise

in the years ahead. In this way the oil and gas

industry can fulfill its mission of providing

Americans with an affordable, reliable supply of

energy while reflecting shared societal concerns

for environment, health, and
safety."

An overview

of the report follows.

Industry's Role in the Nation's Economy

The "oil and gas
industry"

is a significant and cru

cial component of the domestic economy. The

industry is large-it employs 1.5 million men and

women and represents between 3 and 5 percent

of the economy, depending on the measurement

used. Industry wages are about 14 percent

above the United States average, and over

8 percent of the industry employees are scien

tists or engineers, as compared with U.S. in

dustry average employment of 1 .4 percent scien

tists and engineers.

More oil and gas are consumed indirectly via the

goods and services people buy than through

direct sales of fuel to individual consumers.

Using substitutes for oil and gas is difficult in

today's economy. Trying to do so before the

technology for cost-competitive alternatives is

developed could jeopardize the well-being of the

nation's citizens and the competitiveness of its

manufacturing industry, says NPC.

View of the Present and Future

Today the industry is affected more than ever by
both domestic and international competitive

forces and environmental concerns. Prices of

crude oil, natural gas, and petroleum products all

respond to a volatile international marketplace.

In the natural gas business, all aspects from

production through local distribution are being
transformed by deregulation, enhancing competi

tion among gas suppliers and among fuels. The

refining and marketing businesses face increased

regulatory and environmental costs driven by
stringent requirements on fuel composition as

well as increased pressure from national oil com

panies and other international competitors.

These increased competitive forces and new

technology have significantly affected the charac

ter of the industry. The development and use of

technology has dramatically reduced the costs of

finding oil and gas, of processing them into

products, and of delivering these products to in

dividuals and businesses. The competitive

marketplace has created niches for a highly
diverse set of companies within the industry, of

ten resulting in different goals among industry
members.

As might be expected, the views of 2020

foreseen by these diverse groups covered a wide
spectrum. Many believe that consumption pat

terns and the level of worldwide use will reflect a

continuation of existing trends, with energy use

rising with growing population and economic
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development. Others foresee a radically different

world, with flat or declining fossil fuel use, either

forced by environmental considerations or made

possible by technological advances in the

production and use of energy.

There was, however, surprisingly broad agree

ment on key elements of the outlook for the

United States over the next 25 years. This con

sensus can be characterized as follows:

- The U.S. and the world will still be using

large amounts of oil and gas in 2020, not

significantly different from the present

60 percent of energy consumption.

- Advances in the technology of the

production and consumption of these

fuels will lead to improvement in the ef

ficiency of their use and in the effective

management of their environmental im

pacts.

- There is no expectation that the decline

in domestic oil production will be

reversed. The U.S. will be increasingly
dependent on oil imports.

- While U.S. import reliance will grow, the

development of oil resources in the

Former Soviet Union, China, Latin

America, and Africa will allow access to a

diversity of supply sources.

- The U.S. natural gas resource base is

substantial, and its development is a

means of limiting dependence on im

ports of both gas and oil.

This view of the future, though widely held, is far

from certain says NPC.

Issues for the Next 25 Years

The NPC study identified a range of issues listed

below.

Energy Security. Stemming from declining U.S.

oil production and increased reliance on imports,

energy security is of broad
concern.

Industry-Government Interface. Maintaining

and improving the industry's ability to compete,

both globally and domestically, will require more

efficient regulatory processes and consistent for

eign policy stances.

Environment. The array of environmental

issues, from local environmental quality to global

climate change, will play a significant role in the

industry's future.

Industry Image. The industry recognizes that

the understanding and opinions of its many

stakeholders will serve as important determinants

of future policy.

Approaches to Resolution of Issues

According to NPC, the oil and gas industry can

most successfully carry out its mission and real

ize its value to the nation in an environment

driven by market forces. The NPC therefore

recommends the following actions:

Encourage responsible development of

domestic resources. Actions should be taken

to encourage the development of abundant

domestic natural gas supplies, to negotiate ac

cess to the most promising remaining oil

resources, and to reassess legislative and

regulatory constraints.

Encourage development of as wide a range as

possible of foreign import sources. U.S. policy

should seek to avoid reliance on imports from a

limited number of nations.

Use sound science in legislative, regulatory,
and judicial processes. Government should

use the most up-to-date scientific and risk assess

ment information available.

12
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Require cost-benefit analyses for regulatory
interventions. Government should use cost-

benefit analyses to ensure that decisions are

made with full awareness of the trade-offs in

volved.

Use goal-oriented regulatory mechanisms

where regulatory intervention is necessary.

Government regulatory actions, where ap

propriate, should specify desired outcomes

rather than specific compliance methods.

Encourage science, economic, and energy

education. Industry should further its efforts in

the educational arena.

In summary, the NPC believes that the govern

ment should continue to improve its approach to

regulation and its policy interface with the in

dustry. However, the NPC recognizes that no in

dustry is likely to succeed in a free market unless

stakeholders see sufficient commonality between

their goals and those of the industry in question.

The industry should take the initiative to set a

new course in its relations with both government

and its many stakeholders.

####

INTERNATIONAL

The effectiveness of the above specific actions

depends greatly on trust among stakeholders

and a willingness to work toward common goals.

The Council recognizes that the industry has

responsibility to improve its credibility and an

opportunity to lead in the resolution of conten

tious issues. The following two recommenda

tionswere made:

Industry should improve and expand com

munication with stakeholders outside the in

dustry. This improved and expanded com

munication with stakeholders is intended to

provide a basis to resolve more effectively the

issues the oil and gas industry will face in the fu

ture.

Government should improve coordination of

policies affecting the oil and gas industry.

Policy decisions that affect the oil and gas in

dustry are made in many different departments

and agencies of the federal government. Im

proved coordination would provide an oppor

tunity to better resolve conflicting policies with a

fuller understanding of energy's role in the

economy and of the impact of policy measures

on the industry.

The study did not analyze existing forums, as

sociations, committees, or other mechanisms to

determine how best to implement these recom

mendations.

MUNICIPALWASTE PROVIDES FEEDSTOCK

FOR COMBINED GASIFICATION AND

BRICK-MAKING PROCESS IN CHINA

Researchers at the Solid Fuel Gasification and

Research Laboratory of Tongji University, Shan

ghai, China, have developed a process concept

for making bricks while gasifying municipal

waste. A paper byW. Wen et al. for the 12th Inter

national Pittsburgh Coal Conference held in Pitts

burgh, Pennsylvania in September describes the

process. A feasibility study was carried out for a

district of Kunming, Yunnan Province. The dis

trict has a problem disposing of 400 tons per day
of Municipal SolidWaste (MSW).

Laboratory research, carried out between 1986

and 1991
, covered two separate topics:

- Fluidized-bed gasification of the organic

fraction of MSW

- Brick-making in a kiln using the inorganic

fraction

In the gasification tests, a 5 ton per day gasifier

was operated on a feedstock containing about

50 percent ash, 10 percent moisture and a heat

ing value as low as 8 MJ/kg. The gasifier

operated successfully, making a gas with a heat

ing value of about 5 MJ per cubic meter at a

gasification efficiency of 75 percent.

13
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The inorganic fraction of the rawwaste contained

much slag which basically came from coal-fired

stoves of residents. In order to improve the

adhesive strength, a portion of clay was mixed

into the inorganic fraction of the raw waste. The

brick-making process in a kiln was at a tempera

ture about 1,000C. The bricks made were

tested and found to have a more polished sur

face and were of higher quality than the bricks

made from clay only.

Feasibility Study

In the district there are two kinds of residential

sites. In the first kind, most residents use town

gas or liquefied petroleum gas as domestic fuel,

so organic matter is the major portion of the gar

bage. The number of such residents is about

80 percent of total and on an average each per

son creates 0.5 kilogram of garbage per day. In

the second kind, most residents use coal as fuel,

so coal ash is a major portion of the garbage.

The number of such residents is about

20 percent of total and each person creates

about 1 .0 kilogram of garbage per day. All gar

bage is mixed in transit, so the treatment plant

normally receives a mixed garbage.

Most of the time there is little rain in the city. The

garbage contains 20 percent moisture, on

average. During the 3-month rainy season begin

ning in June the mixed garbage is rained on so

its moisture may increase to as much as

40 percent.

The demonstration plant is suggested to be lo

cated on a hillside about 10 kilometers to the

North of the city. The site is near a highway and

an electricity supply and water supply.

Moreover, there exists a kind of clay suitable for

mixing with the inorganic portion of garbage to

make bricks. A process flowsheet is shown in

Figure 1. The daily raw garbage, after being
transported to the plant, is tipped into a deep pit

where it is stored for 3 or 4 days, then lifted by
grab of a bridge crane and dropped into a receiv

ing hopper. Thereafter, the raw garbage is

transported by conveyers and treated in turn by

FIGURE 1

INTEGRATED GASIFICATION

AND BRICK-MAKING PROCESS
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screen, primary shredder, primary drier and air

classifier where it is divided into two portions:

lighter and heavier. The lighter portion mainly in

volves organic matter which usually is directly
conveyed to a secondary shredder to be cut to

size suitable for fluidized-bed gasifying. On rainy

days, it is first conveyed to a secondary drier.

The heavier portion is basically inorganic matter

which is conveyed to the brick-making shop to

be further ground, blended with clay, squeezed

and cut to size, and then to a round kiln for

making bricks.

The residual ash from the gasifier is also inor

ganic and is put into the main inorganic stream.

Most of the metallic scraps are ferrous which are

collected by magnetic separators on the con

veyers. The gasifier produces a great deal of

waste heat which is used for the primary drying
of garbage. Secondary drying is needed only on

rainy days and the heat is provided by burning a
small part of the product gas.
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Material and energy balances for the process are

given in Table 1 .

Investment Parameters

The capital cost is estimated at 84 million yuan

(RMB). Under the conditions of a unit brick price

of 0.25 yuan and a garbage tipping fee of

50 yuan per ton, the internal rate of return is

20.5 percent and the payback period is

6.43 years (construction period of 2 years is

involved).

The investment and payback period listed above

are much lower than that for a landfill or incinera

tion process at the same capacity. In China, the

capital required for a landfill or an incineration

process is 1 .4 or 2.8 times that of this process,

respectively, and their payback period is more

than 17 years. Moreover, the land area required

for a landfill process is 4.5 times that of this

process at the same capacity.

A breakeven analysis was made. The breakeven

point is 49.5 percent of design production. A sen

sitivity analysis was also made. In the worst

cases, when the brick price, tipping fee and

production cost individually change from their

design value to 20 percent less or more, the inter

nal rate of return will decrease by 22.5, 8.2 and

11.9 percent of the original, respectively. The

brick price is the most sensitive, but in such a

worst case the internal rate of return will still be

as high as 15.8 percent.

####

ENVIRONMENT

TABLE 1

MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCE

FOR MSW GASIFICATION

AND BRICK-MAKING

Gasification

Feedstock to Gasifier 196t/d

Heating Value of Feedstock 10.33 MJ/kg
Gas Product 288,000 Nm3/d

Heating Value ofGas
5.17MJ/Nm3

Gas Usage For:

Brick-Making 204,000 Nm3/d

Secondary Drying 57,000 Nm3/d

Others 27.00CI - 84,000 Nm3/d

Brick-Making
Feedstock (dry matter):

Heavier Portion of Garbage 138t/d

Ash from Gasifier 87t/d

Clay 339 t/d

Total 564 t/d

Flue Gas 204,000 Nm3/d

Product Bricks: 84.2x106pieces/y

OECD GLOBALWARMING REPORT APPEARS

TO FAVOR CARBON TAX

The so-called carbon tax-levied on carbon-

dioxide-generating fuels-continues to be the

focus of much European legislation. A carbon

tax would be extremely unfavorable to synthetic

fuels-whether from coal, oil shale, tar sands or

natural gas.

Dropped by the European Commission (EC),

which could not achieve the needed unanimous

agreement of European Union (EU) member

countries on enactment, the tax is now a "state's
rights"

option.

This year the commission issued guidelines for

member countries that wish to levy their own car

bon tax. The ultimate objective is an EU-wide car

bon tax by 2000.

Norway, although not a member of the EU, al

ready assesses a carbon tax.

This spring, Denmark adopted a carbon tax that

will be phased in from 1996 to 2000. In 2000, the

carbon taxes will be $4.47 per metric ton of C02
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emitted by energy-intensive processes; $16 per

metric ton of CO from energy-light processes;

and $107 per metric ton of C02 from general heat

ing purposes.

Sweden also has a full carbon tax on all industrial

users and households.

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), which consists of the

countries of Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,

France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,

Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Por

tugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the

United Kingdom, the United States, Japan, Fin

land, Australia, New Zealand and Mexico recently

issued a report, Global Warming: Economic

Dimensions and Policy Responses. The stated

objective of the report is to aid the process of

developing an appropriate policy response to the

risk of global warming, given the commitments

taken by signatory parties of the Framework Con

vention on Climate Change. The report was

prepared in the Resource Allocation Division of

the Economics Department of the OECD.

OECD prefaces the report with the statement that

it is widely believed that the rising atmospheric

concentration of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) re

lated to economic activity could result in a

change in the global climate, entailing severe

economic and ecological effects. There is con

siderable uncertainty about the extent to-and

speed at-which such climate change is likely to

occur, what its overall effects and their regional

distribution might be, and the cost and effective

ness of efforts to prevent, slow down, or adapt to

this process. Despite this uncertainty, the mag

nitude of potential damage from global warming

led 157 governments in Rio de Janeiro in

June 1992 to sign a treaty on the issue, the

Framework Convention on Climate Change

(FCCC), which commits parties to immediate ac

tion. The FCCC outlines the main considerations

based on which GHG abatement, absorption and

adaptation policies toward reducing the threat of

global warming should be developed, but

provides little precise guidance as to how these

objectives are to be achieved and hardly any as

sessment of the benefits of the suggested ac

tions compared with the costs they will entail.

Because C02 remains the principal GHG, ac

counting for well over half of the global warming
effect from the accumulation of man-made GHGs

(mainly from fossil fuel combustion), much atten

tion centers on the level and distribution of costs

entailed by policies designed to limit C02 emis

sions.

The paper begins with a brief introduction to, and

interpretation of, the FCCC, followed by a sum

mary of the uncertainties surrounding the climate

change issue, an assessment of how extending

the geographical coverage of efforts to achieve

the abatement target implied by the FCCC can

reduce total cost, and an introduction to the

"carbon
leakage"

problem. Possible policy

responses to the risk of global warming are then

reviewed: three main generic classes of

response measures are covered-emission curtail

ment (preventive action); GHG sequestration

(offsetting action); and adaptation (adjustment

action). Given the crucial role of a carbon tax in

both the theoretical discussion as well as the ac

tual policy debate concerning climate change,

the fiscal implications of a carbon tax are dis

cussed in some detail. The last part of the paper

is focused on the need for international coopera

tion and discusses various key issues pertinent

to joint implementation.

Policy Response

The costs of counter-measures to respond to the

risk of climate change are shrouded in con

siderable uncertainty and controversy. Estimates

range from negative cost ("no-regrets")
measures, exploiting un-utilized potential for

energy saving, to gradually accumulating costs

reaching several percent of GDP. Even after stan

dardizing for the degree of policy action and

various differences in assumption on exogenous

variables (e.g., future output and population

growth), considerable differences in cost es

timates remain, which can be traced to differing
views on the adaptive capacity of future

economic developments and on the penetration

16
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of new technologies, e.g., carbon-free
"backstop"

options.

A generally uncontroversial first step is a no-

regrets policy, i.e., the implementation of

measures which will lead to a reduction in GHG

emissions without causing any loss in output.

No-regret potential arises from inefficient regula

tions and/or
"natural"

market imperfections and

barriers, like imperfect information, which the

government can partly or fully compensate for.

Such measures should be implemented whether

or not the risk of climate change is real, as by
definition they imply net benefits for the

economy.

Because uncertainty considerably complicates

policy design in this area, OECD says that invest

ment in Research and Development (R&D) to

reduce this uncertainty would contribute to better

policy making. Two types of R&D appear to be

relevant in the context of the climate change

issue. The first is basic research on the science

of climate change.

The second type of climate change-related R&D

concerns the development of new technologies

to raise energy efficiency (and thus reduce the

GHG emissions per unit of output) and/or to

develop carbon-free or carbon-neutral energy

sources. This sort of R&D is basically similar to

other industrial applied R&D. Hence, the argu

ment for government support to this type of

research is much weaker than in the previous

case of basic climate research.

While climate research may help to reduce uncer

tainty, it is unlikely to come up with definite

answers to many of the relevant questions in the

near future.

Policy action beyond no-regret measures and

relevant R&D is likely to work best through

economic (market) instruments, says OECD, in

particular when the processes generating the ex

ternal effects are highly decentralized and widely

dispersed across the economy. In such cir

cumstances, given the large number of possible

actions to pursue, and detailed information re

quired to make rational choices, it is practically

impossible for the government to meet efficiency

conditions through generalized command and

control policies. Because the negative

externalities~if they exist-exert their effect

through the increase of GHG concentrations in

the atmosphere, OECD states that the most effec

tive way of correcting for the externality is to ad

just the price of economic activities that con

tribute to the externalities, to tax the emission of

GHG and to subsidize activities that remove GHG

permanently from the atmosphere.

To the extent that taxation of GHG compensates

for a negative externality, OECD suggests that it

increases economic efficiency rather than

decreasing it, in contrast to the case of (most)
other taxes imposed for the purpose of raising

revenue to finance public expenditure. If true,

this would provide an opportunity to finance a

larger part of government expenditure from (non-

distorting) carbon taxes, allowing a reduction of

the most distorting taxes on output and/or

production factors. Whether such a tax switch

can be expected to actually lead to net increases

in employment can, OECD admits, only be deter

mined by a careful investigation of existing tax

systems and their interaction with prevailing labor

market distortions, on a case-by-case basis.

The arguments in favor of R&D and of a carbon

tax say little about their
"correct"

levels: the op

timal level of public support for R&D related to

climate change and the
"correct"

price for GHG

emissions (i.e., emission tax rates) will be difficult

to pin down precisely for some time to come.

Nonetheless, OECD suggests that some action

on both accounts can be defended on the basis

of the
"precautionary"

(or insurance) principle:

incurring some certain cost at present in order to

reduce the likelihood of uncertain damage in the

future. The choice of the
"correct"

social rate of

discount is a value judgment, involving-among
other things-intergenerational equity considera

tions.

Different countries may thus respond with dif

ferent intensity to the risk of climate change and

these differential responses include different
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desired levels of emission taxes. However, to the

extent that marginal abatement costs differ

greatly between countries, a common emission

tax that tends to equalize marginal emission cur

tailment costs across different regions may

reduce significantly the global costs of achieving

a given emission curtailment target. While the

benefits of emission control are mainly global (or

very uncertain in their regional distribution), emis

sion control costs are local. OECD suggest that

this discrepancy between the accrual of benefits
and incidence of costs will require that a com

mon emission tax be accompanied by transfers

to induce the low abatement cost countries to in

cur the cost of abatement for the benefit of the

global community at large.

####
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COMING EVENTS

1995

NOVEMBER 6-9, CANNES, FRANCE-lnternational Gas Research Conference, fax 312 399 8170

NOVEMBER 6-11, CARACAS, VENEZUELA-Third International Congress on Energy. Environment and

Technological Innovations, fax 582 693 0629

NOVEMBER 14-16, WASHINGTON, D.C.-Utilitv Biomass Energy Commercialization, phone 202 296 8663

NOVEMBER 20-24, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA-lnternational Symposium on Energy. Environment and

Economics

NOVEMBER 21, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA-lmprovement jn Horizontal Well Productivity and

Profitability, phone 403 237 51 12

NOVEMBER 22-25, JAKARTA, INDONESIA-Seyenth International Geothermal. Coal. Gas and Nuclear

Power Generation Supply and Distribution Exhibition, fax 44 (0) 71 413 8222

DECEMBER 5-7, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA-Power-Gen Americas, phone 713 963 6237

DECEMBER 6, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA-Heavy Oil Opportunities and Optimism.

phone 403 266 8700

1996

JANUARY 26-30, ORLANDO, FLORIDA-Twelfth International Symposium gn Management and Use of Coal

Combustion Byproducts

JANUARY 29-FEBRUARY 2, HOUSTON, TEXAS-EnergyWeek 96, phone 713 621 8833

MARCH 4-6, NICE, FRANCE-Third International Conference on Carbon Black, phone 207 781 9800 (USA)

MARCH 18-20, DURHAM, UNITED KINGDOM-Opportunities and Advances jn International Electric Power

Generation, fax 0 1 71 497 3633

MARCH 18-21, CLEARWATER, FLORIDA-21st International Technical Conference pn Coal Utilization and

Fuel Systems, phone 202 296 1 1 33

APRIL 2-4, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA-Seventh Annual U.S. Hydrogen Meeting, phone 202 223 5547

APRIL 9-1 1 , CHICAGO, ILLINOIS-1996 American Power Conference, fax 615 393 7518

APRIL 14-17, SUN CITY, SOUTH AFRICA-llth International Symposium on Alcohol Fuels.

fax 27 021 705 6266

MAY 5-9, GATLINBURG, TENNESSEE-18th Symposium on Biotechnology for Fuels and Chemicals.

phone 423 482 6451
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JUNE 3-7, BEIJING, CHINA-Energy Strategies ]n Developing Countries ]n the 21st Century.

fax 86 1257 5691

JUNE 15-21 , DENVER, COLORADO-Worid Renewable Energy Congress N, phone 303 275 4358

JUNE 23-28, STUTTGART, GERMANY-llth World Hydrogen Energy Conference, phone 49 69 7564 241

JUNE 24-27, COPENHAGEN, DENMARK-Ninth European Bioenerov Conference, fax 4492 5050

JUNE 25-27, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN-Efficiencv. Costs. Optimization. Simulation and Environmental

Aspects pf Energy Systems, fax 46 8 723 0858

JULY 14-18, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA-Fifth World Conference of Chemical Engineering.

phone 212 705 7373

JULY 29-31, TRABZON, TURKEY-First Trabzon International Energy and Environment Symposium.

fax 604 721 6051, Canada

AUGUST 11-16, WASHINGTON, D.C.-31st Intersocietv Energy Conversion Engineering Conference.

phone 301 330 0048

SEPTEMBER 1-4, BERLIN, GERMANY-lnternational Energy Agency Conference on Natural Gas Tech

nologies

OCTOBER 13-17, HOUSTON, TEXAS-Joint International Power Generation Conference and Exposition.

fax 201 882 1717

DECEMBER 3-6, VIENNA, AUSTRIA-Gastech 96, Uie 17th International LNG /LPG Conference.

phone 44 171 436 9774, United Kingdom
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

SOUTHERN PACIFIC PETROLEUM FORMS

OIL SHALE RESEARCH SYNDICATE

In their Quarterly Report for the period ending
June 30, Southern Pacific Petroleum NL (SPP)
and its associate Central Pacific Minerals NL

(CPM) said that discussions with a number of

potential coventurers in the three-stage Stuart Oil

Shale Project continued during the quarter.

These discussions are at various differing de

grees of advancement and due to their com

plexities, will require further time before resolu

tion.

reserve life of energy minerals in general. Hobbs

notes that oil shale is an energy mineral that, of

late, has disappeared from the pages of many

leading energy journals. It should not be

omitted, he says, because bituminous shales con

tain trillions of barrels of kerogen that have sig

nificant future potential as feedstock for synthetic

petroleum.

Several commercial-scale pilot projects have

demonstrated the technical feasibility of produc

ing petroleum, including jet fuel, from oil shale in

the United States. However, all shale oil projects

have been abandoned in the United States be

cause continued development was simply not

economic.

The companies entered into a Syndicated

Research and Development transaction on

June 30, 1995 which involves undertaking

research related to Stage 1 of the Stuart Project.

SPP/CPM will carry out the research on behalf of

the syndicate and will receive an amount of ap

proximately $6 million.

The transaction is conditional upon the satisfac

tion of a number of conditions, including the ob

taining of a favorable binding taxation ruling from

the Australian Taxation Office. Such arrange

ments, when unconditional, are anticipated to

have the effect of reducing both the cost of

Stage 1 and its construction timetable.

The research syndicate will have the right to a

share of the income from licensing the AOSTRA

Taciuk Process in oil shale applications outside

Australia.

####

ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS

OIL SHALE POTENTIAL CITED IN OGJ

ARTICLE

An article by G. Hobbs in the September 1 1
, 1995

issue of Oil and Gas Journal (OGJ) covers the

Among world projects, Hobbs states that the

most ambitious oil shale development proposal is

that of Southern Pacific Petroleum NL and

Central Pacific Minerals NL, which plan to

develop a Tertiary age oil shale deposit in eastern

Queensland, Australia.

The proposed Stuart oil shale project will consist

initially of a 6,000 ton per day commercial

demonstration facility capable of producing

4,500 parrels per day of hydrotreated naphtha

and low-sulfur fuel oil. This will be followed by a

staged development that will ultimately produce

84,000 parrels per day of oil products, including
gasoline, from an in situ resource of 3.05 billion

barrels.

Southern Pacific Petroleum estimates that the

capital investment for full development of the

Stuart oil shale project will be US$1 .65 billion in

1993 dollars, and that the average production

cost, governed by the economies of scale of the

final development stage, will be $6.50 per barrel.

Esso Australia Resources Ltd., the operator of

the 2.65 billion barrel Rundle oil shale project,

also in eastern Queensland, filed a mineral

development license in February 1995.

At current world oil prices, Hobbs says the cost

of oil shale development is not competitive with

conventional fuels unless there are unique
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natural and local market circumstances, as in

eastern Australia. Improvements in mining,

processing, and upgrading oil shale hydrocarbon

extracts to commercial-grade petroleum

products will occur over the next decade.

Then, says Hobbs, the success of one or two

commercial-scale projects such as those

planned in Australia and China will lead to rapid

development of other shale oil facilities, in a man

ner similar to the growing interest in Canadian

and Venezuelan tar sands.

Tar sands and eventually oil shales will ultimately

provide as much oil on a daily basis, if not more,

than is produced from conventional petroleum

deposits, states Hobbs.

There will be no shortages of primary energy

fuels in the next century.

Factors that affect energy mineral exploration,

development, and consumption include: supply

and demand in world commodity markets; the

state of the world economy; resource market

competition; the size of the resource; technology

development; government fiscal policy and en

vironmental regulations; lease terms; and finally,

and most importantly, company mindset and

budgets.

Surging demand for energy resources, even at

times of economic recession, and a vast supply

of energy minerals are certain. According to

Hobbs, governments are providing access to

energy mineral resources and are legislating
favorable fiscal terms. Technology has made

energy minerals cost competitive with conven

tional petroleum resources. Energy minerals can

be extracted and consumed with minimal environ

mental impact.

The only remaining obstacle to major new

development of energy mineral resources is cor

porate and public mindset. Education of manage

ment and the public as to the potential of energy
minerals and their economic benefits will do

much to further future exploitation of coal,

uranium, tar sands, oil shale, coalbed methane,

and geothermal resources.

Hobbs believes that near-term energy mineral

exploitation will be, and is being, affected by the
fact that consumer demand for energyworldwide

has finally reached a critical mass that is growing

significantly faster than the rate of population

growth and the economic growth of OECD

countries.

Technological advances have made energy

mineral fuels price-competitive with conventional

hydrocarbon resources at relatively low oil and

gas prices.

Crude oil prices are not expected to increase sig

nificantly in current or real terms, with the excep

tion of price spikes caused by actual or

threatened disruption of Middle Eastern supply.

Current conventional oil production is able to

meet world demand. Development of theworld's

vast bitumen resources will be able to satisfy the

incremental demand for oil that cannot be met by
conventional sources. The hundreds of billions

of barrels of synthetic crude that can potentially

be produced economically from bitumens at cur

rent low oil prices, and future shale oil produc

tion, will restrain future oil price increases.

The future is bright for energy minerals, says

Hobbs, but that future has already arrived. This

"new
age"

in energy minerals is making its

entrance without the benefit of $30 to $40 per bar

rel oil prices, thanks to technological advances

and rising world energy demand. Energy
minerals are poised to become increasingly more

competitive and profitable as we enter the 21st

century.

####
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TECHNOLOGY

SUPERCRITICAL CARBON DIOXIDE

EXTRACTION OF OIL SHALE OFFERS

ADVANTAGES

Researchers at the University of Akron (Ohio)
have studied the supercritical extraction of oil

shale with carbon dioxide and also the retorting
of oil shale in a carbon dioxide atmosphere. A

paper by J. Vamosi and S. Lee at the 12th Pitts

burgh Coal Conference, held in Pittsburgh, Pen

nsylvania in September, compares the results

they obtained with the two procedures, using an

Israeli oil shale.

Supercritical fluid extraction is an advanced

separation technique based on the enhanced sol-

vating power of a fluid beyond its critical point.

Carbon dioxide is a unique fluid that offers ad

vantages over other fluids such as:

- Low critical point (304.5 K and

7.376 MPa)

- Chemically stable nature

- Quadrapole moment

- Ability to swell many compounds

Subcritical carbon dioxide swells kerogen,

making it easier to remove from the shale matrix.

This swelling effect is enhanced in supercritical

carbon dioxide, allowing for greater retorting ef

ficiencies.

Retorting Experiments

Approximately 50 grams of oil shale was heated

from 25 to 500C over a 50-minute period, with

temperatures increasing linearly, at ap

proximately 10C per minute. The C02 sweep

gas flow was maintained at 2 cubic centimeters

per second.

Supercritical Extraction Experiments

The experiments were initiated by charging

20 grams of oil shale into a retaining basket, in a

sealed reactor. Solvent was delivered with the

reactor exit closed to permit build-up of pressure

and temperature to the desired operating condi

tions. The pressure was then maintained by a

controlled exit purge from the reactor for 2 hours.

The supercritical solvent density for carbon

dioxide was held constant at 0.1 19 grams per cc

for all the experimental runs (648 K and

14.5 MPa).

Results

Elemental analysis of the oil shale was performed

before and after the experiments with the results

shown in Table 1. The CHN analysis reveals

higher levels of carbon and hydrogen were ex

tracted by the retorting experiments. This result

indicates a better extraction of volatile matter by
retorting. However, a higher level of nitrogen

was extracted by the retort, whereas the amount

of sulfur extracted was nearly the same between

the retort and the supercritical extraction. These

differences indicate that supercritical C02 selec
tively extracts shale oil with a lesser amount of

nitrogen compounds that are poisonous to subse

quent upgrading processes.

The simulated distillation (ASTM D-2887-89)
shown in Figure 1 shows oil quality as produced

from C02 retorting and by supercritical C02 ex

traction. The C02 retort curve has a higher dis

tribution of light end components and a wider dis

tribution. The retorting results also show a lower

Initial Boiling Point (IBP) of 70C as compared to

the supercritical extractions which have an IBP of

90C. The oil obtained by supercritical C02 ex

traction had a substantially narrower distribution

range. This suggests that the oil obtained

through supercritical extraction is of higher

quality than that from typical retorting tech

niques, sayVamosi and Lee.
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TABLE 1

ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF OIL SHALE BEFORE AND AFTER

EXTRACTIONS WITH A CO RETORT AND

SUPERCRITICAL (SCF) C02 FLUID APPARATUS

Experiment

Original

uaroon

15.63

r-iyorooen

1.71

iNiiruutJii

1.37

OUIIUI

1.21

SCFC02(1) 12.47 0.64 0.33 1.26

SCFC02(2) 12.70 0.63 0.33 1.20

SCFC02(3) 12.31 0.60 0.32 1.24

Average 12.49 0.62 0.33 1.23

C02 Retort (1) 11.80 0.49 0.27 1.20

C02 Retort (2) 11.78 0.45 0.28 1.26

Average 11.79 0.47 0.28 1.23

FIGURE 1

SIMULATED DISTILLATION OF

OIL FROM SUPERCRITICAL

C02 RETORTING

Carbon Dioxide Retorting

Supercritical Extraction

150 250 350

Boiling Point (C)

450

SOURCE: VAMOSI AND LEE

The mass chromatograms (TIC) of Israeli shale

oil from supercritical C02 extraction and C02
retorting also show a clear distinction between

the two processes. The supercritical C02 case is
dominated by strong sharp peaks in the middle

of the mass chromatogram. The retorted shale

oil has weak peaks with interference from other

side reacted compounds.

Conclusions

According to Vamosi and Lee, the enhanced
dif-

fusivity and solvating powers of supercritical

fluids make them an attractive alternative for

more efficient extraction of shale oil. Supercriti

cal C02 is ideal because of its interactive be

havior with kerogen and ease of operation.

Analysis of the oil indicates that a high quality oil

is produced from supercritical C02 extraction

and that this substantially lowers the upgrading

requirements. Selective extraction produced oil

with a narrow boiling point distribution. Greater

removal efficiencies may be possible with further

optimization.

####
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SUPERCRITICAL FLUID EXTRACTION

PROVIDES NEW ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE

FOR OIL SHALE

According to a paper published by M. Koel and

A. Orav in the Proceedings of the Estonian

Academy of Sciences, the use of Supercritical

Fluid Extraction (SFE) is assuming increasing
importance in the search for new methods for the

extraction and separation of complex natural mix

tures from solid matrices. The most widely used

supercritical eluent in SFE is carbon dioxide.

Part of the organic material in oil shale is not in

cluded in the structure of kerogen and can be ex

tracted from the oil shale matrix. It is like a

mobile phase inside a macromolecular network.

Koel and Orav suggest that the quantification of

this mobile phase will be an interesting applica

tion for SFE. The study of the extraction pos

sibilities also includes the determination of

biomarkers and the carbon number distribution

in the source rocks of crude oil. For this kind of

application, it is important to obtain data about

the characteristics of extraction by supercritical

C02, and to evaluate the range of extraction

power for a certain type of compound because of

the relatively non-polar nature of the fluid used.

On the other hand, the solvent strength of a su

percritical fluid can be easily controlled by the

pressure and temperature used for extraction.

The choice of these conditions can lead to the

selective extraction of substances from a matrix.

In this study, the target samples were oil shale

concentrates whose extracts may be complex

organic mixtures. The first step was to get an

impression of the difference between extracts

from different oil shale samples. The second

step was to vary the extraction conditions to a

large degree in order to achieve selective extrac

tion.

In experiments, extraction with liquid C02 was

performed with a flow rate of 1 milliliter per

minute for 30 minutes.

The samples under study represent different

types of shales originating from different areas of

Estonia (Dictyonema and Kukersite), Kazakhstan

(Kenderlyk) and Russia, the middle reaches of

the Volga (Kashpir). Kukersite (93.2 percent or

ganic matter) and Kenderlyk shale (56.0 percent

organic matter) originate predominantly from the

lipoid fraction of the initial sediments. The or

ganic part of Dictyonema shale (59.9 percent or

ganic matter), a typical
"black"

shale, is of a com

plex nature as a result of transformation of initial

material. Kashpir shale (87.6 percent organic

matter) is a representative of high-sulfur shales.

Chromatograms for the different oil shale

samples differ in the number of peaks and in the

relative height of the same peaks. The mass

balance of extracts on four shales is given in

Table 1.

TABLE 1

A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNTS OF N-ALKANES

AND THE TOTAL YIELDS BY SFE

(Mg/g of Rock)

Kukersite Dictyonema Kashpir Kenderlvk

n-alkanes 0.47 0.039 0.032 0.11

% from Total 40.5 10.8 17.0 5.2

Total Yield 6.87 2.2 1.13 2.03
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The data show that the total amount of com

pounds extracted and their n-alkane content are

different for the oil shale samples studied, being
highest for Kukersite and lowest for Kenderlyk

shale. The distribution curves of n-alkanes in ex

tracts (Figure 1) are similar for Kukersite and Dic

tyonema (maximum points are at C and C^).

The Kenderlyk and Kashpir oil shale extracts

show the maximum points of these curves to be

at C,c alkane.
ID

GC analysis showed the presence of mainly

branched and normal alkanes.

The extraction efficiency increased with increas

ing the extraction temperature from 45 to 85C

and changed the nature of the extract.

FIGURE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF n-ALKANES

BY CARBON NUMBER

a Kukersite, b Dictyonema, c Kashpir, d Kenderlyk.

SOURCE: KOEL AND ORAV

Koel and Orav conclude that they have

demonstrated the applicability of supercritical

fluids for extraction from sedimental rocks. They
have confirmed the fact that oil shales are unique

for yielding extracts under very mild conditions.

This latter feature may be used for the

discrimination/the identification of different

samples.

####

SHELL PATENTS HIGH-TEMPERATURE

IN SITU RECOVERY PROCESS

United States Patent Number 5,392,854, issued

to H. Vinegar et al. and assigned to Shell Oil Com

pany, describes a process for oil recovery

wherein a subterranean formation is heated by
conductive heat transfer. The high temperature

levels of this process result in high recoveries of

initial oil in-place and recovery of oil within a

short time period. The process is said to be par

ticularly applicable to diatomite formations that

have low permeabilities, but it is also claimed to

be applicable to shallow oil shale formations.

The invention is derived from the historic

Ljungstroem method used in Sweden during the

1940s. Conductive heating is particularly ap

plicable to low permeability formations such as

diatom'rtes, porcelainite, coal, oil shales and other

source rocks. Formations of low permeability are

not amenable to oil recovery methods that re

quire injection of fluids into the formation such as

steam, carbon dioxide, or fire flooding because

flooding materials tend to penetrate formations

having low permeability preferentially through

fractures. The injected fluids bypass most of the

formation hydrocarbons. In contrast, conductive

heating does not require fluid transport into the

formation. Formation hydrocarbons are there

fore not bypassed as in a flooding and in situ

combustion process.

When the temperature of a formation is increased

by conductive heating, vertical temperature

profiles will tend to be relatively uniform because

formations generally have relatively uniform
ther-
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mal conductivities and specific heats. Produc

tion of oil in a thermal conduction process is by
pressure drive, vaporization and thermal expan

sion of oil and water trapped within the pores of

the formation rock. Oil migrates through small

fractures created by the expansion and vaporiza
tion of the oil and water.

This heat conduction process has been known

for a relatively long time, yet is not presently prac

ticed economically. Commercial applications are

not economical mainly due to the long time

period required to produce hydrocarbons with a

reasonable number of wells. A sufficient amount

of capital cannot be justified by oil production

that will not be realized for such a long time

period.

The high cost of electrical energy is also an im

pediment to commercial projects using these

prior art methods. Conversion of hydrocarbons

to electrical energy is typically accomplished at

only about 35 percent efficiency and requires a

considerable capital investment. Typically, burn

ing hydrocarbons directly lowers energy costs

considerably.

Gas-fired heaters which are intended to be useful

for injection of heat into subterranean formations

utilize flames to combust fuel gas. The existence

of flames results in hot spots within the burner

and in the formation surrounding the burner. A

flame typically provides a 1,650C radiant heat

source. Materials of construction that can

withstand the temperatures of these hot spots

are relatively expensive. The heaters are, there

fore, more expensive than a comparable heater

without flames.

At burner temperatures above 900C about

100 feet of wellbore would be sufficient to

preheat the combustion air and the fuel gas for

flameless combustion.

Natural gas-fired well heaters that are useful for

heating formations to temperatures sufficient for

ignition of in situ fire floods are known. Provi

sions for the return of combustion gases to the

surface are not required for ignition of fire floods.

The combustion gases are intended to be in

jected into the formation. The fuel gas and com

bustion air remain relatively cool as they go

down a borehole toward the burner because they
are not exposed to upward flows of hot combus

tion products. These burners are, therefore, not

suitable for use as heat injectors.

Summary of the Invention

The shortcomings of the prior art are overcome

by a method comprising the steps of: providing

heat injection wells; providing a plurality of

production wells; fracturing the formation from

the production wells; injecting heat into the forma

tion thereby driving hydrocarbons away from the

heat injection wells and toward the production

wells. The heat injection wellbores are provided

along a plane perpendicular to the minimum for

mation stress, and the oil production wells are

provided to each side of the plane which con

tains the heat injection wellbores.

The invention utilizes a high-temperature front

moving uniformly through the formation. The

high-temperature front will vaporize connate

water, water flood residual water and oil, creating

what is essentially a steam drive using in situ gen

erated steam. The steam drive is vertically

uniform due to the generation of the steam by the

uniform high temperature front. Recovery of

original oil in place is high as a result of the ab

sence of significant fingering such as that which

occurs in fluid injection processes. The high tem

perature of the injectors, along with the uniform

temperature, permits injection of heat at a rate

which results in production of oil significantly

faster than injection of heat at prior art tempera

ture levels.

Production proceeds as line drive from the rows

of heat injector wells to the fractures of the

production wells.

The heat injection means consists of gas-fueled

burners utilizing flameless combustion.

Injectors utilizing flameless combustion of fuel

gas at temperature levels of about 900C to
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about 1,100C may be fabricated from high tem

perature alloys such as "INCONEL
617"

and

others. At higher temperatures ceramic materials

are preferred.

Generally, flameless combustion is accomplished

by preheating combustion air and fuel gas suffi

ciently that when the two streams are combined

the temperature of the mixture exceeds the auto

ignition temperature of the mixture, but to a tem

perature less than that which would result in the

oxidation upon mixing being limited by the rate of

mixing. Preheating of the streams to a tempera

ture between about 850C and 1,400C and then

mixing the fuel gas into the combustion air in rela

tively small increments will result in flameless

combustion.

The fuel gas conduit contains a plurality of

orifices, along the length of the conduit within the

formation to be heated. The orifices provide com

munication between the fuel gas conduit and the

combustion air conduit. A plurality of orifices

provide for distribution of heat release within the

formation to be heated. The orifices can be sized

to accomplish a nearly even temperature distribu

tion within the casing.

Alternatively, air could be staged into fuel gas by

providing orifices in the combustion air conduit

instead of the fuel conduit.

As the combustion products rise in the wellbore

above the formation being heated, they ex

change heat with the combustion air and the fuel

gas traveling down the flow conduits. This heat

exchange not only conserves energy, but permits

the desirable flameless combustion of the inven

tion. The fuel gas and the combustion air are

preheated as they travel down the respective flow

conduits sufficiently that the mixture of the two

streams at the ultimate mixing point is at a tem

perature above the autoignition temperature of

the mixture. Flameless combustion results, avoid

ing a flame as a radiant heat source.

The preheating of the fuel gases to obtain flame

less combustion would result in significant gener

ation of carbon within the fuel gas conduit unless

a carbon formation suppressant is included in the

fuel gas stream. The carbon formation suppres

sant may be carbon dioxide, steam, hydrogen or

mixtures thereof.

Cold start-up of a well heater may utilize combus

tion with a flame. Initial ignition may be ac

complished by injecting pyrophoric material, an

electrical igniter, a spark igniter, or temporarily

lowering an electric heater into the wellbore.

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the importance of

injecting heat at a high temperature level in a con

ductive heating oil recovery process. Figures 1

and 2 are, respectively, oil production projections

and heat injection rates as a function of time for

heat injector temperature levels of 815C (lines A

and D), 1,093C (lines B and E) and 1,371C

(lines C and F).

The well pattern used for estimates included

production wells placed in a 1 .25 acre square pat

tern. Production wells are therefore separated by
about 330 feet.

Figures 1 and 2 are based on heat injection wells

situated in rows between the production wells.

Seven heat injection wells are provided for each

FIGURE 1

OIL PRODUCTION RATES
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FIGURE 2

HEAT INJECTION RATES
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production well. Heat injectors are therefore

about 47 feet apart.

Figures 1 and 2 are based on the formation being
fractured from the production wells.

The minimum stress in a formation that is within

about 1 ,500 feet of the surface is typically vertical

due to the low weight of overburden. Shallow oil

shale formations, therefore, fracture horizontally.

Vertical stresses are generally limited by the over

burden weight, and therefore do not increase as

the formations are heated. A shallow oil shale for

mation can, therefore, be fractured horizontally
and heat injection wells can be drilled horizon

tally parallel to the fractures.

For Figures 1 and 2, heat was assumed to be

transferred from a borehole with an effective

radius of 5 inches.

Heat injection begins at time equal to zero in

Figures 1 and 2. The three cases (lines A, B, C)
in these figures represent, respectively, prior art

temperature level of heat injection, high tempera

ture metal alloy burners, and very high tempera

ture ceramic type burners. It can be seen that ini

tial oil production begins between about 2 and

3 years from initial heat injection for the latter two

cases. Production is essentially complete after

about 13 and 10 years for the 1,093C and

1,371C cases respectively. The 815C case

does not begin to produce significant amounts of

oil until heat has been injected for about 7 years

and takes more than 20 years to produce the for

mation oil.

Figure 2 is a plot of the heat injection rates re

quired to achieve the three cases described

above. It can be seen that heat injection rates

must be decreased over time as the formation

near the wellbore becomes hotter. Average rates

of heat injection are about 500 watts per foot for

the 1,371C case, about 400 watts per foot for

the 1,093C case and about 155 watts per foot

for the 815C case.

Considerably more capital investment can be jus
tified based on the expected oil production of the

1,371C and 1,093C cases than the 815C case

due to the long time period before oil production

is realized in the latter case.

####

SPP/CPM PATENT DUAL CHAMBER RETORT

United States Patent Number 5,296,102, issued

to D. Nicklin and assigned to Southern Pacific

Petroleum NL and Central Pacific Minerals NL

(SPP/CPM), describes an apparatus for recover

ing oil from oil shale, using a combustion cham

ber and a reaction chamber arranged side-by-

side and connected by two passageways. Par

ticulate oil shale is fluidized in the chambers and

induced to circulate between them by the con

figuration of the chambers and passageways

and/or the nature of the fluidization. Residual

carbon on the spent shale introduced into the

combustion chamber through the return pas

sageway is burned, heating the material which

then circulates through the first passageway to

mix with and heat fresh feed material coming into

the second chamber.
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Summary of the Invention

The invention (Figure 1) comprises:

- A first combustion chamber in which

residual carbon is combusted.

- A second reaction chamber in which

fresh feed material is contacted with

material which previously has been com

busted in the first chamber.

- A passageway extending between the

upper regions of the first and second

chambers, the passageway incorporat

ing a chute configured to form a densely

FIGURE 1

DUAL CHAMBER RETORT
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packed downwardly moving bed of

solids.

- A second passageway to permit return

passage of material between the cham

bers.

- Means for admitting combustion air to

the first chamber at a rate such that it will

induce fluidization.

- Means for inducing fluidization in the first

chamber in a manner such that the

fluidized material is caused to migrate

through the chambers by way of the first

and second passageways.

This apparatus permits the construction of a rela

tively compact retort and it provides for efficient

movement of heat medium material from a com

bustion chamber (the first chamber) to a reaction

chamber (the second chamber). Kerogen con

version occurs within the second chamber and

the spent feed material is then circulated into the

first chamber for combustion of residual carbon.

The fluidization rate within the first chamber may

be adjusted or selected (relative to that in the

second chamber) so as to provide for optimum

reaction between the combusted material and

the feed material.

Fluidization of the material in the second cham

ber may be affected by directing a fluidizing
medium into that chamber, or the fluidizing
medium may be constituted solely by gas and

vapor products which are released by kerogen

conversion within the chamber.

Circulation of the material through and between

the chambers is preferably achieved by providing
communication passages between the two cham

bers at upper and lower levels of the chambers,

and by profiling the first chamber in a manner

such that the material within such chamber is sub

jected to an upwardly directed accelerating force

(see Figure 1). This is achieved by incorporating
an inclined ledge and an inclined wall which meet

to form a throat in the combustion chamber.
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It is highly desirable in apparatus of this type to

control or prevent the leakage of gas between

the first and second chambers to avoid con

tamination of the product off-gas by the gases

generated in the first chamber, or alternatively to

prevent loss of the product gas through the up

per passageway into the first chamber allowing
subsequent loss through the flue outlet. The

blocking of gas flow from one chamber to the

other is achieved by shaping the downwardly

facing chute incorporated in the first (upper) pas

sageway to form a densely packed downwardly

moving bed of solids within the chute. This

densely packed downwardly moving bed of

solids forms an effective block to the inadvertent

passage of gases between the two chambers.

The downwardly facing chute is configured to

form a densely packed downwardly moving bed

of solid by the provision of an inclined shelf lo

cated at the lower end of the chute. The inclined

shelf forms a controlled resistance to the exit of

particulate material from the chute causing the

material to pack within the chute and form the

desired densely packed downwardly moving bed

of solids within the chute.

####

INTERNATIONAL

CANADIAN TECHNOLOGY COULD HELP

REJUVENATE ESTONIA OIL SHALE

INDUSTRY

At the Sixth UNITAR International Conference on

Heavy Crude and Tar Sands held in February in

Houston, Texas, a paper by T. Tanner et al. dis

cussed the challenges facing the Estonian oil

shale industry as it strives to improve its technical

and environmental performance.

Oil shale is Estonia's greatest mineral resource.

The mining and utilization of oil shale in Estonia

started in 1916 when a market for oil shale

opened up in St. Petersburg. The operation was

run by different government and privately owned

companies including companies from abroad.

By the late 1930s practically all transportation

fuels in Estonia and some chemicals were

produced by retorting oil shale. Annual oil shale

excavation reached 2 million tonnes.

As part of an integrated Soviet economy, follow

ing World War II, the utilization of oil shale began

to change (Figures 1 and 2). Since the 1960s

and early 1970s, oil shale was primarily used to

generate electricity for Baltic and the Leningrad

regions of the USSR. In return, Estonia imported

oil from Russia and the Ukraine to meet its

demands for fuel.

Excavation of oil shale peaked in 1980 at a level

of 30 million tonnes. However, by 1993, domes

tic demand for oil shale had dropped to

15 million tonnes. Of that amount, 12.5 million

tonnes were consumed by oil shale-fired

FIGURE 1

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION

OF OIL SHALE IN ESTONIA

FROM 1940 TO 1993
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FIGURE 2

ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION AND

CONSUMPTION IN ESTONIA

FROM 1940 TO 1993
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SOURCE: TANNER ETAL.

electricity plants in Estonia with a generating

capacity of about 3,000 megawatts. Retorting of

oil shale to produce liquid petrochemical

feedstock consumed about 2 million tonnes per

year of beneficiated shale and about 0.4 million

tonnes of mine-run shale.

The restoration of the independence of Estonia in

August 1991, was accompanied by a loss of the

major market for its primary export commodity,

electricity, and an inability to purchase oil at

world prices. There is a renewed interest there

fore in restructuring the industry to permit Es

tonia to become energy self-sufficient.

The Resource

With an average kerogen content of 25 to

28 percent as mined and a Fischer Assay

recovery of 65 to 68 percent of the kerogen, Es

tonian oil shale potentially has one of the highest

yields of oil per tonne of feed in the world.

Oil shale reserves in the Estonian field are es

timated to be 3,800 million tonnes of which

1,200 million tonnes are deemed commercially

viable. The reserves estimate for the Tapa field is

2,600 million tonnes but exploration is not yet

completed.

The Industry

The Estonian Oil Shale State Company manages

three surface mines, which in total have a produc

tion capacity of about 10 million tonnes of oil

shale annually and six underground mines, with

an equivalent capacity. Equipment in these

mines is functional, but tends to be antiquated.

The availability of spare parts is limited.

Some of the mined oil shale is beneficiated by

heavy media (magnetite) separation to an or

ganic matter content of 34 to 35 percent, 1.5 to

1 .9 percent sulfur, and a gross heating value of

12 to 14 megajoules per kilogram. It is divided

into two portions: large particle shale (25 to

125 millimeters) and shale fines (below

25 millimeters). The latter is primarily used to fuel

the powerplants. The large particle shale is used

as retort feedstock to produce shale oil which

has been predominately used for production of

non-fuel products.

The installed electricity generating capacity in Es

tonia is 3,104 megawatts. This capacity could

consume about 20 million tonnes of oil shale an

nually but, in fact, domestic electricity needs are

met by burning only 13 to 14 million tonnes.

The two major powerplants in Estonia became

operational in 1966 and 1973. Maintenance of

the equipment is a problem primarily because of

the high level of corrosive ash-forming solids in

the oil shale.

Two styles of retorts have been used in Estonia

to produce liquids from oil shale. The vertical in

ternally heated retorts were first developed in Es

tonia in the 1920s to supply various hydrocarbon

feedstocks to the liquid oil products industry.

The 20- to 200-tonne per day (t/d) retorts now in
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operation, were built in the 1960s and 1970s.

Three larger retorts using the
"Kiviter"

process

each with a capacity of 1,000 t/d were con

structed in the mid-1980s.

The more complex
"Galoter"

retorts consist of a

rotating reactor, lift pipe combustor, high velocity

transport, and cyclone separator-based technol

ogy. Two units, each with a design capacity of

3,000 t/d, were constructed in the early 1980s at

the Estonian Power Station.

The Galoter retorting technology appears to have

been developed as an
"add-on"

to the power sta

tion to produce liquid for the boiler furnaces.

These retorts have a high throughput, but only a

short run time (7 to 10 days) until they have to be

shut down for cleaning. Due to these operational

conditions the retorts have been little used. The

retorts operate on a part-time basis with no

definite requirements for the product and virtually

no integration with the main power generating

facility.

The high concentration of oxygen compounds in

the retort oil precludes its use as a conventional

refinery feedstock. Therefore the oil has been

used as a source of non-fuel specialty products.

The product line includes a rubber softener, fuel

oil, refined distillate oil, epoxy resins, tanning

agents, kukersol (a diluted phenol formaldehyde

resin produced on the basis of heavy oil) and

shale road oil. One of the major non-fuel

products is a low viscosity impregnating oil for

wood preservation. From 1950 to 1990 this

product covered about half the demand of the

former Soviet Union as a preservative of its rail

way ties. About 50 products have been made

from this shale oil, but very few are likely to be

marketable in a free world market because of

theirwater-extractable phenol content.

According to the statistics presented by Tanner

et al., 2.4 million tonnes of oil shale, including
2 million tonnes of beneficiated shale, are used

as feedstock for retorts to produce petrochemi

cals. Total annual liquid production is 350,000 to

400,000 tonnes. The conversion of kerogen to

synthetic crude is only 50 percent efficient.

The Environment

Environmental issues have been identified in all

facets of the shale oil industry, from mining to

power generation and retorting. The major

problem with the underground mines is inflow of

water. Subsidence of the surface sometimes oc

curs because of the shallow nature of some of

the mines.

An area of 10,350 hectares has been disturbed

by open-pit mining of oil shale. Of this area

8,500 hectares had been recultivated by

January 1, 1993; 8,000 hectares were reforested

while 120 were turned into fields.

The powerplants produce 0.5 tonnes of ash for

each ton of oil shale incinerated. About 12 cubic

meters of water is needed to slurry transport

1 tonne of ash to landfill areas. The drainage

waters from the landfill run off into local rivers.

Although the concentrations of metals in this

water do not exceed allowable levels according

to European standards for drinking water, the

cumulative amounts entering the river system in

the area are significant because of the volumes

ofwater involved.

Sulfur dioxide and dust emissions from the

powerplant furnaces are higher than acceptable

and the Nordic countries suffer from the fall-out

from these plants. For example, the sulfur

dioxide emission from the two major powerplants

at capacity is about 250,000 tonnes per year--an

amount equal to the total emission from all the

industries in Finland. The Estonian authorities

have agreed in principle to attempt to meet en

vironmental standards for the region, but the

road to this objective has not been defined. One

option that could reduce both sulfur emissions

and extend the life of equipment would be burn

ing of shale oil generated from retorting of the

shale.

The 50 percent conversion to liquids by the cur

rent retort technology results in a large volume of

waste ash with a high organic content containing

chemicals such as phenols. This ash has a total

carbon content of 12 percent and a Fischer As-
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say oil content of about 1 .5 percent. This ash is

sent to landfills. These mounds of retorting ash

create a severe environmental problem as con

taminants such as phenols are leached from the

waste piles into the ground and surface waters.

For example, the release of phenols is at a rate

that exceeds the combined load from other

known sources in the Gulf of Finland region by a

factor of 100 to 200. In some locations the nitrate

and phenol levels in the upper groundwater

horizons have reached or exceeded the maxi

mum allowable limits. Groundwater consump

tion in these areas has been prohibited.

The environmental problems arising from the cur

rent utilization of oil shale are relatively serious,

but can be rectified, say Tanner et al. With

modern technology and environmentally oriented

engineering the oil shale could be used in an en

vironmentally sound manner.

The Future

Estonia's oil shale industry must be viewed as a

foundation for the country's economic health as

it offers the most immediate potential for export

of products and for development of a domestic

energy industry. The ability for the mines to

supply oil shale far exceeds demand.

Using fuel oil produced by retorting of oil shale to

fuel powerplants would have the following ad

vantages over the currently employed direct com

bustion of oil shale:

- When retort oil and gas are used for

power generation the dust emissions are

eliminated and the life of the equipment

will be extended.

- The retort oil contains only 0.5 percent

sulfur versus 1.5 to 2.0 percent in oil

shale; resulting sulfur dioxide emissions

could be controlled with standard tech

nology.

- Retort oil can be stored and used for

power generation peak load units and for

other purposes elsewhere in Estonia or

exported to generate currency income.

The benefits of a petrochemical and refining in

dustry supplied by oil shale could be much more

dramatic. Estonia currently is importing almost

all of its liquid fuels. The investment in suitable

retorts to eliminate the need for oil imports would

be large, but in the long term, the country might

benefit by having security of supplywithout a con

tinuous outflow of currency.

Considering the extensive upgrading of the exist

ing retorting industry needed to reach modern

production and environmental standards it would

be more cost effective to replace the existing

retorts with newer technology, say Tanner et al.

One benefit of modern technology could be

higher synthetic crude yields compared with

those obtained with the technology currently

being used in Estonia.

The Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research

Authority and UMATAC Industrial Processes have

developed the AOSTRA Taciuk Process (ATP),
which consists of a single horizontal rotating ves

sel including compartments to perform the

processing steps required to recover a pumpable

product. The ATP technology is now the technol

ogy of choice for a commercial venture attempt

ing to develop the oil shales of Queensland,

Australia, after a worldwide technology selection

process.

The Estonian oil shale (kukersite) has so far been

tested by UMATAC only in a laboratory-scale

batch ATP unit, which does not fully simulate the

continuous ATP commercial process. High

yields of liquid product were shown, and it was

also shown that beneficiation of the shale may

not be required prior to retorting. Given the or

ganic content of the shale, which is twice as high

as many of the other oil shales in the world being
considered for commercial development,

UMATAC views the Estonian resource as a

promising prospect for the ATP retort. A com

parison of yields between the existing retorts and

the preliminary recoveries of the laboratory-scale
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batch ATP reactor is given in Table 1 . The Klviter

process operates on concentrated shale, while

for the Galoter and ATP process no beneficiation

is required.

Preliminary estimates indicate that shale oil using

this technology could be produced at US$15 per

barrel. Tanner et al. say it is imperative to con

firm the results of this initial testing to determine if

the introduction of new retorting in Estonia is

technically and economically feasible. It is

equally important to produce samples in order to

determine the marketability and the value of

produced oil products.

quired to refit existing plants. There now is an

opportunity to consider whether that investment

should be spent on upgrading old assets or

recapitalizing the industry with newer, environ

mentally sound technologies.

####

ENVIRONMENT

OIL SHALE MINING HAS DEGRADED

GROUNDWATER RESOURCES IN ESTONIA

Conclusion

Estonia oil shale has the potential to generate all

electricity needed and to also produce enough

shale oil for export to earn currency for transport

fuel needs.

Further environmental problems caused by the

current use of oil shale could be largely rectified

with proper planning and choice of cleaner tech

nologies. Significant reinvestment is now re

in a paper prepared for a groundwater quality

management conference, K. Erg and J. Punning
of the Estonian Academy of Sciences describe

how the development of oil shale mines and

quarries in northeastern Estonia has resulted in

large-scale depressions where the water level in

Quaternary and Ordovician aquifers has declined

by up to 70 meters.

The exploitation of oil shale began in Estonia in

the first half of the 19th century. Mining started

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF YIELDS BETWEEN KIVITER, GALOTER AND

ATP REACTORS FOR OIL SHALE OF 34% KEROGEN CONTENT

Kiviter Galoter Batch ATP

Hydrocarbon Distribution

C3-Gases Burned Flared 7.0

C4toC8 Burned Flared 10.0

C9 to Heaviest Oil 53.0 58.0 62.0

C9+ (Iess02) 50.0 58.0 62.0

Coke 30.0 + 25.0+ 21.0-

Oil Yield (kg/tonne) 155 180 225

Oil Recovery % of C4+FischerAssay 68 70 99

Oil Sp. Gravity 1.01 0.97 0.94

Oil Yield (liters/wet tonne) 153.5 185.5 239.4
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by using chamber and combined methods in

1916 and continues today in five pits and three

quarries. Extraction rates are about 18 million

tonnes per year at present. Excavation has

directly affected the overburden of geological

layers over an area of 3,000 square kilometers

and its hydrogeological influence encompasses

about 6,000 square kilometers.

The oil shale area of Estonia has one
industrial oil

shale layer composed of close-lying oil shale

sub-layers alternating with limestone
layers. The

bed is permeated by tectonic fissures and charac

terized by widespread karst phenomena. The

thickness of the industrial oil shale layer is only

3.3 meters. The layer slopes slightly to the south

(Figure 1) which facilitates the removal of water

from pits and quarries. The depth of the layer in

creases from a few meters in the northern part to

100 meters in the south.

According to Erg and Punning, the designers of

the pits and quarries have not sufficiently

foreseen the need for facilities to avoid the

penetration of pollutants into the groundwater.

Neither have they planned recycled use of water

pumped out from the pits. Partially polluted

waters from pits and quarries flow into water

basins or directly into the Finnish Gulf. More

than 40 percent of the water pumped out of the

pits and quarries (total pumped-out water is

660,000 cubic meters per year) penetrates via
pit-

FIGURE 1

GEOLOGICAL-HYDROGEOLOGICAL CROSS-SECTION
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Geological-hydrogeological cross-section: (1) Quaternary sediments, (2)

Ordovician aquifer, (3) oil-shale, (4) aquitard, (5) groundwater level.

SOURCE: ERY AND PUNNING
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holes, shafts and channels back into quarries

from where it is again pumped to the surface. As

a result of the excavations, the feeding and out

flow regimes of the Ordovician aquifer have been

upset and the chemical composition of the

groundwater has changed. A groundwater level

depression measuring 80 kilometers in diameter

has been formed around the pits and quarries.

Several pits are closed now and underground

water-basins with a total capacity of 30 million

cubic meters have developed which contain

water of singular chemical composition.

Water Regime Changes

Due to excavation of the oil shale the water

regime is upset: the groundwater begins to

move concentrically toward the excavation

cavities. A comparatively large and uneven influx

of water into the pits and quarries is mainly

caused by the irregular occurrence of industrial

oil shale in the carbonated rocks of the split and

eroded Ordovician deposit complex. The Or

dovician aquifer is mainly replenished by infiltrat

ing precipitation and by water of water basins

along with that pumped out of the pits.

Different excavation methods cause an increase

in
"technological"

fissures (fissures caused by
explosions during excavation) and in the

drainage of the Ordovician aquifer, especially in

the Nabala-Rakvere and also the Keila-Kukruse

layers.

Research shows that approximately 90 to

96 percent of the influx comes from the surface,

which includes the atmospheric precipitation,

together with back infiltration of the water

pumped out in the regions of erosion and tech

nological fissures and only 4 to 10 percent of it

originates from the industrial oil shale layer. The

annual mean water influx amounts to

27,000 cubic meters per hour. A noticeable and

regular increase in the amount of infiltrating water

is taking place all over the bed as the excavation

work proceeds. A water level depression occurs

around excavation cavities, its dimension depend

ing on the hydraulic conductivity and storage

capacity of the rocks, and the amount of

pumped-outwater.

Formation ofWater Quality

The region under exploitation has a complicated

geological structure where the chemical composi

tion of the water is influenced by such natural

phenomena as considerable variations of

hydraulic conductivity, numerous faults in the

geological layers, karst and, in addition, depres

sions formed during mining and changes of aera

tion conditions. As a result of the joint influence

of these processes, the natural hydrocarbonated

water, characteristic of the Ordovician aquifer of

the given region, has changed into a sulfate-

hydrocarbonated one, the mineralization of water

having increased from 0.2 to 0.3 up to 1.0 to

1 .2 grams per liter. Natural aquifers are charac

terized mainly by a high content of hydrocar-

bonate and calcium ions (Table 1).

A significant role in the formation of the chemical

composition of waters is played by depressions

that have developed during the exploitation of

pits and quarries. Their impact is 2-fold: infiltra

tion and water exchange increase significantly

and with the change of aeration conditions a

geochemical environment with new physico-

chemical properties is formed. This change in

geochemical conditions-because of the in

creased oxygen content-is evidently one of the

reasons why the concentration of the sulfate ions

has increased sharply in the pit water. The sul

fate ion, the concentration of which in the

pumped-out mine water reaches 500 to

600 milligrams per liter, poses a serious threat to

water basins, to which pit waters are pumped,

and is also a serious impediment to using pit

waters for industrial purposes.

Summary

Erg and Punning conclude that pumping out of

water from pits and quarries causes the lowering
of thewater level in the aquifers exploited. Open-

pit mining of oil shale in three quarries has

caused a 10 to 20 meter deep groundwater

depression to be formed as a result of the steady
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TABLE 1

CHEMICALWATER COMPOSITION

Ordovician Aourfer -Pit

Underlying Upoerlving Closed Active Quarry

Mineralization

(gr1) 0.2-0.3 0.2 - 0.3 0.7-1.0 0.4-1.0 0.5-1.0

PH 7.4 - 7.6 7.4 - 7.5 7.2 - 7.4 7.1 -8.1 7.3 - 8.3

Elements (mg I"1)
Na+

2-12 6-14 13-46 3-35 5-20
K+

2-7 4-13 7-8 5-14 3-12
Ca2+

40-94 34-77 152-245 84-227 50-297
Mg2+

6-28 22-39 40-54 26-75 37-72

HC93- 275 - 342 287 - 424 340 - 429 366-488 273 - 432
so42*

2-10 2-10 276-446 43 - 620 30 - 530

cr 5-15 3-10 36-93 8-57 5-35

pumping of water. The draining influence is felt

as far as 1 to 2 kilometers from the quarries. In

the case of deep mining, the depth of the depres

sion reaches 70 meters in the southern part of

the bed.

The mining affects the chemical composition of

the groundwater in the oil shale bed. Thus a

chemical regime of groundwater has been estab

lished in the oil shale area. As a result of mining

in northeast Estonia, serious groundwater quality
problems have arisen.

####

RESOURCE

RESOURCE COMPARISON SHOWS

HIMMETOGLU TO BE BEST OIL SHALE

PROSPECT IN TURKEY

Geological considerations for the economic

evaluation of oil shale deposits in Turkey have

been outlined by M. Sener et al. in a recent paper

in Fuel (1995, Volume 74, Number 7).

Geological information is given on four oil shale

fields in middle and western Anatolia: Him-

metoglu, Seyitomer, Beypazari and Hatildag
(Figure 1).

The information on the deposits is based on

borehole data. The oil shales in Turkey are of

Paleocene-Eocene and Middle-Upper Miocene

age. The host rocks are marl and clays, in which

the organic matter is heterogeneously and finely
dispersed. Current reserves of oil shales in these

four Turkish deposits are estimated by Sener et

al. to be about 1 ,865 million tonnes. Other poten

tial areas in the north Anatolian fault zone are un

der investigation.

Himmetoglu Oil Shale Field, Goynuk-Bolu

The Himmetoglu formation occurs in a succes

sion of predominantly brown and brownish-grey
oil shale layers between pyroclastic outcrops

around the margin of the basin, which is bor-
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FIGURE 1

LOCATION OF OIL SHALE DEPOSITS IN TURKEY

SOURCE: SENER ETAL.

dered north and south by uplift areas. From the

borehole data, the Himmetoglu formation is

divisible into four zones. The lower unit is green

clay and a conglomerate zone of clay and con

glomerate which is derived from basement rocks.

An overlying zone of lignite contains brown coal

(in DIN terminology) and subbituminous C coal

(in ASTM terminology). The lowermost

Bituminous Banded Marl (BBM) is generally a

massive oil shale layer (Himmetoglu Oil Shale,

HOS) in the lower part, but becomes banded in

the upper levels. The Bituminous Laminated Marl

(BLM) exhibits characteristics of shallow-water

sedimentary structures.

Economic-Grade Oil Shale (EGOS) as defined by
a minimum calorific value of 3,140 kilojoules per

kilogram (dry basis) and a minimum thickness of

5 meters occurs in the lowermost section of the

bituminous sequence (BBM and partly BLM),

mostly immediately overlying the lignite; it is 5 to

35 meters thick, the higher heating value is

3,520 kJ/kg, the lower (net) heating value is

2,470 kJ/kg (raw), and the oil content is

4.6 weight percent (51 liters per tonne): the total

sulfur content is 0.9 weight percent (Table 1).

The EGOS of Himmetoglu is of average to poor

quality, although it contains the HOS, an ex

tremely rich shale with an oil content of 43 weight

percent (482 liters per tonne) and an upper

calorific value of more than 20 megajoules per

kilogram. The reserves of the EGOS amount to

150 million tonnes. Of this, approximately

99 percent is mineable by opencast if the underly

ing lignite is also mined. At present, the HOS is

occasionally used for domestic purposes;

however, industrial utilization of the EGOS would

best be accomplished by fluidized-bed combus

tion for the generation of electricity. The

suitability of the oil shale for this process

(Circofluid process) has been demonstrated by a

pilot plant test by Vereinigte Kesselwerke (VKW)

in Germany. The best results, with very low air

pollutant emissions, were obtained with mixtures

of oil shale and up to 40 percent of lignite.
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TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF OIL SHALE DEPOSITS IN TURKEY

Calorific Total Organic Oil Total Reserves (million t)
Value Carbon (Wt%) Content Sulfur Open

Deposit Seam (MJ kq1) Ranee Average nr1i (Wt%) Total cast

Himmetoglu HOS 20.9 14.1-47.9 30.9 482 2.5

BBM 3.47 4.3-12.3 8.8 73 1.3 ~ -

BLM 2.51 0.2-14.9 6.0 57 1.8 ~

EGOS 3.25 0.2-47.9 3.2 51 0.9 150 150

Seyitomer EGOS 3.55 1.3-27.6 6.9 54.3 0.9 110 110

Beypazari EGOS 3.40 1.8-9.7 4.8 60 1.4 1,058 60

Hatildag EGOS 3.24 0.2-16.3 5.6 58 1.3 547 150

Seyitomer Oil Shale Field, Kutahya

Bituminous marl crops out around Seyitomer and

has been penetrated by many drill holes for lig
nite prospecting. This unit occurs between the

main seam and the upper seam; it consists of a

variety of predominantly grey, green-grey and

brown mart with intercalated brightly colored

marly limestone and silicified limestone and

chert. The main mineral components of

Seyitomer oil shale are quartz, dolomite,

museovite-illite and smectite.

EGOS varies considerably in thickness and

quality in the lateral and vertical directions; the

thickness ranges from 3 to 29.5 meters, the

higher calorific value from 3,140 to 4,250 kJ/kg
and the oil content from 4 to 5.9 weight percent.

On average, the upper calorific value is

3,550 kJ/kg (dry basis) and the oil content

5 weight percent or 54.3 liters per tonne. The

mean sulfur content, 0.9 weight percent (dry

basis), is relatively low, but exceptional levels

approaching 3 weight percent may occur.

High-grade oil shale has a tendency toward spon

taneous in situ combustion, as a result of which

extensive areas of burned bituminous beds have

originated. The EGOS reserves situated in the

mining area are estimated to amount to

110 million tonnes. Industrial utilization of the

Seyitomer oil shale is highly desirable, because

to reach the underlying lignite the oil shale must

be excavated in any case. Because of the low

quality, efficient utilization on a large scale would

be direct combustion for the generation of

electricity by the circulating fluidized-bed

process. The suitability of the EGOS for this tech

nology has been proved by VKW in Germany by
a pilot plant test with a 100-tonne sample. The

best results were achieved when the oil shale

was blended with 20 percent Seyitomer lignite.

The cumulative (drilled) thickness of the EGOS,
which is persistent and is distributed over a rela

tively wide area varies from 5 to 22 meters, the

upper calorific value from 3,190 to 3,890 kJ/kg
and the oil content from 5.1 to 6.2 weight per

cent; the average thickness (drilled) is

12.8 meters, the average upper calorific value is

3,400 kJ/kg, the average oil content is 5.4 weight

percent or 60 liters per tone, and the average sul
fur content is 1.4 weight percent (Table 1). The

EGOS reserves amount to 1 ,058 million tonnes,

so the Beypazari Cayirhan area ranks as the big
gest oil shale deposit in Turkey. From these

reserves, however, only 60 million tonnes are

mineable by opencasting. The Beypazari oil
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shale is on average of low quality, and owing to

the tectonic situation, low-cost opencast mining

is inappropriate. Therefore, industrial utilization

under the present conditions are not economic,

say Sener et al.

Hatildag Oil Shale Field

This area is situated in Bolu province, southeast

of Goynuk. The oil shale occurs in the west part

of an east-west oriented syncline of steeply dip

ping Paleocene-Eocene sediments, some 750 to

1,000 meters above sea level.

The bituminous sediments of Hatildag generally

consist of brown-grey, brown and beige banded

bituminous calcareous or dolom'itic marl and

bituminous marl; interrelated bands or strips of

sterile marl are frequent. Occasionally, thin len

ticular lignitic strips are observed, derived from

drifted terrestrial plant remains. The lithology
and content of bituminous organic material

change rapidly in the vertical direction. The clas

tic portion of the bituminous sediments is com

posed mainly of clay minerals and quartz.

The EGOS occurs in the lower part of the

bituminous sequence and measures, in the drill

holes, 23.5 to 43 (cumulative) meters; the upper

calorific value is 3,160 to 3,310 kJ/kg. The

average values are: thickness 30.5 meters and

upper calorific value 3,240 kJ/kg. The EGOS

reserves amount to 547 million tonnes. Ap

proximately 150 million tonnes are mineable by

opencasting with an overburden-to-oil-shale ratio

of up to 4:1. In the current economic situation

the economic utilization of this oil shale is quite

impossible, say Sener et al. At best, utilization

might be possible together with the oil shale and

lignite from Himmetoglu if a fluidized-bed plant

for the generation of electricity could be realized

at this site.

The authors conclude that the Himmetoglu oil

shale is the most appropriate of the four deposits

for industrial utilization.

####
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

ALBERTA GOVERNMENT SELLS SYNCRUDE

INTEREST TO TORCH

The Government of Alberta, Canada and Torch

Energy Advisors, Inc. of Houston, Texas have

signed a Letter of Agreement for the sale of

Alberta's remaining 11.74 percent ownership of

Syncrude Canada Ltd.

Syncrude Canada Ltd. is the world's largest

producer (almost 200,000 barrels per day) of

high-quality, light sweet synthetic crude oil. Its

Mildred Lake plant 40 kilometers north of Fort

McMurray, Alberta accounts for almost

12 percent of Canada's annual crude oil produc

tion, making it Canada's largest single source of

crude oil.

Syncrude is a joint venture owned by Imperial Oil

Resources (25 percent), Petro-Canada

(12 percent), Province of Alberta (11.74 percent),

Alberta Energy Company Ltd. (10 percent), Pan-

Canadian Gas Products Ltd. (10 percent), Gulf

Canada Resources Ltd. (9.03 percent), Canadian

Occidental Petroleum Ltd. (7.23 percent), AEC

Oil Sands Limited Partnership (5 percent), Mocal

Energy Ltd. (5 percent), and Murphy Oil Com

pany Ltd. (5 percent).

Torch already owns 25 percent of Gulf Canada

Resources Ltd., which holds 9.03 percent of

Syncrude.

The price of the transaction is C$352 million. The

government will retain its royalty revenues from

the project. Alberta expects to earn about

$126 million this year in oil sands royalties.

In combination with its share through Gulf, the

deal will make Torch the second largest owner of

Syncrude, behind Exxon Corporation's Canadian

subsidiary, Imperial Oil Ltd., which owns

25 percent.

Approximately 2 years ago, Alberta sold

5 percent of Syncrude to Murphy Oil Company
for $110 million.

In 1994, Syncrude earned $115 million on

revenues of $1.1 billion, compared with earnings

of $77 million on $1 billion of revenues in 1993.

####

CORPORATIONS

SUNCOR CONFIRMS EXPANSION PLANS

Suncor Inc. said in September that it plans to

spend C$320 million over the next 5 years to in

crease its syncrude production by more than

38 percent, and a further C$300 million to

develop a new oil sands mine. Production at the

Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada facility will be in

creased from 72,000 barrels per day to

100,000 barrels per day by the year 2000.

The company plans to spend C$70 million on the

first phase of the project, aimed at raising daily
production to more than 80,000 barrels by

mid-

1997, and about C$250 million subsequently to

expand heavy oil upgrading facilities and the

facility's utilities plant in preparation for the

proposed new mine.

Suncor also expects to cut production costs to

about $12 per parrel from the current $14 per bar

rel by 2000.

Suncor reported its 11th consecutive profitable

quarter during the period ending June 30, post

ing an 83 percent jump in earnings.

In the Oil Sands Group, higher oil prices and

production volumes resulted in earnings of

$37 million for the second quarter of 1995, up
61 percent from the second quarter of 1994.
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Production at Oil Sands Group continued at a

record-breaking pace, averaging 75,300 barrels a

day for the quarter, 10 percent higher than the

same period last year. In total, Oil Sands Group
averaged 76,800 barrels a day during the first half

of 1995, a 14 percent improvement over 1994.

Cash costs for the first half of 1995 were $12.50 a

barrel, compared to $13.75 for the same period

last year. With lower production expected in the

third quarter due to maintenance, annual cash

costs should average about $14 per barrel.

When Sun Company sold its 55 percent stake in

Suncor Inc. to investors in May 1995, it trans

formed Suncor into Canada's only widely held in

tegrated oil and gas company.

####

GOVERNMENT

DOE CITES ADVANCES IN HEAVY OIL

TECHNOLOGY

The United States Department of Energy (DOE),

Office of Fossil Energy, has issued a brief called

"Meeting the Technology Needs of the Domestic

Natural Gas and Oil Industry: Oil Field Equip
ment and Technologies Developed With Depart

ment of Energy
Assistance."

Some of the ex

amples quoted that are specifically applicable to

heavy oil are listed in the following.

Enhanced Oil Recovery Predictive Models

The Office of Fossil Energy, in partnership with

the National Petroleum Council and

Software/Intercomp, has developed easy-to-use,

predictive computer models for numerous

enhanced oil recovery techniques. More than

1,000 copies of the PC-based predictive models

have been distributed to oil field operators, drill

ing and service companies, consultants,

researchers, and several major oil companies.

Radial Offshoot Holes for Heavy Oil

Production

A basic problem for operators injecting steam in

heavy oil fields is the tendency of the lighter

steam to override and bypass the oil-bearing

zone. One innovative way of alleviating the

problem has been demonstrated in an Office of

Fossil Energy-sponsored test conducted by
Petrolphysics. Using its Petro Jet Ultrashort

Radius Radial System, Petrolphysics significantly
increased production from a Unocal heavy oil

reservoir in the California Midway-Sunset field

with a relatively low level of water production.

Moreover, the Radial System avoids "sanding
up,"

which occurred in horizontal wells drilled in

the same formation and has doubled the thermal

efficiency of steam utilization. This technology
will save a producer $200,000 per well over an al

ternative horizontal well.

Steam/Foam Flooding for Heavy Oil Recovery

Many oils, particularly those in California fields,

are too thick to move through the reservoir to

reach producing wells. Steam is often injected

into the reservoir to thin the oil and move it to a

producing well. In many cases, however, the

steam, which is lighter than the fluids, rises and

overrides the oil-saturated zone, leaving adjacent

oil untouched. With funding from the Office of

Fossil Energy and private industrial sponsors, the

Stanford University Petroleum Research Institute

(SUPRI) developed a technique for injecting
foam with the steam and using it to seal off areas

of the reservoir where oil has previously been

produced. This allows the steam to be diverted

to oil-saturated zones. Additional oil recovery

over the lifetime of wells treated in this manner

can total as much as 10 to 15 percent. The

SUPRI process is now being used commercially

by many of the larger heavy oil producers.

An Insulating
"Doughnut"

for Steam Flooding
Deeper Oil Wells

Steam injected into deeper heavy oil wells can

lose significant amounts of heat during the trip
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from the surface to the reservoir. In fact, a

phenomenon known as "wellbore
retluxing"

can

result in up to 6 times the heat loss in an uninsu

lated tubing string than would be normally ex

pected. Sandia National Laboratories, working

under a DOE program, devised a 2-inch long
"doughnut"

of plastic insulation that, when in

serted into the standard tubing coupling,

prevents steam from contacting the thin outer

coupling walls. Heat loss through refluxing is

reduced substantially.

####

ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS

ALBERTA ENERGY BOARD FORESEES BIG

INCREASE FOR IN SITU BITUMEN

PRODUCTION

In February 1995 the Alberta Energy and Utilities

Act was proclaimed, merging the Energy
Resources Conservation Board and the Public

Utilities Board into the new Alberta Energy and

Utilities Board (EUB). According to the EUB's

K. Sadler, speaking at the International Heavy Oil

Symposium held in Calgary, Alberta, Canada in

June, the EUB has, as part of its mandate,

responsibility for ensuring the orderly, efficient

and economical development, in the public inter

est, of the oil sands resources of Alberta. With

increased focus on oil sands production to re

place conventional oil, the EUB sees bitumen

production as playing an increasing role as a

secure source of energy supply.

The oil sands resources of Alberta are estimated

by EUB to contain approximately 270 billion

cubic meters of bitumen.

Production from the oil sands areas currently sup

plies 25 percent of Canada's petroleum needs.

In terms of oil supply from Alberta, the bitumen,

synthetic crude oil and heavy oil components cur

rently supply about 40 percent of total produc

tion. Within 10 years this contribution is ex

pected to increase to 55 percent. The EUB

forecast may be viewed as being conservative

when compared to that of industry-which has

indicated the potential for oil sands production to

triple over the next 30 years.

Sadler's presentation focused on bitumen

production from in situ recovery projects.

Development of the oil sands using in situ tech

niques began in earnest some 25 years ago and

has steadily progressed from isolated experimen

tal testing to major commercial development.

Production rates have tripled over the past

decade to over 21,500 cubic meters per day

(m3/d) in 1994.

Currently, there are some 2,500 active wells in

the oil sands areas associated with approved in

situ recovery projects including 8 commercial,

11 experimental and 17 primary recovery

schemes.

For commercial projects the number of wells has

increased at a steady rate with some

1 ,800 currently active wells. The average produc

tion rate is expected to reach 25,000 m3/d by the

year 2000. For primary recovery schemes the

bitumen production rate and well count have in

creased dramatically and are expected to con

tinue on this trend as projects such as Koch

Reita Lake come on-stream. This project alone is

approved for a production rate of 6,500 m3/d

and may include up to 2,000 wells over the

project life.

Whereas the majority of the thermal production

comes from the Clearwater deposit in the Cold

Lake area, primary production is associated with

the individual Mannville sands in the Frog Lake

and Lindbergh areas.

Bitumen Recovery

Table 1 provides the EUB's current estimates of

recoveries possible under various development

scenarios. In terms of resource recovery at exist

ing Cold Lake area projects, recovery to date

under thermal stimulation is in the order of 10 to

12 percent. As most of the larger commercial

projects are less than half-way into their original
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED RECOVERY

FACTORS

Recovery
Project Tvoe Factors (%)

Primary 5-10

Thermal (CSS) 20-25

Thermal (Steamflood) 20-35

Thermal (SAGD) 35-60

20- to 25-year project approval term, this

recovery is basically on target to reach the 18- to

20-percent ultimate recovery originally an

ticipated using Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS).

More recently, the use of steamflooding tech

niques and other alternative steaming strategies,

in areas previously subject to CSS, have shown

increased recovery potential. Furthermore, the

incorporation of follow-up recovery technologies,
such as Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage

(SAGD), appears to indicate that recoveries of

35 percent and beyond should now be expected.

For primary development, a review of the

recoveries anticipated by the proponents from

some of the larger primary developments indi

cate that recoveries in the range of 10 to

15 percent are expected at 4 hectare develop
ment. Average recovery to date for 16 hectare

wells is approximately 2 percent of the original

bitumen in-place.

HorizontalWells

The introduction of horizontal drilling has prob

ably had the largest single impact on oil develop
ment in recent years. In total there have been

103 wells drilled to date in the oil sands area and

91 wells have produced in 1994. The cumulative

number of producing wells and the annual

production rate attributable to horizontal wells

are shown in Figure 1 .

FIGURE 1

HORIZONTAL WELLSANNUAL
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CUMULATIVE WELLS
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It is estimated that the production rate from

horizontal wells will increase to some

15,000 m3/d, or 45 percent of the bitumen

production by the year 2000. This increase is an

ticipated to be associated closely with projects

applying SAGD type recovery.

Forecasts

Figure 2 shows the current and forecast contribu

tions for thermal and primary production to the

year 2005. The thermal component is based to a

large extent on production increases at the Im

perial Cold Lake and the Amoco Wolf Lake and

Primrose projects. The primary component in

cludes significant production from the Koch, Pan-

Canadian and other Frog Lake and Lindbergh

area operators. Over the forecast period,

primary production is estimated to contribute be

tween 25 to 30 percent of the total In situ bitumen

production.
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FIGURE 2

CRUDE BITUMEN

PRODUCTION FORECAST

Primary

SOURCE: SADLER

To date, the Board has not placed restrictions on

bitumen production forecasts due to pipeline or

market constraints. Similarly, the Board's most

recent data do not indicate a shortage of diluent

blend in the immediate future.

Sadler notes that the EUB's forecast shows a

definite and predictable decline in the supply of

conventional crude oil before the turn of the cen

tury. There appears to be general agreement on

this prediction as well as the fact that Alberta's

vast bitumen resources have the potential to par

tially or fully meet the energy supply needs. Sig
nificant technical advances have occurred, par

ticularly in the past 5 years, in terms of improved

resource recovery and reduced operating costs.

Further improvements will be necessary to insure

bitumen's place on the energy supply front.

####

TAR SANDS RESOURCE TREND RISING

Tar sands are rapidly coming of age, according
to an article by G.W. Hobbs in the September 4
issue of Oil and Gas Journal. He notes that

bitumen tar and extra heavy oil sands have long
been recognized as a major future source of

petroleum. The Athabasca sands in Alberta,
Canada and the Orinoco tar belt in Venezuela
each has over 1 trillion barrels of bitumen in

place.

Canada

Skeptics who believe that unconventional

hydrocarbons are not economic at current world

oil prices will be surprised to learn that ap

proximately 250,000 barrels per day of synthetic

oil is being produced from the Athabasca tar

sands at Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada.

At Syncrude Canada the average delivered-to-

pipeline production cost last year was

US$10.78 per barrel. The average sales price

was $15.58 per barrel. So much for the myth of

unconventional fuels not being economic, says

Hobbs.

In addition to the mammoth open-pit sand extrac

tion and synthetic crude processing projects of

Syncrude and Suncor, an additional

140,000 barrels per day (b/d) of liquid bitumen is

produced by commercial in situ steam stimula

tion at Esso's Cold Lake project (92,000 b/d),
Shell's Peace River project (10,000 b/d),
Amoco's Wolf Lake project (23,000 b/d), and

from an additional 25 commercial and experimen

tal projects.

Amoco has filed permits to produce 50,000 b/d

from horizontal wells at its Primrose project, and

Esso plans to expand its Cold Lake heavy oil

production to 127,000 b/d by 1997.

Tar sand projects produced about 25 percent of

Canada's oil requirements in 1994.
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Since starting production in 1978, Syncrude has

produced over 700 million barrels of synthetic

crude oil. The companywould like to increase its

production to 300,000 b/d and expects to be

able to bring unit production cost down to about

US$8.65 per parrel by 1998. Syncrude estimates

that it will produce a cumulative total of about

3.2 billion barrels of synthetic crude oil by 2025,
when its current production permit expires.

As the economic depth for surface mining is

about 75 meters, only 10 percent of the total

Athabasca deposit is suitable for mining. In situ

cyclic steam stimulation, and a new dual horizon

tal borehole, Steam Assisted and Gravity
Drainage (SAGD) process, are being used suc

cessfully in areas where the tar sands are too

deep to be surface mined.

A typical SAGD well pair could be expected to

drain an area 75 meters wide by 1,200 meters

long by 20 meters thick at a rate of 450 to

625 b/d over 10 to 12 years. Recoverable

reserves of bitumen would be 2 million barrels

per SAGD well pair assuming 60 percent

recovery of the oil in place.

Recoverable reserves of bitumen, using current

technologies, are estimated by the Alberta

Department of Energy to be 246 billion barrels

from in situ operations and 63 billion barrels from

mining, for a total of 309 billion barrels. By com

parison, Canada's conventional oil reserves are

only 5 billion barrels, United States reserves are

23 billion parrels, and Saudi Arabia's proved oil

reserves are 258.7 billion barrels. Canada is

clearly on its way to becoming a world oil power.

Total investment the past 30 years in Canadian

tar sand research and development has been

about C$20 billion. According to the Alberta

Chamber of Resources, further investment of

$21 billion over the next 30 years is planned to

raise bitumen and synthetic oil production from

the current level of nearly 400,000 b/d, to

1.2 million b/d. By 2010, one-half of Canada's oil

needs will be derived from tar sands.

Syncrude invested $2.3 billion in initial construc

tion capital and a further $2 billion for capacity
expansions and sustained operations since 1978,
to reach their current level of 200,000 b/d. If one

assumes that it has cost Syncrude $4.3 billion to

develop approximately 3.2 billion barrels of oil,

then the historical development cost has been

about US$0.95 per barrel.

Syncrude estimates that it would cost about

C$5 billion during 5 years to bring a new green-

field 30,000 b/d tar sand mining and synthetic

crude production facility on line. Hobbs says

that, if we were to assume recoverable reserves

of only 1 billion barrels within the mining lease,
the development cost would be US$3.55 per bar

rel.

By comparison, the Hibernia field off New

foundland, at an investment of C$7.5 billion, is

expected to produce 125,000 b/d and recover

615 million barrels of oil, for a development of

cost of about US$8.50 per barrel. Tar sands are

clearly a bargain, says Hobbs.

Despite the commercial success of the five major

tar sand projects in Canada and the huge under

developed potential of tar sands in Alberta, a

number of proposed mega-projects have been

canceled. These include the Alsands, Canstar,
and OSLO projects. Onerous fiscal terms, high

interest rates, high inflation, and low oil prices

contributed to the demise of these ventures.

Market conditions are much better today for

major oil sand development. Inflation is low, inter

est rates are moderate, fiscal terms are improv

ing, demand is soaring, and new technologies

and operating efficiencies have reduced product

unit costs.

Venezuela

The world's single largest bitumen sand deposit

is the Orinoco tar and heavy oil belt in Venezuela.

Known reserves of bitumen and extra heavy oil of

about 1.2 trillion barrels are estimated by
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Petroleos de Venezuela (Pdvsa), of which

22 percent or 267 billion barrels are recoverable.

Bitumen of 7.5 to
9.5

API and 2.7 percent sulfur,

is extracted by steam stimulation with added

chemical diluent from a reservoir depth of 150 to

1,200 meters at production rates of about

600 b/d per well.

The lack of a market for the unrefined bitumen

has historically been a major impediment for

development of the Orinoco tar sands. However,

in the late 1980s, Pdvsa developed a new

bitumen product called Orimulsion that can be

used as commercial boiler fuel for electric power

generation.

Orimulsion is an emulsion of 70 percent bitumen

processed to a particle size of only 20 microns,

mixed with 30 percent water and 2,000 ppm sur

factant.

from 1 ,200 wells. Conoco estimates that finding
and development costs for the project will be be

tween $1 .52 to $3.70 per barrel, significantly less

than most international conventional oil develop
ment projects.

United States

The tar sand industry has long been dormant in

the United States. This is about to change, says

Hobbs.

Buena Ventura Resources, a subsidiary of Crown

Energy Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah, has

completed testing of a 50 ton per hour

demonstration plant at Asphalt Ridge near Ver

nal, Utah. The company is now permitting a

commercial-scale facility that will be able to

process 6,400 tons per day of mined bitumen

sands with production of 3,000 to 4,000 b/d of

bitumen.

Orimulsion is transported in heated tankers to

coastal power stations and is currently priced at

$1 .80 per million BTU. One barrel of Orimulsion

has about 4.5 million BTU, compared with

6.3 million BTU for fuel oil. Orimulsion is easier

to handle than coal and has much less price

volatility than fuel oil. Orimulsion production is

fast approaching 100,000 b/d. Pdvsa plans to

raise production to about 400,000 b/d by the

year 2000.

Total investment in research and development of

bitumen production and Orimulsion is expected

to approach $3.5 billion by the end of the

decade.

Conoco Inc. in December 1994 announced plans

to develop an Orinoco tar sand project using an

in situ cyclic steam process. The project will ul

timately be capable of producing 120,000 b/d of

9.5

API heavy oil that will be upgraded to

104,000 b/d of 20 to
23

API gravity synthetic

crude oil. The project will cost an estimated

$1.7 billion to develop and is expected to

produce about 1.5 billion parrels over 35 years

Buena Ventura Resources estimates that the

project will require a capital investment of

$25 million, and will recover 22 million barrels of

bitumen over a 20-year project life. Developed

cost for the Asphalt Ridge project will be

$1 .13 per parrel if these figures are accurate. Ini

tial unit production cost is expected to be about

$9 per barrel.

The in-place resource to a depth of 500 feet at

Asphalt Ridge is about 1 billion barrels, of which

the mineable reserves are on the order of

120 million barrels assuming 85 percent recovery
of bitumen from the ore.

Summary

In summary, development costs per barrel for

bitumen and synthetic oil from tar sands are al

ready more attractive than many major interna

tional conventional oil development projects.

Lifting costs are relatively high, but because of

the low development cost per barrel the

economics of tar sand development and produc-
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tion is not as sensitive to the uncertainties of

world oil prices as petroleum field development

projects.

Hobbs concludes that tar sands will play an im

portant role in meeting future world demand for

energy resources. The huge reserves and

production potential of bitumen will begin to im

pact the price of conventional oil in the not too

distant future.

####

EXPANSION OF U.S. HEAVY OIL

PRODUCTION COULD REQUIRE $7 BILLION

IN REFINERY INVESTMENT

The potential impact on the United States refining

industry of expanded domestic production of

heavy oil was addressed by D. Olsen of the Na

tional Institute for Petroleum and Energy
Research (NIPER) in a presentation to the Sixth

UNITAR International Conference on Heavy
Crude and Tar Sands, held in Houston, Texas

early this year.

According to Olsen, previous studies have sug
gested that as much as 900,000 barrels per day
of new (additional beyond current production)

heavy oil could be produced in the United States

by 2010. However, a more realistic target would

be 300,000 barrels per day.

The location of the heavy oil reservoirs is known

(Figure 1), and therefore the question often

asked is "Why have these domestic heavy oil

resources not been as extensively developed as

light oil
resources?"

In part the answer is, "Heavy
oil has a higher cost of production (as compared

to light oil), higher transportation costs, and

yields a lower price per barrel because a refiner

often obtains lower value products and has a

higher refining cost per
barrel."

The NIPER study

attempted to determine what would be necessary

to advance the development of the United States

heavy oil resources.

Tables 1 and 2 list the historical and projected

data upon which the refining assessments were

based, including projected oil production levels,
location and timeframe for incremental (new)
heavy oil.

Using these NIPER data and information avail

able in the public domain, Bonner and Moore

developed a Linear Programming (LP) model for

the United States refining regions. Projections

were developed of the volumes and quality of

crude necessary (to fill current
refineries'

capacity, including previously announced

upgrades to refineries) to meet anticipated

product demand. Projections of future domestic

production and import levels of crude oil by
source, oil quality, and volumes were made for

the years 1995, 2000, 2005, and 2010. Projec

tions were developed of the costs, location

(region), and timeframes of upgrades to

refineries that would be required to handle the

incremental domestically produced heavy oil.

Three scenarios were presented. The base case

scenario assumed that heavy oil production

would not increase. Two additional scenarios

were considered in which the domestically
produced incremental heavy oil (beyond the

1991 volume of 750,000 barrels per day) of

300,000 bairels per day (b/d) and

900,000 barrels per day would be refined in the

United States. The cost (investment level re

quired for bottoms conversion capacity, i.e.,

delayed cokers and upgrades to refining units),

the location, and timeframe when these units

would be required were calculated.

Projected U.S. Refining Area Upgrades

Based on the LP analyses of the hypothetical in

creased domestic heavy oil production

(300,000 b/d, low volume, or 900,000 b/d, high

volume), estimates of the impact on the United

States refining industry were made. Because

"diluted
heavy"

crude was substituted for im

ported medium crude and the anticipated huge

increase in imported light, high sulfur Mideast
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FIGURE 1

HEAVY OIL FIELD LOCATIONS AND PETROLEUM ADMINISTRATION

FOR DEFENSE DISTRICTS (RADDs) BOUNDARIES

SOURCE: OLSEN

crude, the incremental costs for bottoms conver

sion capacity are modest, says Olsen. In both

the low and high volume heavy oil production

scenarios, the costs for bottoms conversion

capacity are not substantially different-about

$7 billion in both cases, as shown in Tables 3

and 4 (page 53). Table 3 shows a summary for

5-year intervals to 2010 of the investment re

quired to accommodate 300,000 b/d of incremen

tal domestic heavy oil. Table 4 shows the invest

ment impact of 900,000 b/d of incremental

domestic heavy oil. There is only a small differen

tial cost for increasing capacity to refine the

higher volume of heavy oil. Regions most in

need of capital investment were Regions 2, 3, 5,

and 9 in all cases. These regions account for

about 70 percent of the total of $7 billion invest

ment required.

About half of the cost for heavy oil expansion can

be attributed to compliance with the United

States Clean Air Act, which requires higher

quality (cleaner) products and lower refinery

emissions. The other half of the cost is for new

capital equipment, delayed cokers and other

heavy oil conversion capacity. The cost for both

scenarios is about the same because the

proposed additional domestic heavy oil is lower

in sulfur than the Mideast medium crude it dis

places.
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED 1991 DAILY HEAVY OIL

PRODUCTION BY STATE

Area

Alabama

Arkansas

California

Kansas

Louisiana

Mississippi

Missouri

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Texas

Wyoming
PADD 1 all of East Coast

PADD 2 except states above

PADD 4 exceptWyoming
Alaska

All Other

Total

Barrels /Day

990

11,300

655,700

964

11,085

9,055

16

2,000

3,200

29,530

> 18,250

0

<250

2,000

>3,000

< 1,000

approx. 750,000

NewAdditional Heavy Oil Conclusions

NIPER believes the low case production rate

(300,000 b/d of incremental domestic heavy oil

production) can be achieved, and the high case

(900,000 b/d) remains a target. These volumes

of incremental heavy oil are significant additions

to the current domestic heavy oil production of

about 750,000 b/d (1991). Production of this in

cremental heavy oil would alter the United States

production decline curve and provide a domestic

economic base and jobs, using a United States

resource. This would add flexibility to the United

States refining industry in terms of secure supply.

In order to process the incremental domestic

heavy oil at either the high or the low production

rate scenarios, new bottoms conversion capacity

(delayed coking) must be constructed. Some

fully used existing refining capacity will be freed

up as Alaska and PADD 3 production declines.

In both scenarios, over a 20-year span (1990 to

2010), the United States refining industry would

be faced with capital expenditures in the

$7 billion range.

In order for domestic refineries to take additional

heavy oil, three things must occur: (1) additional

heavy oil will have to be produced, (2) heavy oil

must be priced at the refinery gate at a cost to

overcome the operational margin disparity

(economics) between light crude and heavy

crude, and (3) the refining infrastructure (bottoms

conversion units) must be constructed. All of

these must occur in an increasingly tight and

competitive capital, investment, and credit
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TABLE 2

INCREMENTAL PROJECTED HEAVY OIL PRODUCTION

RATES FOR AN ADDITIONAL 900,000 BBL/DAY

Additional Crude Oil

BOPD BOPD BOPD BOPD

PADD General Location 1995 2000 2005 2010

1 Entire PADD 1 0 0 0 0

2 Midcontinent (KS, MO, OK) 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000

2 Remainder of PADD 2 0 100 500 < 1,000

3 Permian Basin 1,000 1,000 2,500 <5,000

3 East Texas 2,000 10,000 20,000 80,000

3 SE. Arkansas & N. Louisiana 2,000 15,000 50,000 130,000

3 South Texas Basin 1,000 10,000 50,000 130,000

3 Texas Gulf Coast Salt Basin 5,000 10,000 50,000 130,000

3 Louisiana Gulf Coast Salt Basin 1,000 10,000 25,000 75,000

3 Mississippi Interior Salt Basin 0 500 1,000 <5,000

4 Wyoming, Montana 1,000 10,000 20,000 >40,000

5 San Joaquim Valley 40,000 40,000 90,000 200,000

5 Los Angeles Basin -5,000 -10,000 -2,000 -1,000

5 Coastal Range California 30,000 50,000 75,000 100,000

5 North Slope, Alaska 10.000 11.000 15.000 30.000

Total 91,000 158,500 400,000 930,000

Total Approximate Values 90,000 150,000 400,000 900,000

market with widely divergent rates of return on

investment.

####

ECONOMICS

IMPERIAL IMPROVES PROFITABILITY AT

COLD LAKE

For the last 10 years, Imperial Oil Limited has

operated a Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS)
process in the Cold Lake area of Alberta,

Canada. Recent improvements in the profitability
of the operation were discussed by Imperial's

D. Boone and K. McGregor at the International

Heavy Oil Symposium held in Calgary in June.

The Cold Lake operation faces two challenges

not typically experienced by conventional opera
tions. First, substantial costs are incurred to gen

erate steam, and treat water. Also, bitumen sells

for less than light sweet crude. Consequently,

margins are tight, and continuous unit cost im

provements are essential.

Bitumen produced in the Cold Lake area is both

heavy and viscous,
11

API and
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TABLE 3

TOTAL INVESTMENT IN FACILITIES-LOW

VOLUME (300,000 B/D) HEAVY OIL REFINERY

UPGRADE COSTS

($Million)

Refining
Area 1995 2000 2005 2010

1 23 91 558 625

2&3 57 250 892 1,075

4 3 91 482 538

5 848 890 1,724 1,967

6

7

9

301 332 417 425

975 1,511 2,026 2,012

8&10 177 227 371 408

Total $2,384 $3,392 $6,470 $7,050

TABLE 4

TOTAL INVESTMENT IN

FACILITIES-FOR 900,000

BARRELS PER DAY

($Million)

Refining
Area 2005 2010

1 558 625

2&3 892 1,080

4 488 616

5 1,725 2,007

6 418 454

7 - -

9 2,043 2,063

8&10 371 408

Total $6,494 $7,253

75,000 centipoise. Furthermore, Cold Lake's oil

sands deposits are 1 ,500 feet below the surface

and cannot be developed using open-pit mines.

The CSS process involves periods of steaming

(usually 4 to 6 weeks), followed by periods of

"soaking"

(usually 4 to 8 weeks), followed by in

creasingly long periods of production. The same

wellbore is used for both production and steam

ing. The objective is to pressure up the reservoir

and to fracture into new sand with each steam

cycle in order to contact and mobilize new

bitumen.

Cold Lake bitumen, because of its high viscosity,

must be blended with a diluent so as to meet

pipeline specifications. It sells at a discount rela

tive to conventional light, sweet crude. In 6 of the

last 10 years, this discount has averaged be

tween US$4 and US$6 per barrel but at times it

has been close to US$10.

Figure 1 illustrates total unit operating costs from

1986 to 1994. As shown, unit costs have been
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FIGURE 1

COLD LAKE UNIT

OPERATING COSTS

SOURCE: BOONE AND MCGREGOR

reduced by over 35 percent in real terms over

that period despite rising natural gas costs

during 1993-1994. Although advances have been

achieved in many aspects of the operation,

Boone and McGregor say that particularly

noteworthy are the improvements in:

- Production Strategy
- Water Management

- Fuel Efficiency
- Services and Maintenance

- People Productivity
- Electricity Costs
- Chemical Costs

Operation Overview

Current processing capacity is over

90,000 parrels per day. Investments currently
under way will bring this to 120,000 barrels per

day within the next 2 years. No other operation

in the world produces as much oil of such a high

viscosity under similar reservoir conditions, ac

cording to Boone and McGregor.

There are an estimated 220 billion barrels of

bitumen in-place in the Cold Lake area. Of this,
Imperial Oil leases hold an estimated 38 billion

parrels in-place. More than 750 million barrels of

this are believed to be economically recoverable

(before royalty), using today's technology.

Close to 1,900 wells are operated and 120 million

cubic feet per day of natural gas are consumed

to generate steam; 264 full-time staff are

employed.

Wells are steamed in coordinated rows stretching
across the east to west width of the field. This

approach maximizes steam-bitumen contact and

minimizes the amount of unproductive leak-off

from the edges of the area being steamed.

The CSS process requires large quantities of

water from steam generation. Consequently,
water management is of critical importance.

Today, virtually all produced water is recycled,

accounting for well over 80 percent of the water

that is converted to steam.

The reduced demand for fresh water has resulted

in environmental benefits and lower operating

costs.

Fuel Efficiency

As illustrated in Figure 1
,
fuel costs account for

close to half of the total operating costs incurred

in Cold Lake. Annual gas price fluctuations can

dwarf major cost reduction achievements in non-

fuel costs. Consequently, considerable effort has

been made to ensure that steam boilers are

operating at peak efficiency.

Research has been conducted into the use of pul

verized coal and the use of bitumen barrel
"bottoms"

as fuel for steam generation.

Services and Maintenance

The CSS process results in unique field main

tenance challenges. High and variable tempera

tures and pressures combined with sand produc

tion and steam exposure, mean the bottomhole

pump design and operation is key to cost con

tainment in this area. Failure frequency of the

pumps has improved by 36 percent over the past
8 years. This has been accomplished through
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the combination of improved pump design/repair

criteria (e.g., barrel clearances, metallurgical

improvements); application of anti-scaling chemi

cals within the wellbore; and reduction of sand

production in later cycle wells.

Diluent Usage

Condensate from natural gas production (C +)
elsewhere in Alberta has been the diluent of

choice throughout the project's life. Just under

three barrels of diluent are required for every

10 barrels of bitumen.

Because this blended product sells at a discount

(typically US$4 to US$6 per barrel) relative to the
diluent itself, optimizing diluent use has been a

high priority. One of the most significant ad

vances has been to install "trim
blending"

facilities at the connection to the main common-

carrier pipeline system, some 200 miles from

Cold Lake.

Bitumen is
"under-blended"

at Cold Lake, then

blended up to specification right at the pipeline

terminal. This has reduced diluent waste and

variability in product quality.

####

MARKET FOR ATHABASCA BITUMEN

SUFFERS FROM LACK OF INFRASTRUCTURE

In a paper presented at the International Heavy
Oil Symposium held in Calgary, Alberta, Canada

in June, B. Anderson et al. of the Alberta Depart

ment of Energy discuss how the current lack of

pipeline infrastructure, leading out of the

Athabasca Oil Sands Area, limits the market op

portunity forAthabasca bitumen.

In situ recovery of bitumen from the Athabasca

Oil Sands Area has challenged the oil industry for
over 45 years. With the development of new tech

nology, however, Anderson et al. believe a poten
tial breakthrough is at hand. The Underground

Test Facility (UTF) project has shown notable suc

cess in introducing Steam Assisted Gravity
Drainage (SAGD) recovery technology. The UTF

project Phase B currently produces about

2,000 parrels per day of bitumen. The bitumen is

sold locally as well as to pipeline distribution ter

minals in Alberta. Because no pipeline exists to

move the bitumen product to these transfer

points, all the production is trucked prior to being
shipped by pipeline to ultimate market.

SAGD technology was the basis for a 2-year

(1992-1994) study conducted jointly by the Al

berta Department of Energy and UTF industry
participants. Results indicate that the social

supply cost will be $7.63 per barrel for a project

based on SAGD wells drilled from the surface

and $9.12 per barrel if the SAGD wells are drilled

from underground tunnels. The supply cost rep
resents the average cost per unit of production

over the project life that will provide the rate of

return on capital that is implied by a discount rate
of 10 percent before taxes and royalties.

A marketing/transportation review was con

ducted as part of the overall commercial project

study. The following questions were addressed:

- Will there be a demand for the product?

- Where will the demand come from?

- What is the diluent requirement?

- What are the pipeline options/tariff

scenarios for moving the bitumen to

market?

With answers to these questions, bitumen net-

back prices at the UTF site can be predicted.

The paper concludes that there is a growing op

portunity for Athabasca bitumen sales in the

North American crude oil market. A new diluted

bitumen (or "black oil") pipeline from the

Athabasca region to Edmonton, or the use of an

existing synthetic crude oil pipeline, would

facilitate access to markets for the bitumen and

increase netbacks to producers.
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Because of Its high molecular weight and vis

cosity, bitumen cannot be transported by conven

tional pipeline without the addition of lighter

hydrocarbon diluents. Bitumen contains about

50 percent vacuum residue (bottoms) which

makes it difficult to use in refineries that lack

residue conversion capacity. The combination of

high vacuum residue content and high sulfur,

nitrogen and metals content make bitumen un

suitable for processing in large volumes in most

Canadian refineries.

Markets forAthabasca Bitumen

The UTF project is located 60 kilometers

northwest of Fort McMurray, Alberta on a

20,000 hectare lease near the Syncrude and Sun

cor commercial surface mining operations. The

proximity of Syncrude and Suncor allows a

scenario for selling Athabasca bitumen to these

existing
"local"

upgraders. Another scenario

would be to sell to the North American crude oil

market (via a new or possibly an existing pipeline

to Edmonton).

Syncrude is located about 25 kilometers

southeast of the UTF site. Until June of 1994, the

entire 2,000 barrels per day of bitumen produc

tion was purchased by, and trucked to Syncrude.

Anderson et al. believe that in the future,

Syncrude will have a requirement for additional

bitumen and that it will evaluate all possibilities

for meeting its needs on a cost competitive basis.

Unlike Syncrude, Suncor does not currently pur

chase UTF bitumen production. However, Sun

cor has announced plans to increase the plant's

upgrading capacity. Should Suncor have a re

quirement for additional bitumen, they will

evaluate all possibilities, including purchase off-

lease, once again, on a cost competitive basis.

There cannot be a direct substitution of bitumen

for conventional Alberta crudes in Canadian

refineries. The downstream refineries in Canada

do not have sufficient conversion capacity to con

vert large quantities of bitumen to transportation

products.

One option is to export Athabasca bitumen to the

market in the Northern United States. Currently
130,000 parrels per day of bitumen (mostly from
Cold Lake) is marketed primarily in the United

States. A study by the Canadian Energy
Research Institute (CERI) identifies a potential for
incremental Canadian crude oil exports of 500 to

600 thousand barrels per day into the United

States by the year 2000. The greatest demand is

for Canadian heavy crudes, but only if priced at

tractively against the competition (West Texas

Sour, Venezuelan Heavies and Mexican Maya).

According to the CERI study, Canadian crudes

are the foreign crude of choice in the Chicago

area. A key question is how competitive

Athabasca bitumen prices are in relation to other

primary feedstocks.

Transportation Methods and Cost to Markets

Having identified potential market locations, the

next question to be addressed is how to get the

Athabasca bitumen to market.

There is currently no diluted bitumen or "black
oil"

pipeline capability from the Athabasca Oil

Sands Area into Edmonton. Today a bitumen

producer in the area must either sell production

locally to Syncrude or Suncor or truck the

bitumen to pipeline distribution terminals such as

Edmonton, Hardisty or Blackfoot. Trucking un

diluted bitumen from Athabasca Oil Sands Area

to southern market is technically feasible for up
to 15,000 to 25,000 barrels per day. However,

trucking costs can range from $4.00 to $6.00 per

barrel, significantly reducing the bitumen revenue

netback. Pipelining bitumen from the Athabasca

region to Edmonton could significantly reduce

this segment of transportation costs.

AEC Pipelines developed seven pipeline options

and tariff scenarios for moving the bitumen to

market. Options considered included a hot

bitumen pipeline (only from UTF site to

Syncrude) and a bitumen blend line with a diluent

supply line. Tariffs ranged from $0.25 (to

Syncrude) to $2.35 (to Edmonton) per barrel
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depending upon the quantity of bitumen, the dis

tance to be transported and the pipeline option

(Table 1).

Delivering Athabasca bitumen to market from

Edmonton is accommodated by the pipeline sys

tems which currently ship Western Canadian

crude.

If Athabasca bitumen is shipped to Edmonton

and then sold to the North American crude oil

markets, the blend will have to meet IPL pipeline

specifications. The two most important specifica

tions are density and viscosity. The

diluent/bitumen blend ratio required to meet

IPL's specifications is 0.36 for UTF bitumen.

TABLE 1

PIPELINE OPTIONS FROM UTF SITE

12

Syncrude

Syncrude

Syncrude

Syncrude

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Daily
Volume

(Barrels)

30,000

30,000

10,000

10,000

30,000

30,000

50,000

Type

A hot bitumen line from

the UTF Project to Syncrude

combined with a SCO supply

line from AOSPL to the UTF

site.

A bitumen blend line from

the UTF Project to Syncrude

combined with an SCO

supply line from AOSPL

terminal to the UTF site.

A hot insulated bitumen

line from the UTF Project

to Syncrude.

A bitumen blend line from

the UTF Project to Syncrude

with a diluent supply line.

A bitumen blend line from

the UTF Project to the

Edmonton area with an

SCO supply line from AOSPL

A bitumen blend line from

the UTF Project to the

Edmonton areawith a diluent

supply line.

A bitumen blend line from

the UTF Project to Edmonton

area with a diluent supply

line.

Cost Tariff

Pipeline Dimensions (Millions) ($/Barrel)

Bitumen line-323 mm 19.6 $0.35

diameter, 26.2 km length,

above ground, insulated

SCO line-1 14 mm diameter,

28.4 km length, buried.

Bitumen line-323 mm 16.2

diameter, 26.2 km length,

buried. SCO line-1 14 mm

diameter, 28.4 km, buried.

Bitumen-line 168 mm 14.8

diameter, 26.2 km

length, above ground.

Bitumen line-168 mm 15.2

diameter, 26.2 km length,

buried, diluent line-1 14 mm

diameter, 26.2 km length, buried.

Bitumen line-323 mm 87

diameter, 453 km length,

buried. SCO line-1 14 mm

diameter, 28.4 km length, buried.

Bitumen line-323 mm 137

diameter, 453 km length, buried,

diluent line-1 14 mm diameter.

453 km length, buried.

Bitumen line-406 mm 170

diameter, 453 km length, buried.

Diluent line-219 mm diameter,

453 km length, buried.

$0.25

$0.80

$0.80

$1.55

$2.35

$1.85
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Although the availability of diluent was not ad

dressed in this study, it is an important factor in

the cost of transporting the bitumen to market.

There are several other methods possible to

make bitumen viscosity low enough to be

pipelineable including oil water emulsions, core

annular flow and partial field upgrading. These

were not considered in the study. There is also a

railway line from Fort McMurray to Edmonton

that could be used as an alternative to trucking.

Bitumen Netback Prices at the UTF

Netback prices were determined using

forecasted bitumen and condensate prices.

A detailed netback model is provided in Table 2

using the middle range price forecast, $2.00 tariff

and 36 percent UTF diluent requirement. The

forecasted bitumen netback would be $8.34 per

barrel in 1997. This would result in a 12 percent

real social rate of return for a commercial SAGD
project on the UTF lease. To achieve a higher
bitumen netback price from the United States

market, a larger capacity pipeline is required at a

minimum diluent to bitumen ratio to reduce tariffs

and the expense of diluent. The diluent ratio

directly affects the netback prices.

In the Fort McMurray area there is currently no in

frastructure in place (i.e., pipelines) to ship large

quantities (i.e., 30,000 barrels per day) of

bitumen to alternative markets. It is therefore a

buyer's market. There is no incentive for the

buyer (Syncrude or Suncor) to pay more than

their marginal cost to mine and extract bitumen.

Syncrude and Suncor, through their integrated

operations, can produce bitumen for a marginal

cost in the $6.00 to $7.00 per barrel range.

TABLE 2

UTF PROJECT BITUMEN PRICE NETBACK

1997 Middle Price Forecast,
$2.00 UTF Tariff, 36% Diluent

Field Price C$/Bbl (by diluent ratio) Bitumen
Diluent (field price + tariff to Edmonton)*

Bitumen Blend Price at Field

Estimated Tariff to Edmonton

Bitumen Blend Price at Edmonton
- AEC Tariff to UTF Source

Bitumen Blend Price at UTF
- Diluent (field price + tariff to Edmonton)'

Bitumen

Bitumen Price at UTF

*
There is an estimated $0.64 tariff cost incurred in bringing to Edmonton the
required condensate used as diluent.

9.94 67% 6.66

27.33 33% 9.02

15.68

1.50

17.18

17.18

2.00

15.18

27.33 36% 9.84

8.34 64% 5.34

8.34

####
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ECONOMICS OF UNDERGROUND TUNNEL

APPROACH REVIEWED

A summary of the situation at the Underground

Tunnel Facility (UTF) and concerning the Steam

Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) technique was
provided by D. Komery at the Sixth UNITAR Inter

national Conference on Heavy Crude and Oil

Sands held in Houston, Texas early this year.

The Underground Test Facility

The key features of the UTF facility are shown in

Figure 1. It consists of two vertical shafts

3.3 meters in diameter penetrating 140 meters of

overburden, 20 meters of oil sands and

15 meters of limestone, below which are located

horizontal tunnels 5 meters wide and 4 meters

high. The tunnels are in solid limestone and are

largerwhere the wells are located (8 meters wide

by 5 meters high) and smaller (4 meters wide by
3 meters high) where the tunnels serve only to

complete the access and ventilation circuit.

From the tunnel walls, horizontal wells are drilled

upward through the limestone and then horizon

tally into the oil sands pay zone.

The current Phase B program consists of three

well pairs spaced 70 meters apart horizontally.

Each well pair consists of an injection well

(upper) and production well (lower) spaced 3 to

5 meters vertically apart near the bottom of the

pay. The six horizontal wells are each

600 meters long and are drilled 500 meters in the

oil sands pay zone.

In the first proof-of-concept test (Phase A), the

three well pairs were 160 meters long and

25 meters apart.

The Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage Process

Steam is injected into the upper well and produc

tion comes out of the lower well. Steam, injected

FIGURE 1

UNDERGROUND TEST FACILITY

SOURCE: KOMERY
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just below formation fracture pressure, melts the
"000!"

immobile bitumen which flows by gravity

to the lower well. The lower production well

operates using the "steam
trap"

technique to

prevent steam flowing with the produced liquids.

The produced fluids are piped to the surface

facilities for treatment and recovery of dry
bitumen.

The process is started by circulating steam in

both thewells to heat the oil sands between them

until the bitumen is liquid enough to flow into the

lower well. The steam chamber grows as

bitumen is produced. When steam from the up

per well reaches the lower well, steam circulation

is stopped and is injected only into the upper well

at constant pressure Gust below fracture, at

2,600 kPa) and fluids are produced from the

lower well at just below steam saturation tempera

ture (approximately 215C).

It is not required to fracture the formation in order

to get steam distribution. This leads to low

steam/oil ratios (approximately 2.5) and high

recovery (60 percent).

There are no down-hole pumps in the wells be

cause the fluids flow by gravity drainage and

there is no sand production because fluid

velocities are low at the well bore.

UTF Phase B Program

The UTF demonstration project is located on a

20,000 hectare lease currently owned by the Oil

Sands and Research Division (OSRD) of the Al

berta Department of Energy. It is about

60 kilometers northwest of Fort McMurray, Al

berta.

The three well pairs from Phase B were drilled

and completed within technical and cost

guidelines. All three well pairs have been operat

ing well since startup. Each well pair produces

about 100 cubic meters per day and production

for the three well pairs is steady at around

2,000 parrels per day.

Operating responsibility for the UTF was as

sumed by Gibson Petroleum in September 1995.

Gibson bought an 8.33 percent interest in the

operation from Conoco Canada Ltd. and now

transports and markets half the bitumen

produced at the facility. Other industry par

ticipants include:

- Amoco Canada Petroleum Company
- Chevron Canada Resources

- China National Petroleum Corp. Canada
- Imperial Oil Resources

- JAPEX Oil Sands

- Petro-Canada

- Shell Canada

- Suncor Energy

Surface SAGD Versus Tunnel SAGD

Commercial plant studies have indicated that

SAGD wells drilled, completed and operated

from the surface are more economical than those

drilled, completed and operated from tunnels.

The same reservoir performance is expected in

both the tunnel and surface approaches. The

major test conditions to be proven with the sur

face wells will be the "steam
trap"

control

mechanism.

In November 1994, the UTF Participant Manage

ment Committee reviewed a proposal to drill,

complete and operate from the surface, two

SAGD horizontal well pairs. Preliminary analysis

indicated that this expansion could double UTF

production to 4,000 barrels per day and remain

within the currently approved net budget funding.

The net revenue from bitumen product sales are

re-invested into the test program. Drilling of

these two well pairs is scheduled for

November 1995.

The questions to be resolved for any reservoir

using the SAGD technology are whether to sink

shafts, drive tunnels in solid limestone and

operate horizontal wells by the pure

drainage/steam trap technique, or to drill the
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twin horizontal well pairs from the surface and

operate the wells with some innovative pumping
mechanism. A previous independent OSRD/Gulf

Canada joint study conducted in the early 1980s

indicated that the shaft and tunnel concept was

more attractive than drilling from the surface in

many areas of the Athabasca deposit. However,
with improved horizontal well drilling know-how,
surface-drilled SAGD wells are now more

economical than tunnel-drilled wells.

However, each application has its own merits

and is dependent upon reservoir depth, oil sands

pay zone, underlying sound rock such as lime

stone and reservoir conditions, says Komery.

At the UTF site, the Athabasca oil sands is lo

cated about 140 meters from the surface, is

about 20 meters thick, and has sound limestone

beneath the oil sands. Hence it is ideal for UTF

shaft and tunnel style exploitation.

Description of Commercial UTF Project

The UTF Task Force has reviewed the economic

viability of different size commercial UTF

projects. Sizes of 10,000 barrels per day (b/d),

20,000 b/d, 30,000 b/d and 50,000 b/d have

been considered. The capacity of 30,000 b/d

appears to be the most economically attractive

minimum size. The 30,000 b/d case was

analyzed for both the underground tunnel drilled-

wells and the surface-drilled horizontal wells.

Table 1 illustrates the parameters of a 30,000 b/d

UTF SAGD project. Only 30 well pairs would be

required initially with each well pair producing
1 ,000 b/d. With a 25-year calculated project life,
the total number of twin SAGD horizontal well

pairs required would be only 152. Each well pair

would have economic production life of about

5 years.

Use of existing infrastructure could minimize

costs of a project. In the case of tunnel-drilled

wells, the 30,000 b/d commercial plant at the

OSRD UTF project lease in Athabasca would util

ize the existing access road to the site and would

use the two shafts and 1 ,500 meters of tunnels al

ready completed during Phases A and B of the

demonstration project. For the first 25-year life of

the project an additional 28 kilometers of tunnels

would be required.

Economics of 30,000 b/d Commercial Project

Preliminary engineering and cost estimates of a

30,000 b/d, tunnel-drilled, horizontal well project

have been compared to a similar size,
surface-

drilled, horizontal well project. Table 2 compares

the relative costs and bitumen supply costs for

the two approaches.

TABLE 1

COMMERCIAL UTF PROJECT DESIGN BASIS

Plant Capacity 30,000 bpd

Project Life Basis 25 yrs

Engineering, Procurement, Construction 3 yrs

Operation to Capacity 1 yr

Well Pairs - Start 30

Production perWell Pair 1 ,000 bpd

Well Pairs - Over 25 Yr. Plant Life 1 52

Well Pair Life 5 yrs
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TABLE 2

COSTS FOR A 30,000 BPD

COMMERCIAL PROJECT

(C$ Million)

Tunnel Surface

Initial Capital 338 263

Total Capital 550 417

Annual Operating 38.5 39.9

($3.85/bbl) ($3.89/bbl)
Bitumen Supply Cost $6.06/bbl $5.51 /bbl

In the mine/tunnel case, over the 25-year life of

the project, the additional tunneling and replace

ment well pairs (122) would require an additional

C$212 million over the initial capital investment of

C$338 million. The annual operating cost is

about C$40 million or $3.85 per barrel. The indi

cated average bitumen supply cost is C$6.06 per

barrel. Supply cost is defined as to include capi

tal payback and operating cost, but excludes

taxes and royalties.

In the case of the surface-drilled SAGD horizontal

wells, the initial capital is C$263 million and the

added capital for replenishing depleted wells

over the 25-year project life is C$154 million.

This provides a bitumen supply cost of

C$5.51 per barrel.

Figure 2 shows the real social rate of return ver

sus the price received for bitumen delivered to a

local upgrader. It illustrates that a real rate of

return of 18 percent can be achieved if the

bitumen price is C$10 per barrel.

FIGURE 2

REAL SOCIAL RATES OF RETURN
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SHELL COAL GASIFICATION PROCESS

COULD PROVIDE ECONOMIC OUTLET FOR

TAR-SANDS-DERIVED COKE

The Shell Coal Gasification Process (SCGP) is a

dry feed, entrained flow, oxygen blown, coal

gasification process which has the capability of

converting almost any coal or solid hydrocarbon

into a clean, medium-BTU synthesis gas. The

process appears to provide an attractive outlet

for petroleum coke that is produced as a

byproduct of bitumen upgrading processes, ac

cording to N. Hauser of Shell Synthetic Fuels. In

a paper prepared for the Sixth UNITAR Interna

tional Conference on Heavy Crude and Tar

Sands, held in Houston, Texas early this year,

Hauser notes that the SCGP syngas is a mixture

of predominantly carbon monoxide along with

significant amounts of hydrogen. This syngas

can be used for a variety of purposes including
electric power generation, feedstock for chemical

manufacture, hydrogen for refining applications

and feedstock for direct synthesis of conven

tional transportation fuels using technologies

such as the Shell Middle Distillate Synthesis

Process.

The first commercial application of SCGP, as well

as the first fully Integrated coal Gasification Com

bined Cycle (IGCC) powerplant in the world, is

the Demkolec project. Located in The Nether

lands, the plant utilizes a single 2,000 ton per day
Shell gasifier and produces a net output of

253 megawatts of electric power. The Demkolec

plant was started up in 1994. Currently Dem

kolec is operating the plant in a planned 3-year

demonstration phase.

A key feature of SCGP is the ability to operate on

a diverse range of feedstocks. One of these

feedstocks is petroleum coke. High sulfur

petroleum coke was tested at Shell's SCGP-1

demonstration facility in Deer Park, Texas. Shell

Synthetic Fuels Inc. has prepared a coke-specific

plant design that incorporates features unique to

petroleum coke.

Key features of SCGP are precise control of the

pulverized coal or coke flow to the gasifier and

the gasifier itself, which is a vessel with a

membrane wall surrounded by a pressure shell.

The precise flow measurement optimizes the

gasification reactions and the membrane wall en

sures that molten slag will flow smoothly out of

the gasifier.

The raw gas is then quenched to a temperature

below the freezing point of the ash, cooled and

solids removed at warm temperatures. The

solids free gas is then treated by conventional

methods to remove acid gases such as hydrogen

sulfide and carbonyl sulfide.

Hauser states that the advantage of the SCGP

dry coal feed system over coal slurry systems is

the high coal-to-gas conversion efficiency. The

dry feed approach also increases the outlet tem
perature of the gasifier exit gas. Because the

water level of the exit gas is low, most of the ther

mal energy of the exit gas can be recovered as

high-level heat. There is no requirement for ex

tensive low-level heat utilization.

Petroleum Coke at SCGP-1

Petroleum coke was successfully gasified in

SCGP-1 at the same high thermal efficiencies

and sulfur removal efficiencies that were ob

served with coal. The distribution of vanadium

and nickel, two major components of ash from

petroleum coke, was well characterized in SCGP-

1. Gasification of petroleum coke derived from

heavy crudes presents no operational or environ

mental difficulties for SCGP, says Hauser.

The SCGP-1 campaign on petroleum coke was

conducted without the addition of coal. In order

to provide a molten slag layer on the gasifier

walls, slag from a previous run was added as an

ash augmentation agent. For a commercial

facility, additional options for ash augmentation

would include powerplant slag, blast furnace

slag, or commercially available limestone and

silica.

During the petroleum coke run the deep sulfur

removal capability of SCGP was demonstrated.

The 5.2 percent sulfur in the petroleum coke was
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the highest sulfur concentration of any feedstock

gasified at SCGP-1 . Clean syngas from the run

had a sulfur concentration of less than 25 ppm

for an overall sulfur removal of 99.8 percent.

Application to Tar Sands and Heavy Oil

Refining

Virtually every heavy oil or tar sands refining ap

plication in-place today generates large amounts

of petroleum coke. In North America this activity

is concentrated in Alberta, Canada. Currently,

Suncor produces 3,000 to 4,000 tons per day of

delayed coke derived from Athabasca bitumen

and Syncrude produces a similar amount of fluid

coke at its Mildred Lake facility. Most of the Sun

cor coke is consumed on-site, while the

Syncrude coke is being laid down on the ground

in a large stockpile. The estimated inventory of

the Syncrude stockpile is now 16 million tons.

Comparison of the properties of Suncor,

Syncrude and SCGP-1 petroleum coke (from

Chevron's Pascagoula, Mississippi refinery) is

shown in Table 1 . All three have high sulfur levels

with the Syncrude coke in the 7 percent range.

The two heavy-oil-derived cokes have high ash

levels, with Syncrude coke having 7.1 percent

ash. High ash concentration hampers traditional

applications for petroleum coke. In SCGP it Is

actually a slight advantage as it reduces the

amount of ash augmentation required.

Vanadium/nickel levels of both the Suncor and

Syncrude cokes are high but similar in range to

the SCGP-1 petroleum coke. Hardgrove grin-

dability of both the Suncor and Syncrude coke is

low indicating greater hardness than the coke

operated at SCGP-1. However, the Syncrude

hardness is within the range of coals tested at

SCGP-1 . Hauser concludes that both heavy-oil-

derived coke feedstocks would be ideal for

SCGP.

Applications for SCGP using
heavy-crude-

derived petroleum coke are shown in Figure 1.

By far the largest and most near-term application

is the production of electric power. The second

application of interest is the production of

hydrogen for refining applications.

Chemical/reduction applications for synthesis

gas include methanol, ammonia and direct

reduced iron. A final application might be the

production of liquid transportation fuels from the

clean synthesis gas using Fischer Tropsch

chemistry.

TABLE 1

COKE PROPERTY COMPARISON

SCGP-1 Syncrude Suncor

Type Delaved Fluid Delayed

Ultimate Analysis %

Carbon 89.23 79.9 84.8

Hydrogen 3.59 1.9 3.7

Sulfur 5.22 6.8 5.9

Nitrogen 1.35 1.7 1.6
Oxygen 0.10 2.6 1.1

Ash 0.50 7.1 2.9

Vanadium/Nickel, ppm 1,500 2,500 1,700
Hardgrove Index 60-70 25-30 25-35
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FIGURE 1

SCGP SYNTHESIS GAS

APPLICATIONS

SUNCOR,

SYNCRUDE COKE

OR OTHER

HEAVY OIL OR

TAR SANDS- DERIVED

PETROLEUM COKE

SOURCE: HAUSER
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Figure 2 provides a description of a possible

electric power generation project consuming

4,200 tons per day of heavy oil or tar sands-

derived petroleum coke. The project is premised

to be located in the United States, either the

Pacific Northwest or the Upper Midwest.

Syncrude petroleum coke is assumed to be

transported from the production site to the

project site by rail.

The two-train plant would produce a net of

550 megawatts of power at ISO conditions. Total

capital cost would be $740 million or $1 ,340 per

kilowatt (United States Gulf Coast basis).

Using unit trains and a new rail spur to the

production site, the delivered cost of Syncrude

petroleum coke to the project site is estimated to

be $24 per ton (US$0.87 per million BTU).

The calculated levelized cost of electricity would

be $0,038 per kilowatt-hour for the Syncrude

coke and would be competitive with the cost of

electricity generated with natural gas at $2.65 per

million BTU.

Thus petroleum coke derived from heavy oil and

tar sands could generate cost-competitive

FIGURE 2

SCGP-BASED ELECTRIC POWER

GENERATION USING

SYNCRUDE PETROLEUM COKE

Syngas

SGP
COMBINED

CYCLE

02

*

Sleam

N2

550 MW

Air

,i

Capacity: 4150 Tons/Day Delivered Coke Price: $US 24/lon

Two SCGP Train* Two High Pressure Air Separation Unl

Two Advanced Design Gas Turbine Plant Design: 18Months

Capex Gasification: $450 MM Construction: 36 Months

Capex Combined Cycle: S28SMM Power Output: 550 MW

Location: US Pacific Northwest Gas Output: 3220 MMBtu/Hr (LHV)
or UpperMidwest

SOURCE: HAUSER

electric power for projects located in the United

States.

####

TECHNOLOGY

SAND REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY OFFERS

PROMISING NEW APPROACH FOR BITUMEN

EXTRACTION

A paper by E. Yildirim et al. at the International

Heavy Oil Symposium held in Calgary, Alberta,

Canada in June presents a new process, Sand

Reduction Technology (SRT), based on the

separation of solids from an oil sand slurry in a

system of hydrocyclones. Development of the

process was begun by Canadian Occidental in

1991 with the objective of establishing a process

suitable for bitumen extraction at sites that are
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remote from the Syncrude and Suncor central

processing plants. The process concept is

shown in Figure 1 .

The process includes three basic components:

slurry preparation, solids removal, and bitumen

concentration. These three components are to

be designed for minimum complexity and capital

cost to facilitate their installation and operation at

a remote mine site. The product of the remotely

sited equipment is a bitumen, fine solids and

water stream which may be transported via

pipeline to a centrally located plant for further

processing and upgrading. The bitumen slurry

may be used as a supplemental feed to the
exist

ing oil sands facilities. Alternatively, a grass

roots central processing plant designed specifi

cally for treatment and upgrading of the raw

bitumen product stream may be considered.

A specific method is not required for the slurry

preparation step, and any technique may be

used in which adequate mechanical energy is

provided to prepare and condition the oil sand

slurry for further processing. Conventional

tumblers are one possibility. Another alternative

is use of the Cyclofeeder system developed at

Syncrude Canada as a part of their

Hydrotransport technology. This system involves

feeding of oil sand into a vortex of hot water with

recycle of slurry to form the vortex.

Chemical additives are introduced during the

slurry preparation step to aid in the separation of

bitumen from the solids matrix and to promote

flotation of bitumen droplets from the resulting

slurry. Conventional conditioning additives may

be used in this service, for example caustic soda,

but the objective is to develop additives which

can function at moderate temperatures and not

produce sludge and waste water disposal

problems. Several potential additive packages

have been identified in laboratory and pilot tests.

FIGURE 1

SAND REDUCTION PROCESS CONCEPT

SOURCE: Y1LDRM
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Removal of solids from the oil sand slurry is ac

complished by use of hydrocyclones which util

ize centrifugal force to effectively increase the set

tling rate of solid particles. The degree of separa

tion of the solids from the slurry depends on the

particle size distribution of the solids, the flow

rate to the hydrocyclone, the solids density and
concentration in the feed slurry, and the physical

size and characteristics of the hydrocyclone unit.

The sand particles in a typical oil sand feed

source are large enough to be easily separated in

a hydrocyclone. Fine solids which are typically

clay particles are more difficult to separate.

Because the bitumen in the oil sand slurry has

approximately the same density as water, it tends

to remain with the water phase and be separated

with the product from the hydrocyclone vortex.

However, the effective density of the bitumen

may be reduced and its recovery improved by at

tachment or entrainment of air with the bitumen.

Increased recovery has been observed when air

is introduced directly into the slurry feed line and

mixed into the slurry prior to its introduction into

the hydrocyclone separation unit.

Some bitumen is lost to the tails stream with the

water which accompanies the rejected solids.

These losses may be reduced by dilution of the

tails stream and subsequent separation of the

solids in a second stage of hydrocyclones. The

overhead stream from the secondary

hydrocyclones containing bitumen lost to the

primary tails stream may be recycled to the slurry

preparation system. This procedure can be ex

tended to multiple stages to effect nearly com

plete recovery of bitumen except for a small frac

tion which is not detached from the solid par

ticles. Selection of the optimal number of stages

requires economic evaluations.

Because oil sand contains a minor fraction of

bitumen, the product stream from the

hydrocyclone separator is necessarily dilute in

bitumen. For a feed concentration of 30 weight

percent solids, for example, the bitumen con

centration in the overhead stream is only 5 to

6 weight percent. The product bitumen con

centration may be increased by increasing the

feed slurry concentration, but concentrations

above about 50 weight percent solids can have a

significant detrimental effect on solids removal

and bitumen recovery.

To transport the bitumen/water product stream

to a central processing site it is therefore

desirable to concentrate the bitumen in this

stream. The aerated bitumen floats readily to the

surface of a separation vessel and may be

skimmed as a concentrated stream. Bitumen not

recovered in this operation may be recycled with

the separated water to the slurry preparation

operation.

The initial goals of the tests were to obtain

80 percent rejection of solids while recovering

90 percent of the feed bitumen. Secondary ob

jectives included scoping evaluations of several

process variables including slurry flow rate, slurry

solids concentration, oil sand properties, tem

perature, types of conditioning agents, rate of air

injection, hydrocyclone apex diameter, etc.

Initial test results were encouraging, says Yil-

dirim, easily surpassing the 80/90 goals with

solids rejection over 90 percent and a com

parable degree of bitumen retention. It was also

observed in all cases that a significant portion of

the fine solids remaining in the hydrocyclone

overhead stream settled rapidly from test

samples.

Data from approximately 120 tests were

evaluated. Four different supplies of tar sand

were used with varying levels of fines and

bitumen content. The results are shown in

Table 1.

Bitumen Concentration PDU Test Program

A series of 22 Process Development Unit (PDU)

tests were conducted during the period from

October 1993 through July 1994 to evaluate

various proposed concepts for bitumen con-
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TABLE 1

SAND REJECTION - BITUMEN RETENTION

PILOT TEST RESULTS

Oil Sand Feed Batch

Oil Sand Bitumen, wt%

Oil Sand Fines, wt%

Average Feed Rate, kg/s

Average Solids Content, wt%

Solids Rejection, wt%

High

Low

Average

Bitumen Retention, wt%

High

Low

Average

#1 #2 #3 #4

11.1 10.0 10.3 10.1

10.8 20.3 6.2 11.0

1.2 1.4 1.5 1.1

20.0 25.0 30.0 30.0

92.4 89.8 90.7 90.0

88.5 41.6 47.5 78.2

90.7 80.0 81.5 84.9

94.0 93.8 94.7 88.9

87.9 54.0 79.0 82.5

89.9 82.6 90.3 85.7

centration which included froth flotation, shear

coalescence in an attrition mill, and shear coales

cence using static mixers.

The performance of a total static coalescence

process with a continuous separator (Figure 2,

next page) was considered satisfactory for this

stage of development. Bitumen recoveries in the

high 90 percent range were achieved. Bitumen

concentration was also good with consistent

levels above 60 percent.

Further development is required prior to commer

cial implementation of the SRT concept, says Yil-

dirim.

Additional PDU testing is required to confirm

process data and to evaluate the potential of

bitumen concentration within the primary SRT

separator eliminating the need for a downstream

vessel for bitumen separation.

Then field test operations are required to

demonstrate the proposed concepts using a

primary solids separator with a nominal diameter

of at least 10 inches.
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FIGURE 2

STATIC COALESCER WITH CONTINUOUS BITUMEN RECOVERY

Dilute Bitumen
Simulated Bitumen Recycle

k
Slurry Preparation

SOURCE: YILDiRIM
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

ENCOAL MAKES PROGRESS IN MARKETING

COAL-DERIVED LIQUIDS AND PDF

A progress report prepared by ENCOAL Corpora

tion for the United States Department of Energy

(DE95009735) summarizes the initial commercial

shipment and utilization of both solid and liquid

products from the ENCOAL project.

ENCOAL is carrying out a mild coal gasification

project under Round III of the Clean Coal Tech

nology Program, using the Liquids From Coal

(LFC) mild gasification technology, initially

developed by SGI International. The process

generates two products, a solid upgraded coal

product (designated as Process-Derived Fuel,

PDF) and a heavy liquid fuel (designated as
Coal-

Derived Liquid, CDL).

In September 1994, ENCOAL commenced ship

ment of PDF to utility customers.

Coincident with PDF shipments was a broaden

ing of the customer base for the liquid CDL

product. ENCOAL ships CDL to Dakota Gasifica

tion Company. However, Dakota Gasification's

facility is unique and there was a need to

demonstrate broader market applications for

CDL as an industrial low-sulfur boiler fuel. Three

other customers have received shipments of

CDL, including a blender and a large industrial

facility.

CDL Tests

CDL will interact with material with which it is

blended. Keeping it separate from other liquid

fuels is not a viable option, in most applications.

Most of the CDL has been sold to Dakota

Gasification for blending into one of their liquid

streams. Their facilities are designed to handle

coal liquids and thus can utilize CDL without

modification of operations. Longer term, it is felt

that CDL will be processed to extract the higher

value components and possibly to upgrade the

remaining material. Future commercial ventures

using the LFC technology may incorporate CDL

upgrading in their suite of products.

The current value of CDL to heavy fuel oil cus

tomers is its low sulfur and low viscosity. Blend

ing of petroleum-based heavy fuels is well estab

lished, mainly through experience. Adding a

coal-based heavy fuel to petroleum-based

residual fuels adds a new dimension to the pic

ture.

Shipping Unblended CDL

CDL has a higher pour point than typical residual

fuel oil. On the other hand, at temperatures nor

mally used for handling residual fuel oil (above

100F), CDL has a lower viscosity than residual

fuel oil and flows well. Thus, tank cars, tank

trucks, transfer lines and storage tanks handling
CDL need to be capable of attaining or maintain

ing temperature above 100F, minimum. Of the

shipments made to date, difficulties have been

encountered twice, once at a facility that did not

have heat-traced lines and once in tank cars that

had been modified such that only the outlet valve

was heated. Off-Loading and handling has been

without incident otherwise.

Unprocessed CDL has a distinctive odor, which

can be a problem. There are three potential

ways to handle this. First, equipment can be

modified to prevent vapor escape in general.

Second, filters have been used at one site suc

cessfully. Third, conditioning CDL at the EN

COAL plant, such as washing, is being con

sidered.

Blending of CDL

In the petrochemical business, compatibility of

various refinery and chemical plant heavy liquid

streams must often be considered when blending
such streams. In particular, streams derived

from high-temperature thermally induced reac

tions tend to be incompatible with streams

derived from reactions catalyzed at lower tem

peratures.
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Laboratory tests performed on CDL from pilot

plant samples had indicated CDL would be com

patible with some refinery streams, but not

others. The factor dictating compatibility is

aromatic content. Because of aromatic content,

streams derived from refinery cat-cracking opera

tions are more likely to be compatible with CDL

compared to streams from straight run distilla

tion.

In some cases compatibility will occur for higher

but not lower CDL contents. The generic ex

planation is that peptizing agents keep asphal

tenes suspended in aromatic material. As

aromatic material is blended with material with

lower aromatic content, the peptizing agents are

diluted into the co-blended material. At some

dilution, sufficient peptizing agents have dis

solved that the asphaltenes precipitate and a

solid phase of asphaltenes is formed, which can

plug fuel lines.

Field Experience

Two shipments to industrial customers illustrate

the above. One customer has receiving, storage

and combustion equipment capable of handling

heavy liquids. CDL was blended with an

aromatic bottoms product at this site. Tests pre

dicted that the blends would be compatible. Ac

tual results confirmed the predictions and com

bustion of CDL blends up to 35 percent

proceeded successfully.

A second customer was a blender, intending to
use CDL for sulfur reduction. The co-blending
material, in this case, was a straight run residual

fuel oil with lower aromatic content. In addition,

only small amounts of CDL were used in these

blends. Both of the blender's customers, to

which these low CDL blends were shipped, ex

perienced a range of handling and combustion

problems due to incompatibility.

Commercialization of CDL Products

ENCOAL will continue to develop a matrix of

suitable blends from field experience tied to

laboratory testing. ENCOAL is also investigating
additives for improving compatibility. An ap

propriate field site for testing and burning un

blended CDL is also being evaluated.

Table 1 summarizes CDL tank car shipments

made to date.

The ENCOAL plant was designed to capture a

single wide-boiling-range liquid product, CDL, as

opposed to making multiple liquid fractions. This

was done to simplify the operation, lower the

capital cost and reduce the risk associated with

the added complication of liquid separations.

Some preliminary feasibility and design work has

indicated that upgrading of the CDL both in the

ENCOAL plant and on a commercial scale makes

economic sense; it may even be required to

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF CDL TANK CAR SHIPMENTS

Customer # of Cars Destination Use

Dakota Gas 58 Beulah, ND Industrial Boiler

Texpar 3 Milwaukee, Wl Small Boilers

3M Company 14 Hutchinson, MN Industrial Boiler

Kiesel 2 St. Louis, MO Blend W/#6 Oil
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produce products that can be sold in quantity in

existing markets.

The basic concept is to produce three broad-cut

commercially viable streams; (1 ) a transportation

grade fuel feedstock that would include most of

the aliphatic compounds present in CDL, (2) a tar

acid fraction that would include the cresylic

acids, phenols and light aromatics and (3) a

heavy residual bottom that would be mostly

dense aromatic rings suitable as a source of car

bon for products such as carbon black and ac

tivated carbon.

Plant Modifications to Achieve

PDF Deactivation

In papers presented at the Pittsburgh Coal Con

ference and the Clean Coal Technology Con

ference in September, J. Frederick et al. discuss

the modifications made at the plant to solve the

problem of spontaneous combustion of the PDF

product.

Although designed for 1,000-ton per day feed,

the plant currently processes 500 tons per day
due to capacity limitations in the PDF deactiva

tion loop described below.

Figure 1 is a simplified flow diagram of

ENCOAL's application of the LFC technology.

The LFC process involves heating coal under

carefully controlled conditions. Nominal 3-inch

by 0-inch Run-Of-Mine (ROM) coal is screened to

remove oversize and undersize materials. The

2.0-inch by 0.25-inch sized-coal is fed into a

rotary grate dryer where it is heated by a hot gas

stream. The residence time and temperature of

the inlet gas have been selected to reduce the

moisture content of the coal without initiating
chemical changes.

The solids from the dryer are then fed to the

pyrolyzer where the temperature is further raised

to about 1 ,000F on another rotary grate by a hot

recycle gas stream. During processing in the

pyrolyzer, all remaining water is removed, and a

Raw Coal

FIGURE 1
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chemical reaction occurs that results in the

release of volatile gaseous material. Solids exit

ing the pyrolyzer are quickly quenched to stop

the pyrolysis reaction, then transferred to a small

surge bin that feeds the Vibrating Fluidized-Bed

(VFB) deactivation unit.

Problems with the PDF self heating and extensive

testing performed in 1993 led to the conclusion

that deactivation of the PDF required a separate

process step and independent, sealed vessel.

In the VFB unit (Figure 2) the partially cooled,

pyrolyzed solids contact a gas stream containing

a controlled amount of oxygen. An oxidation

reaction occurs at active surface sites in the par

ticles reducing the tendency for spontaneous igni

tion. The heat generated by this reaction is ab

sorbed by a fluidizing gas stream which is circu

lated through a cyclone to remove entrained

solids and a heat exchanger before being
returned by a blower to the VFB. Oxygen con

tent in the loop is maintained by introducing the
proper amount of air through a control valve.

Excess gas in the loop is purged to the dryer

combustor for incineration.

Following the VFB, the solids are cooled to near

atmospheric temperature in an indirect rotary
cooler. A controlled amount of water is added in

the rotary cooler to rehydrate the PDF to near its
ASTM equilibrium moisture content. This is also
an important step in the stabilization of the PDF.

A dust suppressant is added as PDF leaves the

product surge bin.

By March 1994 analysis of run data revealed that

the deactivation loop was being operated with in

sufficient oxygen. Stringent control of the

oxygen concentration and solids temperature

into the VFB was implemented to allow an in

crease in O concentration. This seemed to im

prove stabiirty but the PDF still required addi

tional
"finishing"

outside the plant by exposing
the PDF to air in thin piles.

The efficient stabilization of PDF remains elusive,

says Frederick. The key deactivation

parameters: bed temperatures, residence times,

amounts of oxygen applied, amount of rehydra

tion, and VFB bed depth have been varied in at

tempts to improve stability. However, none of

the plant-run PDF to date has passed ENCOAL's

SOURCE: ENCOAL
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stability criteria. Blending plant run PDF with

ROM coal or ambient stabilized PDF does

produce a stable product.

####

CONSTRUCTION OF NEDOL 150 TON/DAY

LIQUEFACTION PLANT NEARS COMPLETION

The development of coal liquefaction technology

in Japan is being carried out under the New Sun

shine Program of the Ministry of International

Trade and Industry and NEDO (new Energy and

Industrial Technology Development

Organization). NEDO has commissioned Nippon

Coal Oil Company Ltd (NCOL) to design, con

struct and operate a 150 ton per day bituminous

coal liquefaction pilot plant based on the NEDOL

process. NCOL's H. Miyamori and M. Kobayashi

gave an update on the project at the 12th Interna

tional Pittsburgh Coal Conference, held in Sep
tember in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

The NEDOL Process

The NEDOL process consists of four main com

ponents: coal slurry preparation, liquefaction, dis

tillation, and solvent hydrogenation. After the

coal is pulverized to under 200 mesh, it is mixed

with pyrites catalyst and hydrogen donor solvent.

Slurry is heated by a furnace, then liquefied un

der a reaction temperature of 430 to 465C and a

reaction pressure of 15 to 20 MPa. The reactor

effluent is forwarded to gas separators in high

and low temperature separators. After that, in

atmospheric and vacuum distillation towers, the

oil leaving the separators is separated into light,
medium and heavy oil, and residues. The heavy
oil is used for the recycle solvent. It is fed to a

hydrogenation reactor in the solvent hydrogena

tion process and is used for slurry preparation.

According to Miyamori and Kobayashi, this

process is characterized by applicability to a

wide range of coal grades, such as low-rank

bituminous coal, subbituminous coal and low-

rank subbituminous coal. It is a single-stage li

quefaction process that combines the ad

vantages of a hydrogen-donor solvent and the

liquefaction-promotion effects of an ultrafine

(0.7 micrometer particle size) iron catalyst. The

combined use of a hydrogen-donor solvent and a

liquefaction catalyst provides a high liquid yield

under mild conditions. The simplicity of this

process ensures a high degree of stability.

The goals of the pilot plant program include: con

firming the efficiency of the NEDOL process and

its ability to produce a total liquefied oil

(C4 -350C) yield of 54 percent or higher (dry,
ash-free coal basis); to demonstrate operation for

1 ,000 continuous hours or longer; to acquire en

gineering data for the design of commercial

plants; and to furnish product samples to basic

and supporting research groups.

The civil construction work on the Kashima plant

site began in October 1991 and was completed

in March 1994. The procurement of some of the

equipment required for the plant commenced in

1992, and installation of the major equipment in

1993. The equipment installed in 1993, 1994 and

1995 includes towers, vessels, heat exchangers,

pumps, furnaces, tanks and compressors. The

piping work for coal slurry preparation, distilla

tion, solvent hydrogenation, and utilities was com

pleted in March 1995. As of September 1995,

construction was 70 percent complete.

The overall plant mechanical completion with the

fire protection system will be at the end of

June 1996. Seven test runs have been planned

after this mechanical completion of the pilot plant

until the end of 1998.

The preparation for operations such as the con

tract for maintenance, the preparation of operat

ing manuals, and the procurement of raw

materials, was initiated in March 1994. The train

ing for operators by using the petroleum refining

process simulator was started in April 1995.

Design of Pilot Plant

The inner diameter of the reactor vessels (three

each) is 1 meter. The gas superficial velocity is
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6.2 centimeters per second.

11 meters tall.

The vessels are

The suspended bed reactors are connected in

series to achieve upward flow and back mixing.

To obtain data necessary for scale-up, the li

quefaction reactors are furnished with neutron

absorbing tracer apparatus as well as top-bottom

pressure difference detectors to measure the

holdups and average residence times of gases,

liquids, and solids. As the liquefaction reaction is

exothermic, quenching hydrogen is introduced

into the reactors to control bed temperatures.

Originally, itwas planned to use synthetic iron sul

fide as the liquefaction catalyst. However,

recently the use of ultrafine natural pyrites,

having grain size of 0.7 microns or less, was

found to be equivalent to the more expensive syn

thetic iron sulfide.

####

CPICOR PROJECT TO DEMONSTRATE NEW

TECHNIQUE FOR IRON PRODUCTION IN THE

U.S.

The COREX (Coal/Ore Reduction) process is the

only commercial operation presently available for

the production of iron directly from coal without

the need for metallurgical coke. The COREX

process has moved rapidly from a pilot plant in

1980, to the first commercial unit in South Africa

in 1985.

According to R. Wintrell's presentation at the

Fourth Clean Coal Technology Conference, held
in Denver, Colorado in September, four addi

tional new units are under construction in Korea

and India. Geneva Steel is seeking to

demonstrate the process within the United

States.

A major issue to date has been the effective

utilization of the COREX export gas. The COREX

process produces 3 times the gaseous BTUs of a

similar capacity blast furnace. This level of BTU

output, which exceeds the internal needs of most

steel companies, must be effectively used to in

sure operational economics. Geneva has joined
with Air Products and Centerior Energy to

develop the CPICOR Clean Power from In

tegrated Coal/Ore Reduction) project. This

CPICOR process will demonstrate the upgrading
of the COREX process to a size compatible with

United States requirements and will demonstrate

the efficiency and economics of this ironmaking
facility when integrated with a CCPG (Combined

Cycle Power Generation) unit.

Other COREX Projects

Firm contracts have been made for one unit to be

installed at Posco (Korea), one unit at Jindal

(India) and for two units at Hanbo (Korea).

The COREX Posco plant is scheduled to startup
in November 1995. The plant is located at the

PohangWorks of the Pohang Iron and Steel Com

pany, Korea. The unit will use Australian steam

coal, lump ore, and pellets. It will produce be

tween 72,000 to 100,000 standard cubic feet per

minute (scfm) of export gas with an anticipated

BTU level of 190 BTU per standard cubic foot.

Present plans are to use this export gas for in-

plant heating purposes.

The COREX Jindal unit will be the first unit to use

the export gas for conventional power genera

tion. The Vijayanager Steel Ltd. plant, a

2,100 ton per day unit, is scheduled for startup in

March 1997. The export gas, approximately

77,500 scfm with an anticipated BTU value of

around 200, will be used with additional coal to

generate approximately 120 megawatts of power.

The two Hanbo COREX units will be the first to

utilize the export gas for DRI (Direct Reduced

Iron) production. Contracts for these two

2,400 tons of hot metal per day units and a

Midrex DRI plant were awarded in late 1994. The

plant, which is to be installed for Hanbo Steel and

General Construction Company, will be located

at Asan Bay, Korea. The export gas will be

passed through a Vacuum Pressure Swing Ab

sorption system for C02 removal prior to passing
through the Midrex plant for DRI production. The
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DRI plant is anticipated to produce ap

proximately 900,000 net tons of DRI per year.

The COREX hot metal, DRI, and additional scrap

will all be fed to an electric arc furnace.

The CPICOR Project

The CPICOR process (Figure 1) was accepted by

the United States Department of Energy under

the Clean Coal V Program. The CPICOR process

goes one step further than the Jindal unit in its

goal to integrate an advanced combined-cycle

power generation facility with the COREX

process. In this manner, the process will

demonstrate optimum efficiencies both in the

economic production of hot metal and in the en

vironmentally acceptable generation of power.

CPICOR technology has a distinct environmental

advantage over conventional coal-fired power

generation units. Conventional coal-fired units

require an expensive flue gas desulfurization to

clean the offgas to acceptable environmental

levels. This flue gas cleanup is totally eliminated

in the CPICOR process. The limestone and/or

dolomite charged to the COREX is extremely ef

fective in scavenging the sulfur. The sulfur is

removed almost totally as Ca(Mg)S with a small

portion entering the iron as FeS and a fraction

less than 50 ppm as H2S or COS in the offgas.

FIGURE 1
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Other Processes Under Development

Development of direct ironmaking has been a

technical challenge, saysWintrell. Dominated by
the simplicity and efficiency of the blast furnace,
direct ironmaking received only secondary inter

est until the advent of environmental restrictions

in the 1970s and 1980s. In response, the Ger

mans and Austrians developed a direct ironmak

ing pilot plant based on a concept of Korf In

dustries, which was eventually termed the

COREX process. In the late 1980s, South Africa

started up the first small-scale 330,000-ton per

day COREX unit. Since restarting in 1989, this

plant at ISCOR has operated successfully on

lump ores and non-coking coals. Encouraged by
the success of the COREX process, the world's

leading iron producers have entered a belated

race for direct ironmaking. The United States

has under development the AISI direct ironmak

ing process, Japan the DIOS, Australia the

Hlsmelt, and Russia the ROMELT. Thus far, says

Wintrell, none of these other units are ready for

commercialization or offers any substantial

benefit over COREX/CPICOR for the United

States.

The 3,300-net ton per day COREX unit selected

for the CPICOR project will produce

1,160,000 tons of hot metal per year to further

demonstrate a 3:1 scale-up over the existing IS

COR facility, and a 3:2 scale-up over Posco's

Pohang facility in Korea.

The CPICOR Project

The project team is comprised of: Centerior

Energy Corporation; Air Products and Chemi

cals, Inc.; and Geneva Steel, together with their

principal subcontractors, Deutsche Voest Alpine

Industrialanlagenbau (DVAI) and Voest Alpine In-

dustrialanlagenbau (VAI).

DVAI, the developer of the COREX process, will

work with Geneva Steel to design and construct

CPICOR's 3,300-ton per day COREX facility.

Geneva Steel will provide the infrastructure of

their fully integrated steel plant in Vineyard, Utah,
and consume the hot metal product. Centerior

Energy will bring power generation expertise. Air

Products will supply its innovative air separation

plants and power generation systems.

In the COREX process, molten iron is produced

by continuous reduction and smelting of iron ore

(Figure 1). The most innovative feature of this

process is the segregation of the iron reduction

and smelting into two separate reactors. This al

lows direct injection of coal into the high tempera

ture melter/gasifier which thermally cracks the

coal volatiles as they are released. The process

is thus independent of coke. The two reactors

are:

- A reduction shaft furnace for reduction of

lump ores, pellets, or sinter.

- A melter/gasifier which produces the

heat needed for smelting and generates

the reducing gases required for reducing

the iron ore.

The spent reducing gas (or top gas) leaves the

reduction shaft essentially desulfurized and is

quenched and cleaned through a series of wet

scrubbers equipped with cyclonic separators.

The cleaned export gas is delivered to the CCPG

facility where it is compressed, mixed with air

and nitrogen, and burned in a gas

turbine/generator system. Process steam is gen

erated in a Heat Recovery Steam Generator

(HRSG) by extraction of heat from hot turbine

exhaust gases and the combustion of surplus

export gas. The steam produced in the HRSG

drives an electric generator. This combination

results in a total of 250 megawatts to

330 megawatts of generated power depending

on the type of gas turbine used.

The energy efficiency of the CPICOR technology

is said to be over 30 percent greater than the

competing commercial technology when con

sidering only the effective
production of hot metal

and electric power. The higher efficiency of the

CPICOR technology is due to the more effective

use of the sensible heat and volatile matter than

the coke-making/blast furnace process. In addi

tion, the CCPG achieves energy efficiencies in
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the 50 percent range compared to a maximum of

34 percent with conventional coal-based power

systems equipped with flue gas desulfurization.

CPICOR technology is claimed to be less com

plex and environmentally superior to conven

tional processes. All criteria air pollutants, par

ticularly the acid rain and PM10 precursors, SOx
and NO , are reduced by more than 85 percent.

This reduction is due largely to the desulfurizing

capability of the COREX process, efficient control

systems within the CCPG facility, and the use of

oxygen in place of air in the COREX process.

The gaseous emissions from the CPICOR plant,

resulting from the combustion of air and export

gas in the gas turbine, are effectively controlled.

Operational Flexibility

Unlike blast furnace technology, which requires

the use of coke produced from coking coals, the

COREX process operates effectively with a wide

variety of coals fed directly into the process. Be

cause coke is produced from a narrow range of

coal types with specific properties, the vast

majority of the United States coal reserves can

not be utilized in conventional ironmaking. The

spectrum of available coal reserves for domestic

ironmaking is therefore considerably enhanced

by CPICOR. The major limitation is coal size

which requires that 50 percent of the coal is over

10 millimeters in particle size.

Demonstration

The CPICOR demonstration plant will be con

structed at Geneva Steel's plant located in

Vineyard, Utah.

The site will take advantage of existing infrastruc

ture to use the generated electricity at the site

and transmit the surplus to the local power grid.

All of the hot metal will be consumed in the steel

plant. Raw materials for the demonstration plant,

coal, iron ore and limestone, will be supplied by
existing transportation, storage, and processing
infrastructure on the site.

Once the CPICOR demonstration plant is opera

tional, it will be run as a commercial facility,

producing and selling products. It will become a

major source of hot metal and a net producer of

electric power.

Commercial Outlook

CPICOR is intended to replace commercial coke

oven/blast furnace technology in the production

of hot metal for use in steelmaking. The best can

didates for utilizing CPICOR technology are exist

ing integrated steel plants with blast furnaces and
coke ovens nearing the end of their useful lives

and located where the local electric utility re

quires additional capacity. While commercializa

tion of the COREX process is driven primarily by
the need for an environmentally sound source of

hot metal for the steel industry, the production of

electric power from the COREX export gas is key
to the economic competitiveness of the technol

ogy. Thus, commercialization requires an attrac

tive price for the power created by the plant.

####

STEEL ERECTION BEGINS AT PINON PINE

PROJECT

Sierra Pacific Power Company (SPPC) is building
an 86-megawatt Integrated Coal Gasification

Combined Cycle (IGCC) powerplant. The Pinon

Pine project was selected by the United States

Department of Energy (DOE) for funding under

the fourth round of the Clean Coal Technology
Program and is being constructed at Sierra's ex

isting Tracy powerplant site located 20 miles east

of Reno, Nevada.

The project will utilize the Kellogg-Rust-

Westinghouse (KRW) fluidized-bed ash ag

glomerating gasifier in an air-blown mode; hot

gas cleanup will be accomplished by employing

ceramic candle filters and a mixed metal oxide

sorbent for sulfur absorption.
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According to Sierra Pacific's J. Motter, reporting
at the Clean Coal Technology Conference held in

Denver, Colorado in September, SPPC is in the

process of merging with the Washington Water

Power Company of Spokane, Washington. This

"merger of
equals"

is a strategic positioning of

the two companies, and will not affect the

project.

SPPC expects to have the plant commissioned

by late 1996 to meet load requirements, as well

as to utilize Internal Revenue Code (Section 29)
tax credits. The demonstration period will run

from February 1997 until August 2000.

Construction began in February 1995. To date,

says Motter, site grading is essentially complete,

foundation work is well under way, and structural

steel erection was to begin in September.

Procurement of equipment has proceeded to the

point that approximately 95 percent of equipment

has been designed or selected, and released for

fabrication.

####

ROSEBUD SYNCOAL TARGETS INDUSTRIAL

COAL MARKET

Rosebud SynCoal Partnership's Advanced Coal

Conversion Process (ACCP) is an advanced ther

mal coal upgrading process coupled with physi

cal cleaning techniques to upgrade
high-

moisture, low-rank coals to produce a high-

quality, low-sulfur fuel.

The raw coal is processed through two vibrating

fluidized-bed reactors where oxygen functional

groups are destroyed, removing chemically

bound water, carboxyl and carbonyl groups, and

volatile sulfur compounds. After thermal upgrad

ing, the SynCoal is cleaned using a deep-bed

stratrfier process to effectively separate the pyrite

rich ash. For a process diagram and table of

product properties, see The Sinor Synthetic

Fuels Report, January 1 995, page 4-1 1 .

An update on the project status was given by
R. Sheldon et al. at the Fourth Annual Clean Coal

Technology Conference, held in September in

Denver, Colorado.

The ACCP process takes low-rank, Rosebud

seam, subbituminous coal from the Colstrip area
of Montana with a moisture content of

25 percent, sulfur content of 0.8 percent, and a

normal heating value of 8,600 BTU per pound,

and converts it to SynCoal, with a moisture con

tent as low as 1 percent, sulfur content as low as

0.3 percent, and a heating value of nearly

12,000 BTU per pound.

Construction of the 300,000 ton per year

demonstration project near Colstrip, Montana

was completed in 1992. An extended startup and

shakedown period lasted until August 1993. The

facility has produced at nearly design capacity

since January 1994. The demonstration plant is

sized at about one-tenth the projected through

put of a multiple train commercial facility. The

next generation of facilities is expected to consist

of standardized 100-ton per hour process trains.

Product runs have been made with the following
coals:

- Montana subbituminous (Western

Energy's Rosebud Mine)

- North Dakota lignite (BNI Coal's Center

Mine)

- North Dakota lignite (Knife River Coal's

Gascoyne Mine)

- Wyoming subbituminous (Powder River)

Test burns of the product have been carried out

at:

- Minnkota Power Cooperative's

Milton R. Young powerplant

- Montana Power's J.E. Corette

powerplant
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- Dairyland Power's J. P. Madgett

powerplant

- Ashgrove Cement's Montana City ce

ment kiln

- Continental Lime's Townsend lime kiln

- Packaging Corporation of America's in

dustrial cyclone boiler

Based on the combustion tests, simulation of the

Corette plant operating on Rosebud coal yielded

a 163-megawatt gross output with a net heat rate

of 10,370 BTU per kilowatt-hour. Using the same

model, operation on Rosebud SynCoal yielded a

maximum 1 70.6-megawatt gross output with a

net heat rate of 9,995 BTU per kilowatt-hour.

At these maximum predicted ratings, the SO

emission rate using Syncoal was 58.8 percent of

the emission rate when firing Rosebud coal.

In spite of continuing improvements, Sheldon

says the SynCoal product has continued to dis

play a tendency toward self heating that was not

expected. The project's technical and operating

team has conducted an extensive process test

ing program in order to determine the cause of

the product's lack of stability. A number of ap

proaches have been partially successful;

however, to date, the demonstration product has

not met the level of resistance to spontaneous

combustion that was apparent in the earlier pilot

plant work. This has reduced the storage life and

as a result delayed full-scale test burn programs.

Rosebud SynCoal's marketing efforts have be

come focused upon the industrial boiler and

direct-fired kiln segments primarily due to the

limited capacity of the existing demonstration

plant, the requirement for covered hopper car

shipping, and the requirement for inerted

storage. Typically, industrial coal users can

derive greater direct benefits from the high

quality and manufactured consistency of Syn

Coal than utility boiler operators. Additionally,

many industrial facilities already have enclosed

silo-type fuel storage, and they handle the

smaller volumes of "odd
lot"

train movements.

The Partnership is currently working on plans for

three potential semi-commercial projects tenta

tively located in Wyoming, North Dakota and

Montana. The North Dakota project has been

awarded funding support from the state's lignite

research and development program.

####

CONSTRUCTION 50 PERCENT COMPLETE

ON POLK POWER STATION IGCC PROJECT

Tampa Electric Company's Polk Power Station

Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle (IGCC)
project under the United States Department of

Energy's (DOE) Clean Coal Technology Program

is being installed in Polk County, Florida. The

site is about 45 miles southeast of Tampa and

17 miles south of Lakeland, Florida, in the heart

of the central Florida phosphate mining area.

The Polk site is on a tract of land that had been

previously mined for phosphate, but not

reclaimed.

According to D. Pless of TECO Power Services

Corporation, reporting at the Clean Coal Technol

ogy Conference held in Denver, Colorado in Sep
tember, project engineering has been completed.

All major equipment has been received. The

combustion turbine and generator, steam turbine

generator, main air separation unit equipment,

much of the sulfuric acid plant equipment, and

the Radiant Syngas Cooler (RSC) have all been

installed. All of this activity is leading to project

completion in late summer 1996, with start-up by
about September 15, 1996.

The Polk project uses Texaco's coal gasification

technology. Original bids had requested both

single and dual RSC configurations. The DOE

was interested in a large, single,
commercial-

sized RSC. Based on price considerations, and

DOE concerns, the single RSC configuration was

chosen.
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From a design, engineering and fabrication

standpoint, the RSC is on the critical path for the

entire IGCC project. Due to the immense size

and weight, transportation of the RSC from

Belleli's facility in Italy to the plant site was a

major undertaking. The RSC was shipped in two

pieces: 1) the outer shell with the head on, and

2) the internal tube bundle.

The project design includes the demonstration of

Hot Gas Clean Up (HGCU) on 10 percent of the

gas flow. The demonstration of this technology
was one of the primary reasons given by DOE for

selecting the Polk IGCC project. The HGCU sys

tem is being developed by General Electric En

vironmental Services, Inc. The process is under

going pilot plant testing at GE's laboratory
facilities in Schenectady, New York.

According to Pless, one specific issue to be inves

tigated in the HGCU system is the metal oxide

sorbent to be used. Most of the HGCU testing to

date has been done with zinc titanate as the sor

bent material. This is a more robust material and

more amenable to the oxygen-blown entrained-

flow gasifier syngas than zinc ferrite, which is

usually considered for air-blown gasifiers.

####

CORPORATIONS

THERMO ECOTEK AGREES TO INVEST

$42 MILLION IN K-FUEL FACILITY

In August, Thermo Ecotek Corporation an

nounced that it has entered into a partnership

agreement with KFx Inc. under which Thermo

Ecotek will invest approximately $42 million for

the design, construction, and operation of the

first full-scale coal production facility to use the

K-Fuel "clean
coal"

technology.

Under the terms of the partnership agreement,

Thermo Ecotek will own, through affiliates and

subsidiaries, 95 percent of the project and KFx

will own 5 percent, along with potential operating
fees for acting as joint operator of the plant. The

coal production facility, to be located in Gillette,
Wyoming, will have a capacity of 500,000 tons

per year.

KFx holds certain rights to the Koppelman
"C"

process, which produces a coal product known

as K-Fuel. The process, when applied to sub

bituminous coal, physically, chemically, and per

manently transforms high-moisture, low-energy
coal into a low-moisture, high-energy fuel

product. It also reduces the sulfur content in

coal.

'This first-of-its-kind facility will represent an im

portant development in the field of engineered

fuels and an exciting new market for Thermo
Ecotek,"

said Thermo Ecotek. "K-Fuel can help
domestic utility and industrial power boilers

comply with the Title IV (acid rain) requirements

of the 1990 Clean Air Act and also has applica

tions overseas in developing countries that are

concerned with meeting increasingly stringent

environmental
standards."

The partnership has signed a product sales con

tract for a portion of the facility's output with the

Ohio Valley Electric Corporation (OVEC). OVEC

is owned by a consortium of 10 electric utility

companies that includes: American Electric

Power Company, The Cincinnati Gas and Electric

Company, Columbus Southern Power Company,

The Dayton Power and Light Company, Kentucky

Utilities Company, Louisville Gas and Electric

Light Company, Ohio Edison Company,

Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company,

The Toledo Edison Company, and West Penn

Power Company. Additional contracts have

been executed for construction of the plant with

Walsh Construction Company as well as for the

supply of feedstock coal and plant operating fuel.

Thermo Ecotek also announced that it has

agreed to purchase 1.5 million shares of KFx

common stock from KFx, or approximately

7 percent of the outstanding shares, for

$3 million. As part of this transaction, Thermo
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Ecotek would have the right to obtain up to a

51 percent equity interest in KFx, Inc. over a

6-year period.

Thermo Ecotek is a public subsidiary of Thermo

Electron Corporation.

####

EERC TEAM STUDYING UCG PROJECT IN

THAILAND

The University of North Dakota's Energy and En

vironmental Research Center (EERC) is studying
the feasibility of producing energy by gasifying

coal underground in the Krabi mining area of

Southern Thailand.

The Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand

(EGAT) selected the EERC to perform a feasibility

study on developing a commercial-scale Under

ground Coal Gasification (UCG) operation using

Krabi coal. The 13-month project is funded with

$500,000 from the United States Trade and

Development Agency, along with an additional

$100,00 of support from EGAT.

The UCG process enables coal that cannot be

recovered economicallywith conventional mining

methods to be gasified by injecting steam and air

or oxygen into the underground seams. The

resulting gas, which consists mainly of methane,

carbon dioxide and hydrogen, is extracted,

processed on the surface and used as a fuel or

chemical feedstock.

The processed natural gas, also called Substitute

Natural Gas or SNG, burns more cleanly and

more efficiently than coal. Recent research

demonstrates that SNG can be produced

economically using UCG says EERC. Further,
the UCG process, when compared with surface

mining, has minimal environmental impacts with

little or no adverse impact on groundwater

quality. EERC research was instrumental in deter

mining that the environmental impacts of UCG

are negligible, thus overcoming a major barrier to

the commercialization of this technology.

'The aim of the feasibility study is to examine the

geologic and hydrologic characteristics of a

suitable candidate
site,"

says B. Young, project

manager and EERC senior research advisor.

'This will help ensure the proper design, technical

success and environmental acceptability of

UCG."

A team of five researchers spent 2 weeks in

Thailand during May to meet with EGAT and to

select a site for the feasibility study. The

research team will also conduct a follow-on UCG

demonstration project and commercialization ac

tivities if needed.

The site chosen for the UCG project is near

Krabi, a town about 620 miles south of Bangkok.

Presently, low-grade coal near Krabi is being sur

face mined to supply a local electric generating

plant. However, because the surface mining

operation has nearly reached its economical

limits, EGAT is reviewing a number of options for

power production to meet the region's energy

needs, spur economic development and create

jobs in the region. Among the options under con

sideration is a different fuel source, such as SNG

from UCG, for a proposed 300-megawatt

powerplant.

The EERC scientists will do laboratory tests on

some coal in Grand Forks, North Dakota and in

The Netherlands, where one of the EERC team

members resides. The researchers also will col

lect information and do economic modeling on

the UCG process in Wyoming. It is anticipated

that the team will return to Thailand in November.

If it proves successful, the project will move to a

demonstration phase. EGAT is exploring its op

tions to help to finance that phase, which EERC

estimates will cost $3 million.

####
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NORTH DAKOTA FUNDS TWO COAL

CONVERSION PROJECTS

The State of North Dakota and the lignite industry

have joined in a partnership called the Lignite

Research, Development and Marketing Program.

The North Dakota Industrial Commission directs

the state program. The Lignite Research Coun

cil, appointed by the governor, provides policy

and funding recommendations to the Commis

sion. The Lignite Research, Development and

Marketing Program provides funds for activities

which preserve and enhance lignite jobs and

products: ensure economic growth, stability and

opportunity; and maintain stable and competitive

tax levels.

The program receives funds from the state coal

severance tax. For the 1995-1997 biennium, the

state has appropriated $0.09875 of the $0.77 per

ton coal severance tax for use in the program.

Funds are budgeted for marketing, reclamation,

demonstration and research and development

activities, and are provided as loans or grants.

As explained by C. Porter of the Lignite Energy

Council, about $200,000 per year is budgeted for

non-matching marketing studies. These funds

are intended for independent marketing studies

focused on near-term high priority areas.

Since 1991, 17 marketing grants

totaling $989,155 have been awarded. Studies

based on these grants have identified areas of

highest potential for new lignite markets, includ

ing lignite upgrading, transportation, gasification

products and byproducts, and specialty

products.

About $800,000 is budgeted annually for

research program activities. Since 1987,

55 research grants totaling $2,943,959 have been

awarded. Unlike marketing grants, research

program grants require industry matching funds.

The State has established policies and laws

which provide more than $2 million annually for

coal demonstration projects. These funds, ob

tained from coal severance taxes, can be used

for bonds. Demonstration projects must provide

industry matching funds. Approximately
$1 million annually is currently uncommitted, and

funding for additional demonstration projects

could be more than $10 million.

Porter notes that North Dakota to date has made

commitments for supporting two coal demonstra

tion projects. An award of $4.1 million has been

made to assist the proposed construction of a

first-of-a-kind SynCoal plant near Center, North

Dakota. The 800,000 ton per year SynCoal plant

has an estimated total project cost of $43 million.

A $16 million commitment has been approved for

assisting with an $80.7 million anhydrous am

monia plant at the Dakota Gasification Company
Synfuels Plant near Beulah, North Dakota.

####

SASOL INCREASED EARNINGS AGAIN IN

1995

The 1995Annual Report for Sasol Ltd. covers the

period to June 1995. An abstract from that report

follows.

The company reports an increase in profit of

24.2 percent for 1995, rising from R1.50 billion to

R1 .86 billion.

Operating profit of the Group increased by

11.3 percent from R2.52 billion to R2.80 billion.

Earnings and dividends per share continued to

rise (Figure 1).

The Chairman's Review notes that the profit

results for the current year will be largely in

fluenced by the level of tariff protection for the

synfuel industry, the rand/dollar exchange rate,

international refining margins and chemical

prices.

The implementation of recommendations in a

report by ArthurAndersen, regarding
tariff protec

tion, would result in a reduction in income of

some R150 million before tax.
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FIGURE 1

SASOL EARNINGS AND

DIVIDENDS PER SHARE
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Sasol Synthetic Fuels (Pty) Ltd.

Sasol Synthetic Fuels (SSF) serves chemical and

energy markets by upgrading low-grade coal to

produce products with a market value of ap

proximately 5 times that of the coal.

External changes and influences on the produc

tion of synthetic fuels necessitated the restructur

ing of the business as a whole. The first step
taken in this process was the re-organization

during the year of Sasol Two and Sasol Three

into a gas production division (Syngas) and a syn
thesis division (Synref).

The latest developments regarding the proposed

reduction of tariff protection have focused efforts

to transform SSF so as to maintain its profitability
even if tariff protection were to be reduced.

Production volumes increased by 6.7 percent

during the year, owing to stable operating condi

tions and the effect of some newly implemented

capital projects. The availability of all utilities,

gasifiers and Synthol reactors exceeded previous

benchmarks.

In spite of inflation, the unit cost of production

was maintained at the same level as that for

1993/1994.

More than 75 percent of SSF's total production

volume is still being supplied to fuel markets.

Since 1991-1992, the sales volume of fuels have

increased by 8 percent and chemical feedstocks

by 30 percent. Fuel sales volumes represent

32 percent of South African liquid fuel require

ments. Exports are increasing and sales of fuel

alcohol to Brazil and liquid petroleum gas to Zim

babwe and Mozambique generated more than

R350 million of foreign exchange during the year.

More than 85,000 tons of pitch previously
dumped in holding dams was recovered and sold
as heating fuel.

Ammonia produced in the gasification plant is

sold to the fertilizer and explosives industries.

Sales of feedstocks to Polrfin for the production

of propylene and ethylene monomers were main

tained at previous levels.

The chemical-rich feedstream produced in the

Synthol process and sold to SCI increased by
7.2 percent. Products like Propylol, Sabutol,

acetone, MEK and other alcohols are extracted

from these feedstreams.

Tariff Protection

The tariff protection afforded the local synfuel in

dustry has been investigated by the Liquid Fuels

Industry Task Force (LFITF) of the National

Economic and Labour Council over the past few

years. In March 1995, the LFITF commissioned

Arthur Andersen to conduct an independent

study in order to recommend an appropriate
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level of protection and to determine whether

there was any evidence of cross-subsidization

between Sasol's synfuel activities and its other

operations, both upstream and downstream.

The following are some of the main conclusions

reported byArthurAndersen:

- In relation to possible cross-

subsidization it was concluded that

"pricing mechanisms in place-appear

broadly fair in commercial
terms."

- In relation to tariff protection, it was

recommended that "the level of protec

tion should not jeopardize the continued

existence of
SSF."

New floor prices were

recommended at $19 per barrel from

January 1, 1996 for 1995/1996 and

1996/1997; $18 per barrel for 1997/1998

and 1998/1999; and $17 per barrel for

1999/2000, of which could effectively

result in a zero level of protection.

Sasol is of the opinion that the reduction in

protection should be phased in over a longer

period than the proposed 4 years.

SSF Improvements

Engineering improvements reduced the main

tenance requirements for various critical com

ponents and plants. This made it possible to in

crease the intervals between major maintenance

overhauls of gasifiers, boilers and the total plant

by 50 percent.

Projects completed during the year include:

- Modifications to the western section of

the Synthol plant to permit continuous

addition of catalyst. It is now possible to

operate a Synthol reactor for up to

1 year without interruption, compared

with an average of 30 days previously.

- Installation of a SAS reactor which util

izes fixed fluidized-bed technology in

stead of the conventional circulating
fluidized-bed reactors.

Sasol Chemical Industries Ltd.

Sasol Chemical Industries Limited (SCI)
produces and markets a variety of primary, inter

mediate and final chemical products to local and

international customers. SCI directly beneficiates
6.6 million tons per year of low-grade coal into

pipeline gas, waxes, ammonia, fertilizers and ex

plosives. In addition it processes feedstocks pur

chased from SSF and other sources into

phenolic products, anode coke, solvents,
high-

purity alcohols, acrylonitrile, acrylic fibers and

alpha-olefins.

The highlights of the year were the successful

merger of the business activities of Sasol Waxes

with those of the Schumann group of companies

in Germany. SCI owns two-thirds of the newly

formed Schumann Sasol AG, which refines,

produces and markets a range of paraffin and

Fischer-Tropsch waxes.

SCI's operations division in Sasolburg has con

tinued to improve its profitability. This is the

result of higher world chemical prices as well as

its continued drive for international competitive

ness. Cash operating costs were reduced

through judicious investment in low-maintenance

equipment and equipment upgrading.

Ammonia

This SCI division produces ammonia at its Sasol

burg plant and markets both this product and the

ammonia produced by SSF in Secunda. The

ammonia is used by explosives, fertilizer and

various industrial consumers. Turnover in

creased by 49 percent to R434 million as a result

of higher prices and increased production.

Captive usage of ammonia within the Sasol

Group will increase from 40 to 50 percent of

Sasol's total production when the acrylonitrile

plant is commissioned toward the end of 1995.

In view of the higher demand, the debottleneck

ing of the Sasolburg plant is being investigated.
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Fertilizers Waxes

The Fertilizer Division produces and markets a

range of chemical fertilizers based on the am

monia and sulfur produced by the Sasol Group.

In addition, phosphate rock produced by Foskor

is beneficiated at facilities in Phalaborwa. The

phosphoric acid is used as a raw material for the

production of phosphate fertilizers at Secunda.

Higher international prices improved the attrac

tiveness of exports of both fertilizers and phos

phoric acid. The division's competitiveness in

African countries south of the equator and further

improvements in the output of the fertilizer

production facilities at Secunda resulted in a

threefold increase in exports of final product.

Explosives

SMX, in conjunction with its joint-venture com

panies, SMX Northwest (Pty) Ltd. and Ensign-

Bickford (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd., is exploiting

new developments introduced last year. The

unique ammonium nitrate explosive (PPM) has

had a major impact at various local open-cast

mines. Trial blasts in the United States of

America and in Chile similarly yielded positive

results. The division's export volumes increased

by 102 percent.

Solvents

The Solvents Division produces and markets

oxygenated solvents like ketones and alcohols as

well as a variety of custom solvent blends to local

and international customers. More than

80 percent of the Group's solvent production is

exported.

Volumes produced at the Secunda plants

remained constant, but the volume of production

at the Sasolburg plants increased by 20 percent.

The new methanol plant that commenced produc

tion during June 1995 will further increase

volumes and contribute to profits during the

1995/1996 financial year.

In May 1995, SCI and the Schumann group of

companies based in Germany merged their wax-

related activities into a separate German-

registered company, Schumann Sasol AG.

Schumann Sasol AG controls downstream wax

operations and marketing activities mainly In Ger

many, South Africa, the United States, Holland,
France and China.

Phenolics

Sasol Phenolics adds value to low-grade

depitched tar acids by producing and marketing

phenol, orthocresol and meta- and paracresol

and xylenol blends to the anti-oxidant, flame retar-

dant, agrochemical, electrical equipment and

pharmaceutical markets.

More than 80 percent of the division's production

volume is exported. Sasol Phenolics managed to

penetrate the quality-conscious Japanese cresol

market and has become a major exporter of

cresol to Japan. The division now also supplies

cresol and phenol to the Indian subcontinent and

the Middle East. Strong market share growth in

cresol was achieved in South America and

Europe.

Anode Coke

Anode coke is used mainly in the manufacture of

anodes in the aluminium industry. Production

increased by 150 percent compared with the pre

vious year. The coke has not yet met all market

requirements for anodes in the aluminium in

dustry.

Alpha-Olefins

The Sasol Alpha-Olefins Division has completed

its first year of operating a facility for the separa
tion and purification of hexene and pentene from

SSF's existing liquid fuel product streams.

Hexene and pentene are used mainly as
com-

onomers for polyethylene and to a lesser extent
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as intermediate raw materials for other speciality
chemicals. Ninety-nine percent of the production

was exported to customers throughout the world.

During the first 8 months of production, 8 percent

of the world hexene market was captured and

products were sold to customers on almost

every continent. Based on customer's accept

ance and contracts, either in place or well ad

vanced, the hexene sales volume for the next

year is projected to equal plant capacity. This

will result in a world market share of 18 percent.

Plant capacity is being extended.

Nearly 100 percent of the present world demand

for pentene has been captured. The focus is

therefore directed at market development.

Acrylic Fibers

During the second year of operation, Sasol

Fibers increased its volume of production from

30 to 85 percent. The 36,000 ton per annum

plant is now running at full capacity.

The division exports approximately 65 percent of

its production to markets that have been estab

lished in Africa, Pakistan, India, Turkey, Australia

and China. Some 85 percent of Sasol
Fibers'

production is high-quality dyed fiber.

African Amines

The new alkylamine plant at Newcastle, a

50:50 joint venture with Sentrachem Ltd., was

commissioned in December 1994. The product

range includes mono-methylamine,
di-

methylamine and mono-isopropylamine, which

are used in the explosives, water-treatment

chemicals and herbicide markets. The plant

reached design capacity by June 1995.

Polifin

The improvement in the international demand for,
and higher prices of, commodity plastics and

chemicals had a significant impact on Polifin's

results. Turnover increased by 26 percent to

R2.99 billion and operating profit by 87 percent to
R730 million.

NewVentures

The acrylonitrile plant that has been relocated

from Austria to Secunda will be commissioned in

December 1995. International prices for

acrylonitrile have increased sharply and are now

substantially higher than expected during project
planning.

A new methyl isobutyl ketone plant will be com

missioned in Sasolburg during 1996. This plant

will use acetone as feedstock, thereby reducing
the exposure to the commodity acetone market

and increasing the range of solvents supplied to
local and international markets.

Sastech (Pty.) Ltd.

Sastech's business is to provide research and

development as well as engineering services to

companies within the Sasol Group.

Examples of projects are the successful piloting

of the production of high-purity acetic and

propionic acids, the synthesis of novel polymers,

the piloting of a new process to convert

hydrogen sulfide to sulfur and the synthesis of

chemicals derived from acetone. Efforts are also

made to recover increasing quantities of high-

purity phenolic and cresylic compounds from the

gasification coproducts.

The development in Fischer-Tropsch reactor tech

nology reached a new milestone with the smooth

commissioning of the new SAS reactor at

Secunda. This reactor replaces one of the con

ventional Synthol reactors.

A major thrust is being made into the estab

lishment of businesses for the production of

value-added products from the extensive range

of olefins produced by the Sasol plants.
Alpha-

olefins, in particular, represent a significant

strategic opportunity.

Plans are in place for the extraction and purifica

tion of additional quantities of hexene-1 using

Sasol's proprietary purification process. In addi

tion, a major technology development program is
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under way for the purification of additional olefins

for use in the comonomer, lubricant and deter

gent industries.

The Group's slurry-phase Fischer-Tropsch tech

nology can be applied to the production of high-

quality environmentally superior diesel fuels from

natural gas. Large gas reserves are being dis

covered in remote parts of the globe for which

there are no direct applications. A number of

opportunities for application of the technology in

different parts of the world are being actively

pursued.

During the year under review, feasibility studies

concerning acrylamide, polyacrylamide, acrylic

acid and acrylates, ethylene oxide and ethoxy-

lates and methanol were completed.

####

countries. Companies were advised that DOE

did not have funds for sponsoring the projects,

but Congress wanted further information to con

sider the technical, economic, and environmental

aspects of incentives for developing CCTs inter

nationally. Congressional guidance mandated

that the proposals incorporate the following:

- Sponsorship by a United States-based

company or consortium

- Location in a developing country that is

projected to have significant growth in

greenhouse gas emissions

- Demonstration of a technology capable

of reducing greenhouse gas emissions,

effective and versatile in use of various

coal types, and likely to be utilized on a

broad commercial scale

GOVERNMENT

DOE REPORTS TO CONGRESS ON CCT

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST IN FOREIGN

COUNTRIES

An important area for future deployment of Clean

Coal Technologies (CCTs) is expected to be inter
national markets. The United States Department

of Energy (DOE), responding to Congressional

requests, issued a solicitation in November 1994

for Expressions of Interest (EOls) in commercial

projects employing CCTs. Companies were re

quested to identify the extent to which various

types of federal incentives would accelerate the

international availability of these technologies. In

July 1995, DOE's Office of Fossil Energy sub

mitted the Report to Congress: Expressions of

Interest in Commercial Clean Coal Technology
Projects in Foreign Countries, which summarized

the 77 submissions from 33 respondents.

The solicitation was a reflection of the
Congress'

view that the dissemination of CCTs overseas

should be an integral part of DOE's policy to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions in developing

The solicitation posed two important questions:

- What are the greatest opportunities for

commercializing United States tech

nologies abroad (short- and long-term)?

- What role can DOE best play to facilitate

commercialization of these tech

nologies?

The respondents agreed with DOE's assessment

that the greatest opportunities for exporting

CCTs, especially advanced power systems, were

in China, the Pacific Rim, South Asia (India and

Pakistan), Eastern Europe, and the Newly Inde

pendent States. These are regions where sig

nificant growth in greenhouse gas emissions is

expected. Based on major economic develop
ment in these countries, there also are oppor

tunities for coal processing and environmental

control devices, as responses to problems as

sociated with expanding coal use.

Types of Proposed Clean Coal Technologies

The companies proposed projects (see Table 1)

employing United States-developed CCTs in

21 countries, in four market sectors: advanced
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TABLE 1

INTEREST IN COMMERCIAL CCT PROJECTS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Respondent

ABB (ASEA Brown Boveri) Inc.
Acurex Environmental and ABB

Ahlstrom Pyropower, Inc.

ALIAS Group

Babcock &Wilcox

Babcock &Wilcox

Babcock &Wilcox

Babcock &Wilcox

Babcock &Wilcox

Babcock &wilcox

Bechtel Power Corporation

Capsule Pipeline Research Center

Coal Tech Corporation

Control Techtronics International

CQInc.

Custom Coals Corporation

DB Riley International, Inc.

EER and U.S. EPA (AEERL)

Energy International Corporation

FosterWheeler Energy Internat'l, Inc.

Foster Wheeler Energy Internat'l, Inc.

FosterWheeler Energy Internat'l, Inc.

General Atomics

Georgia Institute ofTechnology
Gilbert/Commonwealth, Inc.

HillerGroup, Inc.

HYDROCARB Corporation

KFx, Incorporated

Kress Corporation

Leas Industrial Associates

LSR Technologies, Inc.

NOXSO Corporation

Rosebud SynCoal Partnership
SGI International

Sorbent Technologies Corporation

SRI and U.S. EPA (AEERL)

Texaco Inc.

Thermal Organic Recycling Equipment Inc.

TRW Space & Technology Division

Viking Systems International

Technoloav Cateaorv Countrv or Region

Asia and Pacific RimPFB

Emissions Controls: Poland

so,s
PFB Czech Republic
Computer Software Hungary
& Modeling
Emissions Controls: Russia

Combined SO /NO

PFB
* A

Russia, Pacific Rim
AFB Russia, Ukraine, Czech Repub.
Emissions Controls: Russia, China

so2
Advanced Combustion Pacific Rim

Emissions Controls: Eastern Europe

NOx
IGCC China

Coal Preparation China

Advanced Combustion India

Computer Software China

& Modeling
Computer Software Ukraine, Slovenia, Lithuania,
& Modeling Slovak Republic, Romania,

Poland, Latvia, Kyrghyzstan,

Kazakhstan, Hungary, Estonia,
Czech Republic, China, Bulgaria

Coal Preparation Poland, China

AFB, PFB China

Emissions Controls: Russia

NOx
IGCC Pakistan

PFB India, China, Mexico

AFB Ukraine

IGCC India, China

AFB India

Miscellaneous Unspecified

Miscellaneous Eastern & Central Europe

Industrial Applications Brazil

New Fuel Forms Poland, China

Coal Preparation Czech Republic

Industrial Applications Australia

IGCC Unspecified

Miscellaneous China

Emissions Controls: China

Combined S02/NOx
Coal Preparation Indonesia

New Fuel Forms Indonesia, China, Poland

Emissions Controls: Czech Republic

so2
Emissions Controls: Russia

SO.

IGCC India, China, Eastern Europe

New Fuel Forms Unspecified

Advanced Combustion China, Ukraine

Miscellaneous India
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electric power generation, environmental control

devices, coal processing for clean fuels, and in

dustrial applications. United States industry has

a strong technical edge in each of these sectors

and therefore has significant export opportunities

under favorable market conditions. The total gen

erating capacities proposed in the EOls varied

from 20 megawatts-electric in Indonesia from

2 EOls, to over 6,500 megawatts-electric in China

from 20 EOls. Total costs over the lives of these

projects range from US$250,000 to

US$2.5 billion.

problem exists-in developing and transitional

countries-also is where CCT projects are most

needed. Not surprisingly, financing is the

primary focus of incentives requested by the

respondents. As reported by the EOls, interna

tional commercialization of CCTs is directly tied

to a range of financial incentives that can be

grouped into three categories:

- Funding of initial project development
- Funding of projects
- Other assistance

The China EOls included 11 proposals for ad

vanced electric power generation systems, 6 of

which involved Integrated Gasification Combined

Cycle. Four others addressed coal processing

for clean fuels, both coal preparation and new

fuel forms; two involved environmental control

devices; and three were other types of tech

nologies. China is projected by DOE to be the

largest single market country, with a $717 million

average annual export potential for CCTs under

current conditions.

Commercialization and Incentives

DOE states that it has two objectives with respect

to international CCT deployment:

- To promote the advantages of high-

efficiency, environmentally compatible

CCTs in foreign countries

- To facilitate efforts by United States com

panies to compete on a level playing

field

The Report to Congress provides details about

the potential for international commercialization

of CCTs, as reported by the EOls and as es

timated by independent research. It also

projects increases in exports and job creation

through active promotion by the United States.

The largest barrier to CCT project deployment

and export is financing, and where the greatest

United States firms requested a total of

$1.4 billion in federal funding out of a total of

$7.15 billion in EOI project costs. Of that, firms

requested:

- $156 million out of $929 million for

"funding initial project
development"

for

prefeasibility and feasibility studies, en

gineering, project development, and ex

port assistance

- $1 .2 billion out of $4.6 billion for "funding
of

projects,"

including project com

ponents and direct project funding

- $35.9 million out of $1 .65 billion in "other
assistance,"

including financial assis

tance, general export assistance, and

technical assistance for host countries

Other areas of financial assistance identified in

the EOls are low-interest loans, loan guarantees,

electricity price guarantees, and cost-sharing to

offset the risks of clean coal technologies.

Desired technical assistance to host countries

identified in EOls includes: government

regulatory reform, financial reform, and contract

development; training on CCTs; and training on

the use of software analytical tools related to tech

nical aspects of coal use.

There also are a number of other incentives re

quested in the EOls that are not direct requests

for financial assistance. The report presents a
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variety of such approaches that would en

courage and support international deployment of

CCTs such as:

- Make existing federal program more ef

fective.

- Develop an ongoing program of DOE

technical assistance.

- Implement low-cost information ex

change programs.

- Coordinate market-responsive research

and development.

- Provide innovative export financing
mechanisms.

The report also describes some higher-cost

financing options requested in the EOls, includ

ing financing incremental costs of advanced tech

nologies, government funding of a portion of

project costs, performance guarantees for ad

vanced technologies, and partial funding of for

eign demonstration projects. All such options

would require an incremental commitment of

federal funds.

In many cases, federal export credit is available

for projects from the Export-Import Bank or the

Overseas Private Investment Corporation

through existing programs. No funds are ear

marked for CCT projects, nor does the govern

ment bear the costs or risks of advanced technol

ogy under these programs.

####

ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS

COAL COUNCIL ANALYZES PRIORITIES FOR

COAL UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY

In 1994, United States Secretary of Energy
H. O'Leary requested that the National Coal

Council (NCC) review the scope of coal utiliza

tion technologies and prepare "a single source

document which defines state-of-the-technology
for coal-using systems and associated

benefits."

The resulting report, published in May 1995 is

titled A Critical Review of Efficient and Environ

mentallySound Coal Utilization Technology.

The scope of the report required a broad, com

prehensive review of the status of coal tech

nologies, processes, and systems. For each

technology, the report includes data on five sub

jects: technology description, development

status, environmental performance, commercial

impact, and development needs.

The objective was to determine the status of

each technology relative to its potential role in fu

ture clean power generation and other coal con

version applications within the context of sus

tainable development.

Five key conclusions were drawn by the NCC:

- All new technologies need some form of

risk sharing for first-of-a-kind plants.

- Many of the most promising tech

nologies still require demonstration at full

commercial scale.

- Many of the promising technologies still

require fundamental research and

development before their potential can

be evaluated properly.

- As federal and state environmental re

quirements evolve, the relative impor

tance of many of these technologies

changes.

- A wide range of technologies is neces

sary to assure economically viable and

environmentally acceptable coal options

in both the short term and the long term.

Nine technologies were judged ready for initial

commercialization but require some form of assis

tance for deployment and acceptance in the

marketplace. Of the 19 technologies in need of
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further support as demonstration projects, 14 are

being demonstrated in the Clean Coal Technol

ogy (CCT) Program.

Twenty-five technologies were seen to have sig

nificant development needs. The manner and

timing of meeting these needs will determine the

ultimate commercial outcome.

Out of the 44 technologies listed, 22 still have sig

nificant research needs. It is difficult to predict

the future commercial success of these tech

nologies until some of the research needs are

met.

The NCC developed a list of priorities for

research (Table 1), development (Table 2),

demonstration (Table 3), and commercial assis

tance (Table 4).

The NCC then recommended that the needs of

the select list of subject areas and technologies

shown in Tables 1
, 2, 3, and 4 be met as soon as

possible so they may advance coal utilization

early in the next century.

The priority rankings took into account the rela

tive importance of various key factors such as

the potential impact of new environmental require

ments on the power industry, maximum possible

margins of improvement over currently available

technology, potential impact on the coal utiliza

tion industries, and applicability of research or

development to more than one technology. For

instance, in Table 1
, the highest research need is

for new technologies to control toxic air emis

sions such as mercury and other heavy metal

emissions. Metallic and ceramic materials and

coatings to withstand high temperature oxida

tion, hot corrosion, and wear are next in priority,

etc.

The NCC says it recognizes that the Clinton Ad

ministration and Congress are concerned about

federal outlays and balancing the federal budget.

An investment in advanced coal technology

TABLE 1

RESEARCH TECHNICAL PRIORITIES FOR COAL UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY

Technology

4.

5.

6.

7.

Hazardous air pollutants control

Pressurized fluidized bed, advanced
gas turbines, steam turbines, advanced

pulverized coal-fired boilers, and
recuperators

Electrostatic precipitators, fabric

filters, FGD and SCR systems

Fuel cells

Carbon dioxide control

Selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
Conversion of synthesis gas

8. Biological coal cleaning

Needs

Control of mercury and other heavy metals emissions
Erosion, corrosion, and oxidation resistant metallic
and ceramic materials and coatings

Characterize all effluent streams and performance of

ESP, fabric filters, FGD and SCR systems; topping
system for fine particulate control

Cathode life improvement

Post-combustion control and sequestration processes
Advanced formulations
CO conversion, catalyst chemistry, and slurry
processes

Reaction kinetics; selectivity and economics
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TABLE 2

DEVELOPMENT TECHNICAL PRIORITIES FOR COAL UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY

Technology

1. Integrated gasification combined cycle

systems

2. Advanced gas turbines

3. Hazardous air pollutants controls

4. Pressurized fluidized beds

5. Fuel cells

6. Wet FGD

Needs

Hot gas clean-up

Oxidation and corrosion resistance coatings for

metallic and ceramic materials; catalytic combustion

Mercury control

Hot gas clean-up; accelerated topping combustor

development

Cost-effective manufacturing; fuel cell/GT

integration

Improved mist eliminator (high velocity scrubbers)

TABLE 3

DEMONSTRATION TECHNICAL PRIORITIES FOR COAL UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY

Technology

1. Pressurized fluidized beds

2. Integrated gasification combined cycle
3. Advanced pulverized coal boilers
4. Hazardous air pollution system control

5. Indirect fired cycles

6. Fuel cells

7. Byproduct utilization

8. SOx/NO Control

Needs

Complete ongoing CCT projects

Complete ongoing CCT projects

Complete LEBS program

Characterize all effluents and CCT projects demo.

Complete CCT projects

Complete molten carbonate demonstration

Utilization of key solid streams of CCT projects
Complete CCT projects; evaluate economics

programs, however, should prove to be both

cost-effective and in the national interest. Most

of these advanced coal technology systems offer

significant environmental control advantages as

well as higher efficiency performance over

present systems. In addition, life-cycle cost

projections indicate a lower cost of power com

bined with the ability to meet stringent environ

mental requirements.

In the chapter on "Development
Needs,"

it was

pointed out that coal liquefaction technologies

do not survive well "on the shelf-that the Ger

man technologies developed beforeWorld War II
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TABLE 4

COMMERCIAL ASSISTANCE PRIORITIES FOR COAL UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY

Technology

1 . Integrated coal gasification combined cycle systems

2. Advanced pressurized fluidized bed systems

3. Physical coal cleaning

4. Low rank coal beneficiation

5. Byproduct utilization

6. Coal-fired diesel engines

Needs

Risk sharing

Risk sharing

International marketing assistance

International marketing assistance

Develop national utilization standards

International marketing assistance

had to be reinvented during the 1970s and 1980s

because the original experts were no longer avail

able to guide the work. This is true of other coal

utilization technologies as well. It was therefore

recommended that The United States Depart

ment of Energy assume the responsibility of

"technology
caretaker"

for coal liquefaction tech

nology.

This thought leads to a more profound question

about how new coal technologies can be ex

pected to emerge in the future if the supply of

competent and experienced coal research per

sonnel is allowed to disappear. The decline in

the number of universities with faculty expertise

and graduate research programs related to coal

since the 1970s is a serious problem which

threatens the future of coal technology, says

NCC.

The Council also recommends that Section 29 of

the existing tax code, "credit for producing fuel

from a non-conventional
source,"

be expanded

to include advanced coal power systems, ad

vanced emission control systems, and coal con

version processes which may require govern

ment risk-sharing in order to bring about commer-

cialization of these technologies. Under

Section 29, the "facility originally placed in serv

ice
date"

should be extended from the present

"before January 1,
1997,"

to "before

January 1
,

2007."

This will provide an additional

10-year window of incentive to meet projected

capacity growth and environmental performance

goals. This also would allow sufficient time to

plan, design, permit, and construct qualifying

facilities.

####

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF CONTINUED

COAL LIQUEFACTION RESEARCH

ESTIMATED

In a paper prepared for the American Chemical

Society meeting held in Chicago, Illinois in

August, R. Srivastava of Burns and Roe Services

Corporation, et al. presented a rationale for con

tinuing Research and Development (R&D) in

direct coal conversion to produce high quality

transportation fuels. He notes that, for the

foreseeable future, liquid hydrocarbon fuels will

play a significant role in the transportation sector

of both the United States and the world. Factors

favoring these fuels include convenience, high

energy density, and the vast existing infrastruc

ture for their production and use. At present the

United States consumes about 26 percent of the

world supply of petroleum, but this situation is

expected to change because of declining domes

tic production and increasing competition for im

ports from countries with developing economies.
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In the paper, a scenario and timeframe are

developed in which declining world resources will

generate a shortfall in petroleum supply that can

be alleviated in part by utilizing the abundant

domestic coal resource base. One option is

direct coal conversion to liquid transportation

fuels. Continued R&D in coal conversion technol

ogy will result in improved technical readiness

that can significantly reduce costs so that syn

fuels can compete economically in a timeframe

to address the shortfall.

The United States Department of Energy (DOE)
Fossil Fuel Energy's R&D program has been

largely responsible for technological improve

ments in coal liquefaction in the United States.

The goal of the DOE program is to develop and

demonstrate coal liquefaction technology that is

competitive with crude oil at $25 to $30 per barrel

in 1993 dollars.

Although direct liquefaction technology has un

dergone significant improvements over the past

decade and achieved a high level of technical

readiness, it is still not cost competitive. There

fore, continuing R&D is needed to reduce costs

to meet the target of 2015 for the start of commer

cial deployment. Further R&D can achieve addi

tional process improvements to permit earlier in

troduction of coal-derived transportation fuels

into the marketplace.

To help identify the high-cost elements of direct

coal liquefaction, DOE contracted with Bechtel to

develop a conceptual commercial design of a

direct coal liquefaction facility to produce

hydrotreated distillate products from either

bituminous or subbituminous coal. The Bechtel

design, which represents the current state-of-the-

art for direct liquefaction, yielded a cost of about

$34 per barrel of Crude Oil Equivalent (COE). Al

though higher than the present world oil price of

about $17 per barrel, this cost is significantly

lower than earlier estimates of $40 to $50 per bar

rel because of process improvements from the

R&D undertaken over the last decade. Because

direct liquefaction technology is still evolving and

additional process improvements are expected,

costs will decrease further as improvements are

incorporated.

Table 1 shows the elements of cost for the

baseline direct liquefaction conceptual commer

cial plant and the estimated reduction in cost that

can be achieved by further R&D. Areas of most

importance in reducing costs include decreasing
capital investment, improving product yields, and

reducing catalyst cost.

Several opportunities are available for reducing

capital investment, such as increasing space

velocity to reduce the number of liquefaction

reactor trains and improving H production.

Replacing the current ebullated bed reactors with

slurry reactors decreases the COE cost by about

$1 to $2 per barrel. By employing advanced tech

nologies now under development, the capital

cost of H2 production can be decreased by an

estimated 12 percent with a resulting decrease in

the COE cost of about $1 per barrel.

Product quality improvement is equally impor

tant. One way to do this is to increase the yield

of products boiling below 850F. An increase of

10 percent in these products will decrease the

COE cost by about $3 per barrel. Catalyst costs

are a significant contributor to product costs. If

90 percent of the catalyst can be recovered and

reused, the COE cost will be reduced by about

$2 per barrel.

The high probability of achieving the improve

ments discussed above suggests that a $6 per

barrel decrease in the COE price to about

$28 per barrel is readily achievable. With no fur

ther R&D, direct coal liquids will remain at the

Bechtel baseline cost of about $34 per barrel of

COE.

According to Srivastava et al., the key to commer

cialization will be integration with the existing

petroleum refining/distribution infrastructure. In

achieving commercialization, two intermediate

technologies are important. The first is

coprocessing of petroleum-derived wastes

(plastics, tires, waste oil) with coal. Development
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED COST IMPACT OF CONTINUED R&D

ON DIRECT LIQUEFACTION

Baseline Increased Improve Catalyst Improvement

28,776 Space ment Recovery in Hydrogen

Cost Elements. $MM tpd Velocitv in Yield & Recycle Production

Coal Handling 222 222 226 226 226

Liquefaction 941 762 762 822 822

Gas Cleanup/Byprd. Rec. 297 297 297 297 297

Product Hydrotreating 107 107 113 113 113

ROSE Unit 46 46 43 43 43

Gasification 334 334 342 342 302

Air Separation 244 244 250 250 220

ISBL Field Cost 2,192 2,013 2,034 2,094 2,024

OSBL Field Cost 978 978 981 978 968

Total Field Cost 3,170 2,991 3,015 3,072 2,992

Total Capital 3,889 3,669 3,699 3,768 3,670

Refined Product

Cost, $/bbl
Capital* 23.61 22.25 20.37 20.77 20.23

Coal 7.84 7.85 7.51 7.51 7.51

Catalyst 2.57 2.58 2.33 0.23 0.23

Natural Gas 3.59 3.45 2.90 2.74 2.69

Labor 1.66 1.67 1.51 1.51 1.51

Other O&M 0.33 0.33 0.29 0.29 0.30

Byproduct Credits (4.18) (4.05) (3.43) (3.29) (3.25)

RSP 35.42 34.08 31.48 29.76 29.22

Quality Premium (1.19) (1.19) (1.19) (1.19) (1.19)

COE 34.23 32.89 30.29 28.57 28.03

Plant Output,

million bbl/yr 24.16 24.16 26.58 26.58 26.58

?Includes maintenance materials, taxes and insurance.

of this technology is being driven by dwindling
landfill availability and increases in tipping fees.

These additional incentives may permit early im

plementation of this technology. The second

technology is coprocessing of coal with heavy
petroleum resids or oils. This technology is seen

as being commercially feasible as a mid-term op

tion and is likely to account for the first produc

tion of coal-based transportation fuels in existing

petroleum refineries.

####
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MITRE: LIQUEFACTION R&D COULD

ACCELERATE ECONOMIC CROSSOVER

POINT BY 15 YEARS

At the 12th Annual International Pittsburgh Coal

Conference, held in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in

September, a paper by D. Gray and

G. Tomlinson of the MITRE Corporation ad

dressed the potential value of Research and

Development (R&D) on coal liquefaction.

MITRE's computer models predict that total

world energy demand will increase by a factor of

3 by the year 21 00 (Figure 1 ).

How can this demand be satisfied with known

energy resources? To answer this, it is neces

sary to determine the world resource of oil and

natural gas. Based on estimates from the United

States Geological Survey (USGS), the world ul

timate resource of conventional oil is estimated

to be the sum of the remaining reserve of

1,103 billion barrels and the mean of the undis

covered resource of 583 billion barrels to give a

total of 1.7 trillion barrels or about 10,000 quads.

Because estimates for natural gas are less cer

tain, two ultimate resource levels were assumed.

These were: 10,000 quads (10,000 trillion cubic

feet) and twice this resource (20,000 quads).

Any number of different depletion curves could

be investigated, but the basic point is, that by
2100, oil and natural gas are essentially depleted.

For the high gas assumption, there is still a gas

resource remaining, although by 2100 even that

is in rapid decline.

Figure 1 shows a world energy demand/supply
scenario based on the demand and supply es

timates discussed above. Figure 1 shows that

before the year 2030, demand on world oil is

such that supply cannot keep pace, and world oil

supply starts to decline. This scenario is conser

vative by assuming that world oil use is essen

tially constant from the present to 2030. Recent

FIGURE 1

PROJECTED WORLD ENERGY MIX

Demand Dramatically Exceeds Resources After 2030

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100

YEAR

I SOURCE: GRAY AND TOMLINSON
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data show that world oil use is actually increas

ing.

The United States Energy Situation

The depletion curves in Figure 2 are based on

Energy Information Agency (ElA) assumptions to

the year 2010, and on MITRE energy model as

sumptions thereafter. The resource base used in

this analysis is 136 billion barrels of conventional

oil, 1,300 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and

natural gas liquids equal to 12 percent of natural

gas production. Imports must be used to make

up the shortfall in demand. Two import scenarios

for the United States energy situation from now

until 2050 were analyzed. The first scenario as

sumes that the current United States consump

tion equal to 26 percent of total world petroleum

consumption continues out to the year 2050.

The second scenario assumes that the quantity

of oil that the United States can import is propor

tional to its GDP compared to the total world

GDP. Figure 3 shows two demand scenarios su

perimposed on the previous supply scenarios.

The higher demand scenario is from the EIA to

the year 2010. The essentially constant demand

scenario is from the MITRE energy model. If the

EIA scenario is correct and United States imports

are limited by GDP considerations, then a short

fall in required petroleum over domestic plus im

ports would occur before the year 2005. This

shortfall would become significant by 2010. If the

constant demand scenario is correct and imports

are GDP limited, then a shortfall begins at 2015

and becomes significant (about 7 quads or

3.5 million barrels per day) in the year 2030. If

imports are limited by 26 percent of total world

consumption the shortfall in 2030 would be about

1 million barrels per day.

Alternatives Sources

This shortfall in conventional petroleum could be

supplied in part by non-conventional heavy oils

FIGURE 2

DEPLETION CURVES FOR U.S. DOMESTIC OIL AND GAS
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25

FIGURE 3

U.S. OIL SUPPLY AND DEMAND SCENARIOS

With Projected EIA Demand, Petroleum Shortfall Could Begin Before 2005 |

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Year

SOURCE: GRAY AND TOMUNSON

and bitumens and by converting coal into liquid

fuels. The cost of high quality fuels from coal

using state-of-the-art technologies is estimated

by MITRE to be about $34 per barrel crude oil

equivalent. This cost is too high to compete with

petroleum crude at about $18 per barrel.

However, the EIA predicts the world oil price to

be $24 (1993 dollars) in 2010. If this trend in the

world oil price is continued beyond 2010, then

coal-derived fuels at $34 per barrel will be com

petitive with the world oil price by the year 2030.

However, Gray and Tomlinson note that coal con

version technologies to produce fuels are still in

the development stage and continued research

and development can significantly reduce the

cost of coal-derived fuels. They estimate that

R&D has the potential to reduce costs from the

present $34 per barrel to about $27 per barrel by
the year 2010. This cost reduction has the effect

of making coal-derived fuel economically com

petitive with crude oil by the year 2015 rather

than by 2030. This 15-year grace period,

provided by the cost reductions resulting from

continuing R&D, is important if coal-derived fuels

are to make a timely contribution to the liquid

fuels shortfall by 2030. Because the MITRE

analysis shows that, in the absence of continuing

R&D, coal liquefaction technology is not likely to

be competitive with petroleum until 2030, com

mercial plant construction would not begin until

just before this date, too late for coal liquids to

make a timely contribution to alleviating the short

fall in petroleum supply by 2030. If, as a result of

continuing R&D, coal-derived fuels are competi

tive with petroleum by 2015, this would allow up

to 30 commercial plants producing a total of

2 million barrels per day to be on-line by 2030.

####
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INTERNATIONAL

RUSSIAN IGCC TECHNOLOGY DESCRIBED

In a paper prepared for the Clean Coal Technol

ogy Conference, held in Denver, Colorado in Sep
tember, G. Olkhovsky of the All-Russia Thermal

Engineering Institute addressed the evaluation of

technology modifications needed to apply clean

coal technologies in Russian utilities. One sec

tion of his paper described Russian experience

with Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

(IGCC) technology.

To use Kuznetsk bituminous coal and Kansk-

Achinsk (Berezovo) brown coals, IGCC Thermal

Power Stations (TPS) of large capacity (4.0 to

6.5 total gigawatts) have been designed. The

basic 600- to 700-megawatt (MW) plant includes

two gas turbines of 200 megawatts each, two

heat-recovery boilers and one 240-megawatt

steam turbine.

Designs are based on two different gasification

technologies: moving bed and entrained flow.

Both systems were designed with air and

oxygen-blown (02=95 percent) options.

Gasification proceeds at about 3 MPa. In both

systems, gasifiers with liquid slag removal are fed

with dry coal via a lockhopper system.

To feed the moving bed gasifiers, dried and

crushed coal of <50-millimeter size is screened.

The lumps of >5 millimeters are directed to the

hopper, pass through the lockhopper system and

via the day hopper are supplied from the top to

the reactor vessel. The fines are milled, pass

through their own lockhopper system and are

blown into the reactor via the tuyeres. The tech

nology of producing
6- to 10-millimeter granules

from coal dust was also tested. These granules

are fed into the reactor together with the

screened coal.

To feed the entrained flow gasifiers the coal is

milled, passes via the lockhoppers and is sup

plied pneumatically as a high concentration dust

(<0.015 kilogram of N2 for 1 kilogram of coal

dust).

As a sealing and transportation agent, coal-

derived gases are used in the case of the air-

blown system, and nitrogen is used in oxygen-

blown systems.

Depending on the gasification technology the

temperature of the combustible gas at the reac

tor outlet is 500 to 550C (moving bed, oxygen-

blown), 900 to 960C (moving bed, air-blown),

and 1 ,300 to 1 ,600C (entrained-flow).

Preliminary cooling of the combustible gas to 900

to 950C for entrained-flow gasifiers is ac

complished either in a radiant gas cooler featur

ing additional platen-type heat transfer surfaces,

or by quenching via recirculation of cooled gas

to the reactor outlet. Further cooling of the gas

to 500 to 550C temperature, at which it is

cleaned, is done in the convective gas cooler.

In the gasifier waterwall surfaces and during fur

ther cooling of the combustible gas, up to

30 percent of the steam is produced which is

later expanded in the steam turbine.

Both gasifiers use high-temperature desulfuriza

tion of the product gas at 500C in a fluidized bed

of oxides of metal, followed by regeneration of

sorbents and production of H2S04 from regenera

tion gases.

For oxygen-blown gasification, an independent

air separation plant is used.

The air-blown gasification systems have two

trains per each gas turbine, and in the case of

oxygen-blown design, one train is used.

Basic parameters of an IGCC plant at standard

ISO conditions are given in Table 1. Also the

table compares IGCC efficiency, in terms of fuel

saving, with that of a conventional steam super

critical unit (39 percent efficiency).
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TABLE 1

BASIC PARAMETERS OF IGCC PLANT

Type of Gasifier and Oxidizer

Movina Bed Entrained Flow

Parameter Oxvaen Air Oxvaen Air

Two GTs Output, MW 418 413 414 372

ST Output, MW 188 220 233 227

Output (gross), MW 606 633 647 600

Auxiliary Power, MW 68 32 94 31

Output (net), MW 538 601 553 569

Efficiency (net), % 43.4 44.2 43.8 44.1

Live Steam HP Flow, t/h 454 532 574 551

Live Steam HP Temp. C 535 540 540 540

Fuel Saving, % 10.1 11.8 11.0 11.6

Basic characteristics of an IGCC plant with 600-

to 700-megawatt units using Kansk-Achinsk coal

are shown in Table 2.

As a prototype for a full-scale oxygen blown

IGCC plant, a demonstration plant with a 100 to

130 megawatt gas turbine has been designed

with combined heat generation of 230 to

280 MWt.

Conceptual designs have been made for the

gasification plant including coal feed system, air

separation plant, gasifier, coal-derived gas con-

vective coolers, gas/gas heat exchanger, equip
ment for desulfurization, Claus plant, etc. Test rig
experiments were carried out on kinetics of

entrained-flow gasification, industrial tests of fine

filters, testing of lockhopper system equipment,

and use of gas turbine combustor for coal-

derived gas.

A station design with a 250-megawatt combined-

cycle plant and Kuznetsk coal gasification in a

fluidized-bed, steam-air blown gasifier has been

developed by the Central Boiler/Turbine Institute

(TsKTI, St. Petersburg) and VNIPIEnergoprom

Designing Institute (Moscow).

The plant features a high degree of integration.

The air to be fed to the gasifier operating at

2.0 MPa is taken past the gas turbine compres

sor and is additionally compressed by an

auxiliary compressor arranged on the same shaft

with the expansion turbine operating on cleaned

coal-derived gas and an auxiliary steam turbine

balancing the output of the turboblock. The

steam is fed to the gasifier from the extraction

point past the steam turbine high-pressure sec

tion. Prior to entering the gasifier, the steam is

superheated in one of the sections of the convec-

tive gas cooler.

The gasifier reaction chamber, octahedral in sec

tion, is formed by the waterwall tube screens,

switching into a steam generator multiple forced-

circulation loop. To make the gasifier path leak-

tight and provide reliability for the gasifier exter

nal casing, the steam extracted past the steam

turbine high-pressure cylinder is fed into the

space between the casing and the inner screens.
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TABLE 2

OPTIONS OF RUSSIAN ADVANCED POWER STATION DESIGNS

(For Kansk-Achinsk Brown Coal)

Supercritical

1Dulverized Coal Units IGCC PI ml

De-SOx- Eco

Exis De-NOx logically Oxygen Air

Parameters ting Systems Clean Blown Blown

Capacity, MW c ann

Utilization Period, h/yr

Unit Capacity, MW

cnn

-800

Fuel Characteristics:

Heat Value, MJ/kg
A<h Content %

1 c f)7

7 no

Moisture Content, % -38 (33 - 38)

Sulfur Contpnt %
-0.3 (0.2 - 0.5)-

Nitrogen Content, % , n ^

Efficiency in Nominal Output, % 38.50 37.60 38.70 42.50 43.50

Relative Investment Cost 1.227 1.483 1.193 1.326 1.358

Specific Emissions:

NOx,
mg/m3

600 200 200 40 30

mg/MJ 220 75 75 30 25

SOx,
mg/m3

600 300 300 3.5 10

mg/MJ 220 110 110 2.5 8

PM,
mg/m3

150 50 50 0.7 0.7

mg/MJ 55 18 18 0.6 0.6

Some gasifier parameters and characteristics are

shown in Table 3.

The power generation part is based on a com

bined cycle with a Supercharged Steam Genera

tor (SSG). It includes a 65-megawatt gas-turbine

made by KhTZ, a T-180 extraction steam turbine

made by LMZ, and two SSGs of TKZ design. The

gas turbine is connected with the SSG, arranged

symmetrically from two sides, by two-walled

ducts. The gas turbine compressor compressed

air is directed to the SSG over the annulus be

tween the outer cold wall and inner pipe in which

the combustion products are returned to the gas

turbine. Each SSG is fed by the coal-derived gas

from its own gasification train consisting of the

fuel lockhopper system, gasifier, gas coolers, gas

cleaning and preheating system, and turbo-

expander.

To be gasified in the fluidized-bed, coal lumps

must not exceed 20 millimeters in size, and the

amount of fines (< 1 millimeter fractions), must be

no more than 15 percent.

The gasifier contains screen waterwall surfaces,

the primary purpose of which is to protect the

outer robust casing against high temperatures
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TABLE 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF FLUDIZED BED

GASIFICATION SYSTEM

Reaction Chamber Pressure, MPa 2.0-2.1

Fluidized Bed Area,
m2 8.7

Fluidized Bed Height, m 3.0

Combustible Gas LHV, MJ/kg
4.07

Flows for One Gasifier, t/h (kg/s):

Coal 60 (16.7)

Steam and Air 230 (63.9)

Ash from Bed 8 (2.2)

Consumption of Oxidizers per kg of Coal, kg:

Air 3.15

Steam 0.67

Gas Yield, kg/kg of Coal

Temperature, C:

In Reaction Volume

4.3

1,100

Steam-Air 450

Gas Past Reactor 950

Gas Before Cleaning 210

Gas Past Cleaning 160

Gas Before Expansion Turbine 310

Coal Characteristics: LHV, MJ/kg 23.65

Moisture, % 10-12

Ash Content, % 13-21.5

Sulfur Content, % 0.35-0.40

and aggressive coal-derived gas. The walls of

gas cooler No. 1 and the gas duct connected

with the gasifier are also screened. The gas

cooler path contains three convective sections

operating under gas velocities of 6 to 7 meters

per second, ensuring self-blowing of the surfaces
with no tube erosion. All gas coolers are located
in 3.8-meter outer diameter cylindrical shells, en

suring pre-assembled transportation; their length

(height) is 17 to 33 meters.

Coarse cleaning of the coal-derived gas is

carried out in cyclones in two stages. The first

group of cyclones is installed past gas cooler

No. 1 (500 to 550C), the cleaning efficiency is 65
to 70 percent; the second group is located past

gas cooler No. 3 (210C) and their cleaning ef

ficiency is about 90 percent.

The fine cleaning of gas so that the particle con

tent is less than 10 milligrams per cubic meter is

done by washing in a Venturi scrubber with a

cyclone mist eliminator.

The major part (70 to 80 percent) of sulfur

removal is accomplished in the fluidized-bed

where limestone or dolomite is injected.

Investigations and validations of the design were

conducted in a pilot plant of 250 kilograms coal

per hour capacity at up to 3 MPa and at a large-

scale TsKTI test facility at up to 0.6 MPa. At the
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latter test facility gasification investigations were

carried out on Kuznetsk bituminous coals at flow

rates for 600 to 1,100 kilograms per hour, as well

as on brown Kansk-Achinsk coals. The gasifier

of the facility is a vessel of 2.2-meter diameter

and 10 meters high with the reactor itself of about

800 millimeters diameter with 4,500 cubic meters

per minute coal-derived gas output. Gasification

was conducted with steam-air blast at 900 to

1,000C. Successful fluidized-bed gasification of

granules has been conducted.

####

THREE TON/DAY GASIFIER TEST UNIT BUILT

IN SOUTH KOREA

A paper by Y. Yun et al. at the 12th International

Pittsburgh Coal Conference, held in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania in September, describes a 3-ton

per day Bench-Scale Unit (BSU) coal gasifier

scheduled to begin operation in South Korea

sometime in 1995.

Korea's long-term plan for electric power develop
ment calls for more than doubling electric

capacity (from 24,120 megawatts in 1992 to

54,098 megawatts in 2006). Coal usage in the

electric power generation sector has been

planned to steadily increase from 1 1 percent in

1992 to 28.3 percent in 2006. The growth in total

coal consumption of this magnitude might

produce significant environmental problems

when only conventional power generation tech

nologies are employed. Among the next-

generation powerplant technologies, the In

tegrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC)
power generation technology is recognized as

one of the most advanced technologies.

Because several developed countries already
possess and operate demonstration-scale and

Process Development Unit (PDU) scale IGCC

plants, it has been determined that following the
same pattern of investment with the already-

developed technology might be somewhat point

less for South Korea. Thus, accumulating design

capability for IGCC systems has been chosen as

the top priority. However, design without any ac

tual operation experience sometimes leads to fol

lowing the wrong track of technology and might

increase the dependence on the already-existing

technologies, say Yun et al. Therefore, a small-

scale test facility to obtain actual experience and

to test the gasification yield and quality on im

ported coals, was built beginning in 1994. This

BSU gasifier will be a starting point to accumu

late data on design, operation, and instruments,
and the eventual data volume will be enlarged to

a full-scale data base for the design of a

10 megawatt size PDU IGCC plant.

Thus, the project aims to achieve full understand

ing of IGCC technology through the actual opera
tion of the small-scale plant. As of early 1995,

basic components of the gasification system had

been installed and were being tested.

In 1992, suitable coal samples were selected,

based on coals imported by Korea. A gasifica

tion process and matching gas purification

process were selected according to the coal

samples. The final choices of processes were

oxygen-blown, entrained-bed gasifier with cold

gas desulfurization process and air-blown,

fluidized-bed gasifier with hot gas desulfurization

process. These processes were evaluated with

the ASPEN simulation code. Results showed

that the oxygen-blown, entrained gasification

process was a better choice because of its

higher thermal efficiency and mature demonstra

tion of technology.

In the coal preparation system, 2-inch lump coal

is fed into a pulverizer and reduced in size to

70-90 percent passing 200 mesh. During the pul

verizing process, coal is dried to less than

0.5 percent surface moisture for flowability
through the feeding system. Fluxing agent is

sometimes required for certain coals to allow

slagging of coal ash at the operating gasifier tem

perature and to reduce slag viscosity. The

coal/flux feeding system employs nitrogen to

pressurize lockhoppers to the operating gasifier

pressure. The lockhoppers discharge coal feed

to pressurized injection hoppers, from which coal

is discharged by metering screws into the coal
in-
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jection lines. Coal feed is then pneumatically con

veyed in a dense phase with nitrogen to the

gasifier. Coal and reactant gases (i.e.,

oxygen/air, steam) enter the gasifier, which

operates at pressures up to 30 bars and tempera

tures up to 1 ,650C.

The cold gas cleanup system employed involves

Sulfinol, Claus, and SCOT processes. The Sul-

finol is adopted for the conversion of COS to

H S, whereas the Claus process is chosen for the

conversion of H2S to elemental sulfur. Sulfurous

species from Claus plant are converted to r-LS in

the SCOT plant and H2S is recycled to the Claus

plant.

Basic engineering design data will be accumu

lated from the experience of running the 3-ton

per day BSU. Through the operation of the unit

for the next 2 years, the engineering package will

be improved and evaluated with actual data.

Development of an improved IGCC process

scheme as well as improvement of gasifier

design for better efficiency are possible, say
Yun et al.

####

HOT GAS FILTERS SUCCESSFUL IN TWO
YEARS'

OPERATION WITH WINKLER

GASIFIER

In Germany, Rheinbraun A.G., has developed the
High Temperature Winkler (HTW) gasification

process. Since 1986 Rheinbraun has been

operating an HTW demonstration plant as an

industrial-scale lignite gasification facility for the

production of synthesis gas, which is used for

methanol production.

The KoBra technology (a combined-cycle power

station with integrated HTW-lignite gasification) is

considered to be feasible from the technical point

of view. However, a study by RWE-Energie and

Rheinbraun showed there are possibilities for

technical and economical optimizations. That is

why RWE-Energie decided in April 1994 to

postpone the KoBra demonstration plant project

in favor of a 3-year Research and Development

(R&D) program.

Most of the investigations in this KoBra R&D

program are carried out in the HTW demonstra

tion plant. One of the major investigation items is

the operation and optimization of a hot gas filter

for the dry dedusting of the coal gas. The results

of a 2-year successful operation of this filter were

described by Rheinbraun's R. Wischnewski and

J. Engelhard at the 12th International Pittsburgh

Coal Conference, held in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl

vania in September.

The HTW demonstration plant converts ap

proximately 27 tons per hour of dried lignite to

37,000 cubic meters per hour (or 33 million stan

dard cubic feet per day) synthesis gas at a pres

sure of about 10 bar. The gasifier is oxygen

blown. At the end of 1994 the plant had operated

for almost 55,000 hours with a coal throughput of

3.1 million tons. The availability of the plant has

been between 85 and 91 percent in the last

years.

Hot Gas Filter

For combined-cycle powerplants Wischnewski

and Engelhard say that dry dedusting compared
with wet dedusting offers the following ad

vantages:

- Lower pressure losses due to lack of

solids deposits

- Decrease in water requirements and oc

curring effluents

- Lowermaintenance expenditure

- Higher availability of the overall plant

- More economical uses for dry dust com

pared with sludge

In addition dry dusting may be used with future

processes for dry coal gas desulfurization, which

may produce a further significant improvement in

the economics of combined-cycle plants.
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Rheinbraun's early hot gas filters were designed

using conventional construction by hanging filter

elements sealed in a tube sheet. While good

results were obtained from the filtration itself, the

lifetime of the filter elements was not sufficient.

The latest filter with its internals is shown in

Figure 1. The design follows the principle

developed ror pressurized fluidized-bed plants by
Deutsche Babcock Energie und Umwelttechnik

(DBE) who also constructed and supplied the fil

ter which is today marketed by the LLB Com

pany. The filter elements stand upright in one or

more tiers inside the filter vessel.

The test filter has 22 groups of filter elements in

two tiers. The smallest group has 8 and the big
gest group has 40 elements. The ceramic

material for the filter elements is the well known

Dia, Schumalith F 40 type produced by
Schumacher. This material showed good results

in the two previously used smaller filters at similar

conditions.

FIGURE 1

HOT GAS FILTER

SOURCE: WISCHNEWSKI AND ENGELHARD

The dust laden gas flows into the pressure vessel

from above. When the gas passes through the

porous filter elements, the solids remain on the

element surface. The dedusted gas is dis

charged from the vessel by internal gas collec

tors which are also used for the cleaning of the

elements. This is done by a gas impulse and a

short-term reversal detaching the filter cake from

the elements. The separated dust is discharged

from the pressurized section of the process via

water-jacketed cooling screws and a connected

lockhopper system. In the HTW demonstration

plant the dust is flushed into the waste water, but

future applications of the HTW process would fea

ture a dry utilization of the filter dust, e.g., in a

boiler, depending on the location conditions.

Results

From the startup in 1993 the filter has achieved

some 7,500 hours of operation through the end

of June 1995. Over this time it showed a safe

and stable operation, say the authors. The dust

content of less than 3 milligrams per cubic meter

at the outlet was always under the design value

of 5 milligrams per cubic meter (STP). This gives

a separation efficiency of more than

99.98 percent weight. Even in exceptional cases

when the dust inlet concentration was twice as

high as the designed inlet concentration, the out

let value remained less than 3 milligrams per

cubic meter (STP).

During tests for optimizing the cleaning gas pres

sure, a breakage of 20 elements happened at a

pressure level of 13 bar, which is only 3 bar

above the process pressure of the filter. The

breakage occurred in two smaller filter candle

groups. These two filter groups were insuffi

ciently cleaned because the small groups did not

get enough cleaning gas at this low cleaning pres

sure level. Operation now specifies a minimum

cleaning gas pressure of 15 bar. It was also con

cluded that future ceramic candle filters should

have filter groups with a nearly identical number

of elements.

The operation of the hot gas filter was found to

offer annual savings for boiler feed and waste
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water of about DM1 million per year. The annual

savings will rise to more than DM2 million when a

dry dust removal system is used.

In summary, Rheinbraun says the hot gas filter

installed in the HTW demonstration plant has

completely fulfilled all expectations with regard to

a safe, stable and reliable operation.

Future optimization items will include:

- Change from a two-stage filter to a three-

stage filter

- Further reduction of number of filter ele

ments

- Test of alternative pulse valves

- Test of on-line dust measurement

- Test of alternative filter materials

- Study of adsorption of trace elements

Upon completion of the tests in 1997, a hot gas fil

ter, fully optimized and operational on an in

dustrial scale, is expected to be available for in

tegrated gasification combined-cycle

powerplants.

####

IEA COAL RESEARCH OUTLINES 1995/1996

PROGRAM

IEA Coal Research is a collaborative project in

volving member countries of the International

Energy Agency (IEA). Its purpose is to provide

information about the analysis of coal technol

ogy, supply and use. The project is governed by
representatives of member countries and the

European Commission, and is operated by IEA

Coal Research Ltd.

In its 1994/1995 Annual Report, the organization

reviewed 1994/1995 progress and also

presented the program for 1995/1996.

Building on previous work on coal prospects in

the Asian region, IEA Coal Research will review

two further regions which could have an impact

on traded steam coal supply and
price: Russia

and South and Central America. A report ad

dressing markets for coal will assess the
impor

tance of the strategies pursued by electricity

utilities in purchasing their fuel
requirements.

Another report will examine the economic

benefits of recent and prospective developments

in different underground mining
systems.

Complementing earlier work on the emissions of

trace elements from coal combustion, a new

report will examine the knowledge of the occur

rence of environmentally
important elements in

coal, such as heavy metals and arsenic, with a

view to understanding their behavior during com

bustion and utilization. Emissions of mercury

and their effects on the environment will be

studied in a separate report.

The work on power generation will continue with

a report on new approaches to powerplant con

struction using relatively small modules, enabling

a plant to be built in stages or as small units

close to load centers. Another report will ad

dress the opportunities and constraints offered

by the coal quality requirements of advanced

power generation systems.

IEA Coal Research will also be investigating the

possibility of cofiring coal with waste materials

such as plastics, straw, wood waste, sludge,

tires, municipal waste, etc., to produce useful

energy.

A review of current understanding of the fun

damentals of coal gasification will complement

earlier reports on the principles of pulverized coal

combustion and of deposition in boilers.

There are both economic and environmental fac

tors inhibiting the construction of new coal

facilities. IEA Coal Research will report on

various case studies of plants which have been

completed successfully and those which encoun

tered difficulties.
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Recent developments in combustion measures

and flue gas treatment technologies merit an up

date of the 1990 report on NO control in coal-

fired plants.

Coal ash can often be utilized if it is of sufficient

quality. Controlling this quality will be the subject
of a report in the coming year.

####

INDIA CONVERTS COAL-BASED FERTILIZER

PLANTS TO NAPHTHA FUEL

According to a report in Chemical Week, the In

dian Fertilizer Ministry will allow conversion of the

last two coal-based fertilizer units in the country

to naphtha use. Conversion of the facilities, at

Ramagundam and Talcher, will require an invest

ment of $355 million. They belong to Fertilizers

Corporation of India.

####
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PROJECTACTIVITIES

DATA ON PRODUCT PROPERTIES

AVAILABLE FOR SHELL MDS PROCESS

A new promotional brochure issued by Shell

MDS (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd lists typical properties

of products from the Shell Middle Distillates Syn

thesis (SMDS) plant in Bintulu, Malaysia.

The MDS technology converts natural gas to

long-chain paraffins which are subsequently
either hydrocracked to produce liquid transporta

tion fuels or fractionated to produce chemical

feedstocks and waxes.

Fuels

SMDS fuels (Table 1) are characterized by the

absence of nitrogen, sulfur and aromatics as
well

as by low density and high cetane number. They

have low odor and arewater white.

Shell says regulations aimed at reducing diesel

engines emissions are continually becoming

more challenging, requiring new standards in

diesel fuel quality. Industry emissions testing con

ducted by the oil industry and engine manufac

turers indicate that it is no longer sufficient for

diesel fuels to be low in nitrogen, sulfur and

aromatics in order to reduce emissions. The key

property appears to be cetane number. The

TABLE 1

Property

Density 15C

Distillation Range

IBP

5%

50%

95%

FBP

Sulfur

Cetane Index

Smoke Point

Flash Point

Pour Point

Cloud Point

Kinematic Viscosity
@25C

Aromatics

SMDS FUELS

(Typical Properties)

Units Kerosene Gasoil

kg/m3

738 785

C 155 201

C 163 219

C 170 271

C 181 353

C 191 358

ppm 0 0

58 75

C >50

C 42 88

C -35 -7

C
-2

cSt 1.5 4.3

%v <0.1 <0.1
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most significant feature of SMDS gasoil, not

found in other diesel streams, is its extremely

high cetane index. This makes SMDS gasoil a

superb blendstock to upgrade lower-quality
diesels. In applications where lubricity is critical,

commercially available lubricity additives may be

added to the blend. Alternatively, the proportion

of SMDS gasoil used in the blend may be

suitably controlled.

SMDS kerosene is suitable as a trimming agent

for heavy gasoils that need to be upgraded to

specification diesel.

Waxes

The high linearity and sharp carbon number dis

tribution of SMDS waxes (Table 2) result in a nar

row melt range for each grade, providing
for-

mulators and other users with a versatile range of

products in applications such as cable coating,

match stick coating, coated paper and board, tex

tile and plastic processing aids and candles, in

addition to the traditional applications of Fischer-

Tropsch waxes in hot melt adhesives and printing
inks.

According to Shell, the consistent color of SMDS

waxes is ideal for applications requiring color

additives, for example crayons, candles, graphic

arts and other decorative outlets. The opaque

appearance also throws out true color brilliance

with minimum coloring agents. Furthermore, the

absence of odor makes approved grades

suitable for sensitive applications such as packag
ing.

The high melting point SMDS waxes SX70 and

SX100 comply with United States Food and Drug
Administration regulations for indirect food con

tact applications.

Chemical Feedstocks

SMDS chemical feedstocks (Table 3) typically
comprise at least 95 percent normal-paraffins

TABLE 2

SMDS WAXES

(Typical Properties)

ProDertv Units SX50 SX70 SX100

Congealing Point C 50 71 97

Drop Melting Point C 52 73 104

Cloud Point C 54 72 106

Saybolt Color +30 +30 +30

Odor 1.0 1.0 0.5
Oil Content@-32C %m 2.85 0.40 0.01

Penetration@25C 0.1mm 40 12 2

Penetration@43C 0.1mm 30 7
Penetration@65C 0.1mm 16

Kinematic Viscosity@100C cSt 2.87 5.85

Kinematic Viscosity@120C cSt 12.10
UV Absorptivity <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Total Acid Number 0 0 0
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TABLE 3

SMDS CHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS

(Typical Properties)

Property Units

Carbon Number

Range

Saybolt Color

Bromine Index mgBr/100g
Sulfur ppm

Carbon Distrib. %m

nC5

nC6

nC7

nC8

nC9

nClO

nCll

nCl2

nCl3

nCl4

nCl5

nCl6

nCl7

nCl8

nCl9

n-Paraffins Content %m

AverageMolec

ularMass

Density@15C kg/m3

Distillation Range C

IBP

FBP

Aniline Point C
Pour Point C

Viscosity@25C mm2/s

SARAPAR SARAPAR SARAPAR SARASOL

059 103 147 150/200

C5-9 C10-13 C14-17 C8-12

+30 +30 +30 +30

10 8 6 20

0 0 0 0

10

17

19 1

19 3

18 7

8 9 20

91

30

29

27

1

96

122 167

690 750

35 190

160 230

70 83

N/A -20

0.6 1.7

4

25

24

22

16

4

0

95

213

775

250

280

93

5

3.3

12

8

1

52

166

735

155

195

82

-35

1.5
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and are free of sulfur, nitrogen,

aromatics and heavy metals.
chlorides,

The paraffinic nature of SMDS naphtha

(SARAPAR 059) makes it an excellent feedstock

for ethylene crackers. Simulation testing of

SMDS naphtha indicates that petrochemicals

producers can expect about 10 percent higher

yields of ethylene and propylene compared with

petroleum-derived naphthas.

The unique aromatic- and sulfur-free characteris

tics of SMDS SARAPAR normal paraffins make

them ideal for the production of detergents. Ac

cording to Shell, the purity of the products

satisfies all the performance requirements in the

production of linear alkyl benzene, chlorinated

paraffins and paraffin sulfonates. The medium-

cut normal paraffin (SARAPAR 103) is used most

widely in laundry applications where its higher

than usual C13 content gives rise to improved

detergency, while the use of the heavy cut nor

mal paraffin (SARAPAR 147) in making

chloroparaffins results in high-quality products in

terms of heat stability and color.

The high purity of SMDS SARASOL 150/200 sol

vent, together with the low odor, makes it

suitable for applications where its untainted ap

pearance is of particular value, such as printing

inks, cosmetics, metal degreasing, adhesives,

household products, car dewaxing and dry clean

ing. In the majority of applications, the slight

reduction in solvent power is not important; in

critical applications slight reformulation may be

required.

The waxy raffinate heart cut from a redistilled

process stream combines extremely high vis

cosity index with low Noack volatility, making it a

unique precursor for the production ofwholly syn

thetic XHVI lubricating oils.

####

CORPORATIONS

METHANEX SEES CONTINUED STRENGTH IN

METHANOL DEMAND

In its Report to Shareholders for the period en

ding June 30, 1995, Methanex Corporation notes

that for the 6 months ended June 30, 1995, the

Company recorded net earnings of $190.2 million

($0.99 per share) compared to net earnings of

$68.5 million ($0.35 per share) for the same

period in 1994.

Methanol

During the first 6 months of 1995, Methanex gen

erated revenue from methanol of $764.8 million

compared to $440.1 million in the same period in

1994. This increase is directly the result of sig

nificantly higher methanol prices in the first

quarter and higher sales volumes.

Methanex has been able to increase sales

volumes in the second quarter of 1995, in par

ticular due to higher demand for MTBE. The

MTBE industry is operating at significantly higher

operating rates then during the first quarter of

1995 and has regained reformulated gasoline

market share from ethanol and ETBE. The

United States Court of Appeals rejected the

Renewable Oxygenates Standard (ROS) man

date which would have required that 30 percent

of the oxygenates used in reformulated gasoline

come from renewable sources (largely ethanol

made from corn). Demand from traditional uses

of methanol, particularly formaldehyde and

acetic acid remain strong.

In January, the price of methanol reached all-

time highs (the United States Gulf Coast transac

tion price was $506 per tonne or $1 .52 per gal

lon) before declining to April levels of around

$185 per tonne ($0.56 per gallon) By June the
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United States Gulf transaction price had settled

at a price of approximately $155 per tonne

($0.46 per gallon) and appeared stable.

During the first 6 months of 1995, Methanex util

ized its global network of production facilities to

match production with sales requirements.

Production of 1.89 million tonnes represented

85 percent of the company's nominal rated

methanol production capacity. In the first

6 months of 1995 Methanex completed planned

turnarounds at the New Zealand and Kitimat

facilities. In addition, because gas costs in Chile

rise when methanol prices are high, production

rates at the Cape Horn plant were reduced to

match sales requirements.

Gasoline

Sales and production volumes of gasoline were

lower as a result of a strategic decision to switch

production from gasoline to methanol in order to

take advantage of higher returns for methanol.

Sales were 1.3 million barrels compared to

2.2 million barrels in the same period in 1994

while production decreased to 132,146 tonnes

from 257,521 for the same period in 1994. The

average price realized for gasoline in the first

6 months of 1995 was 15 percent higher than the

same period in 1994.

Natural Gas Costs

costs in Chile are lower. Lower North American

natural gas prices have reduced the natural gas

costs at Kitimat and Medicine Hat by $1 1 million

in the first 6 months of 1995 versus the same

period in 1994.

During the 6 month period, capital expenditures

were $80.3 million, primarily related to the

Company's gasoline to methanol switching

capacity in New Zealand (DIV 700,000 tonnes)

and construction of the second train in Chile

(Chile H-925,000 tonnes). The construction of

DIV is substantially complete, and Chile II is

progressing as planned.

Short-Term Outlook

Methanex says the rapid decline in methanol

prices from the very high levels of late 1994 ap

pears to have ended and prices have stabilized.

However, there continues to be strong demand

from traditional uses of methanol, particularly for

maldehyde and acetic acid.

In the fuels sector, there has been a recovery in

demand for methanol used in MTBE, as MTBE

has regained price competitiveness. The com

pany believes this will provide continued strength

in the demand for methanol.

####

Natural gas is the major feedstock in the

manufacture of methanol and gasoline. In New

Zealand, natural gas is acquired under long-term

supply contracts at predetermined prices. Conse

quently, natural gas costs did not change sig

nificantly from the same period in 1994. In Chile,
the long-term supply contracts for natural gas are

adjusted by United States inflation, periodic price
steps and other factors according to a formula

driven by market prices for methanol. The cost

of Chilean natural gas in the first 6 months was

higher by approximately $40 million over the

same period in 1994. This increase was prin

cipally due to the high price of methanol in

late 1994 and the first quarter 1995. Under the

current methanol price environment, natural gas

ENERGY POLICY & FORECASTS

GRI LONG-TERM ENERGY PRICE

FORECASTS TURN SHARPLY LOWER IN 1995

The Gas Research Institute (GRI) publishes

yearly forecasts for United States energy supply,
demand and prices. The 1995 projection marks

something of a watershed in the GRI baseline

projection activity. In the 1995 edition GRI has

significantly reduced the expectation for in

creases in real crude oil prices over the next

15 years. GRI has adopted an expectation that

crude oil prices will remain essentially flat in real

dollar terms. To remain competitive with the
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lower crude oil prices, other energy prices are

projected to decline as well. Therefore, lower

crude oil prices imply an expectation of lower

overall long-term energy prices. This revised

price expectation has resulted in significant

changes in GRI's outlook for energy markets

and, specifically, for natural gas.

The GRI Baseline Projection continues to indicate

that, with adequate technology advances, natural

gas will play a major role in an increasingly com

petitive energy mix well into the next century. As

summarized in Figure 1
, despite strong improve

ments in energy conservation in all demand sec

tors, primary energy consumption is projected to

grow at an average annual rate of 1 .3 percent per

year. This results in an increase from

1993 base-year total consumption levels of

86.8 quads to 108.4 quads by the year 2010.

Primary gas consumption is projected to in

crease from 20.7 quads in 1993 to 27.1 quads by
2010.

FIGURE 1
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Energy Price Expectations

Since the 1970s, all projections have gone

through a significant transition in their outlook for

energy prices. The OPEC oil price increases

during the 1970s and much of the oil resource

literature written over that time (and before) led

to an expectation of ever increasing real oil

prices. Despite oil price declines during the

1980s, most projections including GRI's, con

tinued to show significant increases in real oil

prices, although at progressively slower rates.

The erosion of the expectation for increased real

oil prices has taken a long time. It is only now

that authors of many of the widely published

projections are seriously considering the pos

sibility that oil prices may not increase in real dol

lar terms or may only show very small real in

creases.

In the 1995 edition of the projection, GRI has

overhauled its expectation for increases in real

crude oil prices. GRI has adopted an expecta

tion that crude oil prices will remain essentially

flat in real dollar terms over the next 15 years.

This major shift in expectation has resulted in sig

nificant changes in the outlook for energy

markets and, specifically, for natural gas.

Figure 2 compares the crude oil price tracks in

real 1994 dollars per barrel for the 1994 and

1995 editions of the GRI projection. The price

path in the 1995 projection still reflects a modest

increase in real prices.

In the 1995 projection, real crude oil prices reach

only $19 per barrel by 2000 and $21 per barrel by
2010. In nominal terms (the price in the given

year) crude oil prices increase to $23 per barrel

by 2000 and $35 per barrel by 2010. Nominal

prices only reach the peak price of $35 per barrel

achieved in 1981 in 2010.

The lower crude oil prices in the 1995 edition of

the projection imply lower natural gas and

electricity prices as well.
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FIGURE 2

PROJECTED CRUDE OIL PRICES

(1994 Dollars per Barrel)
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SOURCE: GRI

FIGURE 3
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Transportation Sector Demand

Gas demand in the transportation sector is

primarily associated with pipeline compressor

use. However, the projection also includes an

estimate of the penetration of compressed

natural gas into the fleet vehicle market. By
2010, gas consumption by Natural Gas Vehicles

(NGVs) is projected to reach 0.5 quad (Figure 3).

Some 277 trillion BTU of gas will be consumed in

fleet vehicles and 231 trillion BTU in non-fleet

vehicles. Non-fleet vehicles include a resale

market for automobiles and light-duty trucks of

64 trillion BTU in 2010 as well as those vehicles

described in state incentive/mandate programs

amounting to 167 trillion BTU.

The projection of gas use in NGVs was

developed by GRI using an off-line analysis that

considers the relative economics of NGVs versus

alternative fuels and the relevant existing federal

and state laws. This analysis was not updated for

the 1995 edition of the projection and does not

reflect the new analysis completed as part of the

ongoing development of the NGV Industry
Strategy.

While the impact of lower energy prices on the

demand for NGVs was not explicitly considered

in the revised projection, the decline in oil prices

in the revised outlook was proportionally greater

than the decline in natural gas prices. This would

seem to imply a more difficult competitive situa

tion for NGVs at the fuel pump under this energy

outlook despite lower gas prices.

####
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TECHNOLOGY

CERAMIC MEMBRANE REACTOR CONVERTS

NATURAL GAS TO SYNTHESIS GAS

SPONTANEOUSLY

Eltron Research Inc. of Boulder, Colorado is

developing Ceramic Membrane Reactor (CMR)

technology for the electrochemical conversion of

humidified natural gas to synthesis g?s. In addi

tion to the yield being up to 90 percent in a single

pass, the reaction is thermodynamically spon

taneous, and, therefore, requires no externally

imposed voltage.

Maintained at some 900C, the CMR is equipped

with a tubular mixed-conducting membrane

(Figure 1) with methane held inside and air out

side. The methane side of the membrane is

coated with a partial-oxidation catalyst, while the

outer side contains a reduction catalyst. The

FIGURE 1

SYNTHESIS GAS PRODUCTION

USING ELTRON CMR TECHNOLOGY

Mixed conducting
membrane
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CHj
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Redaction
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CaUlvst

SOURCE: EITRON

high conductivity of the membrane materials for

electrons and oxygen ions permits the reaction

of oxygen with methane while preventing direct

contact between methane and oxygen.

Ceramic membranes are a new and growing tech

nology with applications in the chemical process

ing industry as well as in gas and liquid separa

tions. The prime product for the CMR technol

ogy discussed here is expected to be synthesis

gas for methanol production. Secondary
products/markets include synthesis gas for use

in the production of higher olefins and liquid

fuels, on-site carbon monoxide production as a

chemical feedstock and reduction or removal of

toxic emissions from power generation and

chemical processing.

In addition to large-scale production of synthesis

gas and related products, Eltron says CMR tech

nology is expected to be cost-effective at smaller

scales, unlike conventional technology. This fea

ture allows CMR technology to take advantage of

currently unused or underutilized small sources

of natural gas such as landfills, coalbeds and

remote gas fields and oil drilling sites.

The basis for Eltron CMR technology lies in the

discovery and application of materials which ex

hibit high oxygen ion and electronic conductivity.

The empirical reactions occurring across the

membrane are shown in Figure 1 .

An analysis of the features, advantages and

benefits of Eltron CMR technology for the produc

tion of methanol from natural-gas-derived syn

thesis gas as compared to standard technology
is given in Table 1.

Current technology for methanol synthesis is

based on steam or autothermal reforming

(combined steam reforming/partial oxidation) of

methane to produce synthesis gas with the sub

sequent conversion of the synthesis gas to

methanol. Major production costs are due to

feedstock and capital construction costs.

Natural gas is used not only as the chemical

feedstock in these processes, but also as the

source of energy to produce steam and pure
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TABLE 1

ADVANTAGES OF CERAMIC MEMBRANE REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

Features

Product Composition

Oxygen Control

Exothermic

Modular

Advantages

Proper composition for

subsequent methanol

synthesis

Control of feedstock

composition, highly
selective

No energy input needed

to drive reaction,

cogeneration

Can be built to desired

scale

Benefits

No pretreatment, simpler

process, less expensive

More efficient operation,

30-40% less energy to heat

reactants. No NOx formed.

Less expensive process,

calculate eight times more

energy released, decreased

emissions

Flexible, easy to scale up

or add capacity

oxygen for the steam reforming step. Eltron

CMR technology has advantages in that the

process is run at the thermoneutral point, i.e., the

energy released during the reaction balances the

energy required to produce steam. A second

advantage is that oxygen becomes separated

from atmospheric nitrogen via the membrane.

This obviates the need for an air liquefaction

plant.

Table 2 (next page) compares the cost break

down for the production of methanol via syn

thesis gas for current versus Eltron CMR tech

nologies at a scale of 5 million gallons of

methanol per year. A 20 percent cost advantage

is claimed when using Eltron technology.

####

INTERNATIONAL

RENTECH SENDS SYNHYTECH PROCESS

PLANT EQUIPMENT TO INDIA

According to an article in Natural Gas Focus, Ren

tech Inc., the Denver-based developer and

marketer of a process that converts natural gas

into liquid hydrocarbons, has sold the process

equipment portion of its Synhytech plant to

Donyi Polo Petrochemicals Ltd. of Bombay, In

dia.

The Indian company intends to transport the

equipment from the plant in Pueblo, Colorado,
for use in its project in Arunachal Pradesh in

northeastern India.
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TABLE 2

COST COMPARISON FOR METHANOL PRODUCTION

(For 5 Million Gallons perYear)

Existing Technology
Capital costs $ thousands/year

$9.4 million @9.5% over 15 years 670

Maintenance@3.5% capital costs 330

Energy 130

Labor 3 workers, 3 shifts @50K 450

Feedstock (methane) @$1 .8/million BTU 780

Total $2,243

47 cents/gal

Eltron Technology
Capital costs $ thousands/year

$6.4 million @9.5% over 15 years 450

Maintenance@3.5% capital costs 220

Energy
~

Labor 3 workers, 3 shifts@50K 450

Feedstock (methane) @$1 .8/million BTU 780

Total $1,900

38 cents/gal

Rentech expects contracts for final design and

actual plant construction for the Arunachal

Pradesh project be negotiated in the near future.

Rentech currently provides its technology and

engineering support for a Rentech plant in

China's Henan Province through an ongoing

$10.9 million contract.

####

MAJOR OFFSHORE METHANOL PLANT

STUDIED FOR AUSTRALIA

According to a report in Chemical Week BHP

Petroleum, a subsidiary of Broken Hill Pty., has

begun a feasibility study for a world-scale

methanol plant near Karratha in the Pilbara

region ofWestern Australia. The plan is for con

struction of a 850,000-tonne per year plant cost

ing A$400 million (US$298 million).

An environmental impact assessment of the

project is expected to be completed by
August 1996. Construction could start as early
as October 1996.

The plantwould take 2 years to build and produc

tion could start in 1999 at the earliest.

In 1994, BHP commissioned Australia's first

methanol plant, a 164-tonne per day unit at Laver-

ton, near Melbourne. The plant now supplies

65 percent of Australia's demand.

####
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